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Christmas Exercise.
Oolast Saturday right oi e o! ti e
ont'.ieft programs ever ntiocr
in San Jon wasgivtn in connection
v,;t!i a chii.tinas tr.e fttthe M' th
Qtlis Church, the tre was beau i
iu! diccorated and contaiued
tr.ur.y and valuable pre-- i
t u v.- -, a.lao a stocken fu 1 of candy
all the children, at about 8.30
..;rrur Bix'ey gave th optniug
soip :.tta w'n ch followed
Diilb, Song?, March. s
a-- .' L'i d'jgncs untill near 10 oclcck
Liltie Lew Campbell sang a
h.wi.ou song, "Emitled Starching
For Santa" after which S?nta ap-pear-
and distributed the present
1.0m ths tree.
BACK TO XATOBE.
A hen is no' suppose to have
much common ese t 'act,
yet every time she lays an en if
she cack'es forth the fact.
A rooster has't got a lot of
intellect to show, but none the
less most roostt rs have nonb
good sense to crow.
The mule, the most despised
of be ist, has a persistent way
of letting people know he's
around by his inn'sttnt bray.
The busy little bets they buzz,
bulls bellow and cows moo, and
watch dogs bark, and gand rs
quack and doves an J pidgeons
coo.
The peacock spreades his tail
and squacks; pigs squeal find
robins sing, and even serpents
know enough to hiss before Ou y
sting.
But Man, the gre atest e
that Nature could 'e i ,
will often stop ar.d he ita:t i
fort: h'll ADVERTISE.
Mrs. A J. Craig spent Tuesday
night at the home of M's. Joseph
Allev, nnd if ft morn
ing for Tulsi, OkUhoma, where
ihe witl rem u'n during the winter.
Mr. G o. Br?nham in'orms us
'Sat be ate a turkey dioner Christ-
mas day in the cru trv east of town
but wont say whe re.
Chas Alsdorf moved his tamily
back to the farm last Thursday,
Mrs. Alsdorf and children have
be n Mving in t" n th pst three
ontl s f( r the conve, leu e of the
chi dien to attend school.
Tom J"nnings and Frark Atkin-n- r
u"loadtd'a car of flour and
fu d tor Marden arid McDaniei the
first of the week.
Those who ate Christmas dinner
with Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Mardon
we'e, Mr John J a ings and fami-
ly, Mr. Tom Jtnnings and family,
Mr. Chas. Jennings aud family,
Mr Frank Atkerson and tamily,
and Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
Entertained at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Brown Bak r to a Christ
mas dinner, Mr. Z. T. McDaniei
and fami'y, Mr. John Cox and
fa-vi'- Mr. John Shed and family,
Mr. J. Stortzand family, Rv. J.
P. Masterson snd familv and Mr.
L P. Crosier on Wednesday.
Mr. and Mri. W. 0. Bennett
f ertr ned
mas dinner Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
R M. Home 'r. ard Mrs. Mac
H-rn- Mr. and Ms. H. B. Home
Mr. 'nd Mrs I. L. Fowler Mrs
VV VV B n tt Mr G H. Brn-ha-- n
Mi. G-o- . Branham and Mr.
John Hall.
Subscribe for the Sentinel
meter registered ao degrees below
xero at Albuquerque, the ground
covered with severs! inches of
Rio Grande rivr, this Uthecovd- -
est weather Albuquerque has bad
for years.
At Sao Bernardino, Cal., the
orange growers are useing the
smudge pots to save the crop, Ihe
thermometer registered aa above
zero 00 Christmas day, this being
the coldest weather for 24 years.
At Sante Fe Sunday was the
coldest day the capitol has had for
40 years.
Reports from the Mountains
state, they have the heaviest snow
that has fell tor years, the wild an
imals are all driven to the messas.
Christmas day at Laramie Wyo.
was the coldest for several years,
the thermometer standing around
the ao below mark during the day.
Things are not always what they
seem. When Johnny is met at
the door with the injunction to
"wipe bis feet," what really is
meant is that be must clean his
shoes.
It pays to brush the cows with
a good stiff brush. Try it and
see how they enjoy it.
A leviable thermometer should
always he kept bandy and used.
Guesswork doesn't pay when
making butter.
It is reporte that in some sect-tioaila- st
nmaer the robinl Seat-
ed on the ground in order to re-
duce the cost of high living.
.
Before you kick the other fellow
for oot bringing home the borrow-
ed maul, go down to the barn and
see if his borrowed ax stands be-
hind the door.
Company
. A. TRICKEY, Prop.
J O SS iZr
Mts O. R Denton and on Or- -
vil left li'.-r- e Tuy I v it um'ig 'ur
a vetks vi iit with :i latives, .
Lla Ttxa.
Dr. A. L Ei r - b-- Iv d
Mr G ". Br.inii i, enj . d ' t rit-na- s
dinner at the h me of 'r n '
Mrs, A. R. Hurt Mor.day.
E.)it r W. R. Mans t-- l d
City News was 'trans cting
business in San J- a VV dntsd;y.
Mr. C. L. Owen mdo a t u i
less trip to lucumcan Tuesdnv
rturning Tbursd.iy
W. D., Bennett "eturn-- d to his
'. rk ia Tex is rues 'ny "i- - mi g
.ler spi'i-.-'m- C 1 st ia- - si u
h t 'k;', at hu:ne.
Mr. and Mrs. Josvph Alley
erijatd Cbristma diune-- r at tin
;ame of Mr. and Mrs Chas.
FulK-i- .
I
.
M Jorda and s.. Home r,
visited Mr J rdais plac s uih -
it ot toevn, rue:.r!ay and r turn
d Wcdue&diy.
Ail ki'ids ot legal work pr ierlv
x.cuti:d at this offi e. Notar
uilic in th ejfiict.
Mr. ;nd Mr. Ch s A sdorf ami
ni!y att nded tV Ch'i tmas tx'
rcis s at B.rd City Christmas
afternoon. '
f"lvk Mundll cam- i i Si 'dty
OhfcJ'tv V- Ws
" cr timr1, '
)
Mr Brwn Baker and la' her.
iir.d S. A. Ccirer ot fhiistrnas--ahbi-
Z. T. McDanM
M.ke Chapmans bard'' ate stor.
vour headquarters. He sell every
hing in the hardware line. St-i- c
stock of guns am! aminiiion.
Jos ,')U Sio tz rd a. 11 ly ! t
ht-d-- t tnis'm at th- - ho
ard Mrs. John Gnffi b
vVantt-- 50 tons of well matured
.tsr'.A maiv!( Will nav il sO
per ton.
Z. T. McDaniei.
R. C. Nance and family and
C E Weldon and familv vis-te- l
it the h sme ' f Mr. and Vit M
C Garr C'hri imas.
A 160 acre idtm on h f mi e
from town,, good two room house
ine land with living watr, and
r.l v Sio 00 per acre- - on as e - ,
St e the Valk-- Land Co.
F r Sale. Hydrobc Barb' r chair
..nd outfit complet--- . Inquireat this
ffice.
Miss Willie Moyier who has
been at Amarillo, Tex. tor s- - veral
nonths return d jome Sund y to
spend Christmas.
Mr. Harless who has been
pending a week on his claim near
Norton left this morning for Dallas
Texas.
Wanted
A grod mar' or horse must b a
ood worker, six to nine ye-nr-s old,
iclriiy about 1.2 :o or m"re.,one
r pl.ntirJ. 'W Slj'-- U r
".t- - D. G. H. B
'Miss Jewell Manni-- of Tucum.
ciri spent Christas with Mi--- s
Willie Moyier, tt turning home
ytstutday. f
Mr. J G. Ellia pnt the diV
Christmas at the h nv of Mr.
and Mrs J. Kenned r.
J. V. D dgion and finily ite
Ciristm j dinner at the horn- - ol
Mr. and M"n. G S But'er
& Full r rrnde h 'rip to 1
lat VVeJn sday with
li r d f tutlif ys. t
Mr M K. U'hitton, and J. D.
G iffr5'- - a d family ate Chrt-tm- s
d n r vi nh Mr. I E. P nifold and
la :i'i y M-- dy
t 'J I vf you Msit d 011' r.e-- turc,
n ukr it y iir heiidq.i; rt' is while
in Tucum&tri' C C. Cj.ap.-nau- .
1. v . A. I rck y and f.un ly
w r su in - st Fi day
b a cmiu 1 of p oule, who ci ne in
and pave- - ihem an old fashing
p undi' g. A ter singing a few
'in n tbe wen' hone.
Read Pi add ot ihe San Jon
Mtr tile co n
'any on the back
pue of tlii- - issue, they are offer-
ing sone greatly reduced prices
fu this week
W.D:Benn tt a d a ily, H. B.
Home itnd family, Mrs W . W
lVnnst t a d J ho Ha , p ar th -
.a- C-ri-- us .t the t u ; of Mr.
a d M . R. M. H r e at B rj
ily.
- Writ to C. C. Chapman at Tu- -
iui Ciri, for prices on YV,ndmilh
d.;rej.warje.iri.genera!t: l...':.
. and Mrs. T. M. J rd in a d
s 'ii 'I m' r was tr;insicting busi
e s ii Erde. e- - urday.
Mi ! Ii- - Jordan wil . av her.
w iug fo: Eiick Okl
tuin.i wtiet sh wi:! teach a term
of school.
Mr jp'tn h.- fTtm-.- of the
t j. r n r ... ford . from
1 as w h' ie It va. 1 t tu at I el
Christmas.
Mrs E. 0. Allred of Chilicothe
TexH cami' in to Baid Gty yes
te td te c lu' up hn 11 i
h re and 111 ve ikt g ods to Cl ill'
icothe.
Ths literay society has set the
n zt meeting f r the first Saturday
ii'i'ht in 'An r , tni' sin o- - e ree- -
u ! ' - o i t o he t
s.tn a ex sea iooJ program has
been arrauged.
i a rmetirg of 'Citizens Wed-- !
d y Th d 1 f ,r mpssmft-.1- .
.a et lor led y altrnoon
at 1- -30 Jany. and. Do not fail to
a'tnd this meeting, it wi'l be of
int re-- t to you nnd 'he matter rru t
be put-he- thruugh at once. So
the date and come 9ut.
Toir Heme the I'ard Citv Mer-
chant ha been hauling four horse
loids of rliuf from here this week.
J. C. Trickey and wife editor of
the? 'G'?ady Record spent Christ-nr.- '
vul l'i itietti atiti.-ikir- e
Mr. Mrs' Trick y's bom was
visit-- d Christmas by, Mr. md Mrs
F. E, McCHough of Hur'buit and
Mr Td Mrs J C. T 1 key !
G'dy N. M. Moi',dy they all
go' a gy ACS :i"d w. nt ni
u . a ... A a Iv 11 tiu-- v o .IJ e
rat) it triev wculi ail lcn u,j and
j;hoo;, but they never'got anyihin.
Tutbday morning J. C. Trickey
left as ho had to publish the G
paper. F. E. McCHough left
Tuesday night.
Yuca Fibr Softer Than
Sisal.
The following letter is self ex-
planatory. It is written in resbonse
to some enpuiries iddiesse.d by the
News to the Bureau of agriculture.
Washington, D. C. Dec". 15 ion
Editor, Bard City News.'
Dear Sir.
The specimen of Yucca
fiber submitted by you is a verv
good quality of fiber. It is finer
and softer than the fi'vr from th
henequen plant of Yucutan, or th
sisal from Bahamas and Hawaii,
but it in too to compete witl
tb se fibers in the manufacture of
twine. ,
If Yuccn filer is to be tired ccm-rurciall- y
it will, of course, be nee
iv to clean the fiber in the re-
gion where it grows and thus avoir1
the transportation M the gren
p.j'p rf the leaves. l:;'I do net kno
method (if leir.r.
.' 'i"fh( tntv
:
- n: t'Ver. "'IT lf TT I'ed'' '
'ths-.-t - it iutth a Vard
;o sip-va't- withrnt injur'
to the fiber. During the past ssa-.so-
the American Manufacturing
Company of St. Lcuis, Mo , ha-bee-
expermer.ting on the extract-it.- ?
of tf.-- Yucra fiber with varir1
SsvrAi wt-hiricf- 8 V
Wr ccvirec tor this peruse, bu
so far as I am aware none cf them
have been used for commerical pur-o?- e.
One of the machines tht
seem to g:ve promis of better re
suits is the maci ine d bv
Mr. H. Latrobe Vaughn, of El-Pas-
Texas.
If. Yucca fiber can be placed on
the market clean ind straight, and
a good uniform quality, it will pro-
bably comm md a price about the
same as that now paid for palma
ixtle, which is cleaned by hand
from another species of Yncra in
Mexico. Palm ixtle is now quoted
delivered in New York, 3 toj
cents per pound. It is difficult to
prepare a fiber at a bw en ugh
cost to make its production profit
ab'e at thess prices.
Very truly yours,'
LyMer H. Der.y, Botan-
ist in charge of Fiber Piants.
THOZE TO DEATH.
Th.' remains of Miguel Montova
vas uUcu through here last Satur-
day to his home near Revuelto,
from the Texas Plains, where he
was frozen to death on Tuesday
night during a Snov storm and
h'.v'.wd, Mr, Montoya was eng-;i,;e- d
in herding sheep for a firm of
Hereford Texas, and froze to death
while but with his herd.
A Jelly Face.
"When mamaia asked if Yi been
stealing Jelly, I Bald yes." "VVUy
didn't you deny?" "I didn't have tha
face to say no." Boston Transcript.
Beware of Fits cf Passion.
Ho submits himself to be seen
through a microscope who Buffers him-
self to be caught la a fit of passion
J. C. Lavater. '
THE
ASAN JON
PAPA'S PART.
Mother is in desperation,
And so is sister Sue,
For Christmas ci 'c br. lion
Buy'ng tin present du ;
Am h a frazzlt d m ;el n
Ex aust'd bv h p f ays;
Tom, with "hi- ftns p'er'a 'f n.
Hangs to the s'rap ad sw:
Luching h:s bundles (both !)
Ar. Aind the car be spi'ls
Everybody works bnt f tlr
He sim ly.pays the t.tl's
Lest r Lestare.
G'aqhite, the st use of
w'c11 s sen f- th- - "IptI" v rr'.
c p,n carbon. Tl n mi
ey-- is there fore only a st-- e
noved from co- - nnd in c som
of the natural granhite e!en-)--i- t
qre found in coal beds where bf
ntru'ion of messes of irterse-'-
tested l;qufneH igneous rock har
tarn"" h":pd th coa', tho
A" '
tHs rthi'i' 'Tn-'i'irt- ife rrm.
hit' out of coal is dCMed in on"
of the rerrt -- f TI"!t S "fn
roil flAtd of N'W 1ovro On '1 c
other hand, la'p" qu,rt't:Pc: r'
hich grde grrhit" pre Prtifioi.'t'v
maufacturpd dlreet fron ordisrv
coil.
In making 'ed nerri's t''P grnp-hU- p
is m;xe with a rhv of finr
gmin an'! the rreater the1 nmpor.
tin of th c'av ronsiu"nt tH
harder the ppnril. Evcfedine' v
nft penMs w'th 'arge lead con-
tain but little clav.
REVMRER THE WF.T.I.
'
MEETING, TO PE HEI D
JAN. 2th. AT 1,30, AT SAN ION.
Home-mad-- ? things are often th
bef t. Especially is this true of th"
home-mad- e man.
Many a woman sits up late in
the nrght before Chrism'S eng-
aged in making a hem for a him.
If, as alleged, the nnin busi-
ness of life is making mont-y,,i- t is
amazing the number of people
who fail at it.
The ostrich is only secondarily
responsible for the big millinery
bills. It doesnot part with its
feathers willingly.
Want Something to Exercise On.
Somehow or other the women v;"ha
feel that tbey were born to fcoranatui
always get married. Exchange.
It Can Be Dono.
"You malie 30,000 marks a year an
r.vlator? Anl yet people say you can't
live on air." rilcg'suao liUUsf.
Tome
OFFERS A SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY
t OR INVESTED T : : : : :
SVN ION, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the
Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Lo-
cated About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal
trading point of the valley. . '
t
Write for prices, terms and
descriptive literature to :
HERMAN GRHARDT, mgr., Tucumcarf, N jf.
"O- K-
.
C. C. REED, Local Agt., San Jon, N. M -
SAN JON HOTEL V
YOUR PA TftfMAGE SOLICITED
SAN JON, ' - - NEW MEXICO.
A Ffl cf 0:::::l:JAtJY'i DING FOR POWERSAN JON SENTINEL
ty CM. I. Uf.
AN JS, KTT UTSICO
h In His " R'"
A out Cansds.
Speaker ClnrkW.lt.-ratU'-
of hlj
0 .Canadapersonal opinion that
. .
... iha t lilted ruiiie.
... Is Too Good for
vflofltfI?J Country Friend
By LAL1A RINGUAM
OME time ago I rcud an article which criticised some of our
city people for our extravagant ideus of entertainment. As
I remember the situation, a woman from 1 ho country came to
friends and after n dainty luncheon at--JKi 1 our c'ty t meet somerJ : ur some ice cream punur tmu
anticipated merely a lunch
afternoon spent shopping.
The country woman
as to taste in general. Perhaps it is true, but the young women
who entertained their friend in the story I have in mind prob-
ably had been prompted by the same
wise, not infrequently, but on ''special
When 1 am to meet a friend who
best gown, or at least the one most
for two reasons. First, we all bring out the best in ourselves when
"dressed up;" secondly, in deference to the friend, we want to appear to
the best possible advantage.
In choosing a place to dine I
places cither she or I might frequent
l i-
- .1 -- i: cl. 1 .whs ium-- m hi nil? iiuuiiht. one nm
at a department store and an
thinks us extravagant as to dress am
motive which had led nie to do like
occasions.'
lives out 01 tlieVity I dress in my
sutiable for the occasion. This is done
do not wish to take my friend to the
if alone for the sake of economy.
or rather work. My woman friend
not with her, but if I can take her
of money I may help her to while
a smile to her face, as she comfort
time she enjoys with her little sewing
amusements of the theater, she
want to treat her to the best I can possibly afford. It may be extravagant.
but, like nonsense, just a little extravagance is relished now and thcn.J
Shopping is a tiresome pastime,
from the country can shop when I am
to a matinee for a reasonable amount
away a few hours pleasantly, and bring
ably sits there and rests.
When one loves a friend there is nothing too good for her. If tohcar
the robins singing in the wood3 is sweeter than the voice of a prima donna,
she, at least, has had variety of pleasure, and the birds' songs have lost
none of their sweetness.
her home pleasures by the com
her consider the subject from her
If she cares for them she will
extravagant expenditure of money, not
the bank account, but just enough
fulfill the desire to show her some
amusing plays.
people are, no doubt, interested
If the good
circle outshines the
can better appreciate
parison.
Then, too, let
friend's standpoint.
allow a little
sufficient to harm
to please them and
pretty books and
. Many
in theBenefits of Many
for thatSleeping months
in Open proachf. ...1 4
ifiiu?,iir in I My
will doWinter I he
really beBy MBS. MARY MOORE
Milwaukee My
back
subject of sleeping out of doors
have probably utilized their porches
purpose during the summer
who will move indoors with the ap
of the first cool night. Like the
.... .... nlmii.iintfi i .co itiifiainij iiiiiaLV iu nautili diiiuja.
advice is. stay out all winter. It
vou more good than vou realize and
M Syfq fcr Cj
The Qulsktat, Surest Cough R,md
You Evsr Used, or Monty Rtfunjy
Stops Cvtn Whooping Cough
Quickly.
You mnv not wed the $2 wliioli fftegM
Little of TiriPX Mve yen, hut you do3
Hie wonderful i.f httnZ
cmiuli remedy . It will ubii.iIIv utop 7JJ
inoKt oliBtumte deep-seate- round indt2
24 hoiir, and ha no eual for whoopiZ
cough.
A bottle cf Pinex, mixed witk
home nmde Kr fvrup, gives vou faS
pint-- H family supply of the mot pleaim
and elective couuli remedy you ever utl
Kaily prepared in five minute directJJJj
in par knee.
The way this takes hold of a coub
(jives instant relief, will make you rtnSi
that you never tried it before. Stimulate,
the appetite, in slightly laxative and Utgood c hildren take it willingly. It htti
wonderful record in cases of incipient
limp! trouble and is splendid for croufc
asthma, bronchitis, throat trouble, etc.
Pinex is a special and highly conces.
trated compound of Norway White Pia .
extrac t, rich in guaiacol and other natunj
healing pine elements. cSimply mix witk
sugar syrup or strained honey, in a piBt
bottle, and it is ready for ue. Ued a
more homes in the U. S. and Canada taia
anv other cough remedy.
I'inex has often been imitated, but MTer
successfully, for nothing else will produej-th- e
same results. The genuine ia guaru
teed to give absolute satisfaction or mont
refunded. Certificate of guarantee is wrai
ped in each package. Your druggist has
Pinex or will gladly get it for you. If no
send to The Pinex Co., 234 Main St, ft
Wayne, Ind.
A DIFFERENCE.
Tessie I suppose you won't man) ;
unless you find one girl In a million,
Tom No; with a millon.
How to Use Red Cross Seals.
"How to Use Red Cross Seals" h
the, title of nu interesting publication
recently issued by the National Asso-
ciation for the Study and Prevention
of Tuberculosis.
Red Cross Seals must be placet
only on tbe back of fetters and not
on the address side of packages that
are going through the mail. They '
may be placed anywhere on matter
going by express. Care should h
taken in sending merchandise through
the malls not to place seals over thsv
strings w ith which tbe package is tied,
since this seals the package against
Inspection and subjects It to first
class postage rates. As many seals
'
may be used on the back of a letter
or package as may be desired. Every
one is urged to use them liberally,
since every seal is a bullet In the war
against tuberculosis.
Red Cross seals are not good for(
postage, and will not carry mall mat-
ter, but any kind of mall matter will
carry them. Finally, every letter or par
cel sent out, either by mail or in soms
other way, during the holiday sea-
son should bear one or more Red
Cross seals.
Ready Permission.
As an uptown manufacturer and his
wife were motoring through the coun-tr- y
';in Buck's county, the wife saw sn
apple orchard, with several trees
laden with bright red fruit. Her
mouth watered for apples, and sh
Induced her husband to stop the car
and go into the orchard.
As he put his foot inside he encoun
tered a man. "May I have some ap-
ples?" he asked.
"Sure, help yourself," replied tht
other.
"How much will I owe you?"
"Oh, nothing, nothing at alL I
don't own the orchard," said the man.
Philadelphia Times.
Age of an Egg.
In a glass of water tbe fresh egf
w ill assume a horizontal position. The
egg of three to five days makes wltn
the horizon an angle of 30 degrees.
The angle increases to 45 degrees for
an egg eight days old, to 75 for one 01
three weeks, and at 30 days the egf
rests on its point.
Dinlltllt'rifl
. niiinov. nnd TAnoiltflfl befflD- - u 114 -- '
with sore throat. How much better to
cure a nore throat in a day or two than wle in bed for weeks with Diphtheria.lust keen Hnmlina Vi.rH Oil in tbs
house,
.5
Takes More Than That.
"Truth lies at the bottom of
well."
"Yes, and unlike most wells, you
can t raise It by hot air." Baltimore
American.
CnRiSTMAS POST CARDS FKEBSend lc fttjimn f civ. n m Mr akw"
J Gold HmbncitKd Chrl.tmu and Nw T
1 "niimi colors ana iutbup . una, in jhiics m mpM
What has become of the old-fas- ;
ioned politician who used to Imagine
he was destiny's only son T Toledo .
Blade.
. . . .Tv l V nJ Piinn. oe mimea. ask lor iveuBag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers.
We show hnw mnh nt thm Rlble
DEMOCRATIC INSINCERITY ON
TMf WOOL BILL.
Extracts From tptech of Hon. Ssrtno
I. Payne In th Last Sssslon of
HoHsa of Raprssantatlvss
Ar Psrtlnsnt.
You brought In the wool bill. How
many agreed to It? I do not mean
now but when It was first proposed.
How many of you agreed to It then?
How many of you wanted a bigger
duty on wool? How many wanted an
absolutely free wool bill? It was re-
ported that a majority of the Demo-
cratic members of the ways and
means committee, a majority of four,
were In favor of free wool. They
finally yielded. Yielded to what?
What Is the Influence behind this duty
on wool? Are you advertising that
you are trying to appear so prettily
before the American people, so nicely
and so divested of everything that you
have been ranting about for the last
ten rears on the stuniD. that the
American people will put you In full
possession of the government In 1912?
You are on your good behavior. Twen
ty per cent duty on wool now. Some
of you can not help flopping over.
believe the caucus allowed you to
speak when you got into the house
How many came In and said this Is
only a step In the right direction, and
you hoped to get down to the Demo
cratlc Idea by and by.
Are you trying to Justify what that
great Democrat from Lincoln. Neb..
said about you masquerading? Not
only masquerading but derelict to
principle. He said he does not believe
that you can fool the people. Well,
Mr. Chairman, he ought to know he
has had ample experience (Laughter)
He does not believe that you can fool
tbe people by any such moonshine as
that He has learned something from
his experience why do you not try to
learn something also?' Why do you
not bring in what you actually be
lieve? Why do you not allow your
people to vote as they actually be
lleve? Why do you shut out my col
league from New York (Mr. Harrl
son), who Is a member of the ways
and means committee? He Is brimful
of this subject of free wool. Why not
let him In on this debate? Why close
It up tonight? He might tell you
something about it. He might hold
up tbe Democratic platform. He
might hold up the Democratic bills
that you put In one after another
wben you had a chance of passing
them In the house, and that you have
passed in tbe bouse. He might tell
you some wholesome' truths on the
whole subject. Is there any suppres
slon over there? Is there an Idea of
tyranny, or are you afraid? Well.
you are about as free as the white
slaves we hear so much about
When the wool schedule Is revised,
it may be possible to get a $30 suit
of clothes for $29.99. Albany Jour
nal.
Work of Postofflce Department
Another pronounced feature of the
operations of the post office depart-
ment under the present administration
has been the marked decrease in the
fraudulent use of the mails, millions
of dollars being saved to the people
through the successful prosecutions
which have taken place under the
watchfulness of the postmaster gen
eral and bis Inspectors. The agitation
for an Increase of the postage on sec-
ond class mwiter has resulted In a
commission being appointed by the
president, which Is now considering
this complicated question and tbe re-
sult of Its deliberations will undoubt-
edly bring about a readjustment satis-
factory to all concerned. The estab-
lishment of p6stal savings banks has
proved a great success wherever tried
and the system will be extended as
rapidly as possible.
It seems safe to predict that In the
near future letter postage will be re-
duced to one cent on first class mail
and that the extension of the rural
free delivery system will go on until
very portion of the country secures
latlsfactory mail service.
The Reform of Business.
The senate committee on commerce
meets again to reinvestigate the trust
question. It will hear wltneses and
criticism and suggestions as to the
present law and the situation It con
fronts The National Civic Federation,
meanwhile, has sent out a variety of
questions to 20,000 representative men
In. all walks of life. The answers, to
the questions by the Civic Feredatlon
will be tabulated, studied and filed
with the senate commltte for Its use.
All of these things betoken progress.
They mean continuation of the process
of national education on this question
which has ben going on for months, a
serious and widespread effort to enlist
the best thoughts of the country to
consider together with those In au-
thority, on whom action must rest, the
best things to be done. Indianapolis
News.
Th President's Attitude.
It is safe to say tbat nothing Is
farther from the thought of the pres
ent Incumbent of tbe White House
than that the Republican party is
gravely menaced with supplanting by
tbe Democratic. The fact that some
affect to see, namely, that the party
has reached a crisis In Its career and
that In tbe natural course of events
at an off election the people decide to
end more Democrats to congress than
tbey have been doing for some time
back, does not constitute an element
la the chances of the party tn power.
trial lot Ute lafaat
Ctia kaef tor nls afel
Eli comete art vlsltlifs tae raa.
ftvaptaf tae solar tyiMmT
is lCtlOB In SwltMriand wbi to
attract about M much attention m lu
aavy.
Few headline writers can tall of
tall of tnow without allusion to "Tb
Beautiful."
A Texas town of 4.000 has not aoen
JJl A, ft A L. kail
wouuibj in inree jeara, oui n uw
It coat a Mtaaourl man $35 to aboot
a redblrd and It could not bate been
uch great sport, eltber.
About all tbat can be said In favor
of a double chin Is tbat It baa some
prestige In an argument
Capt Elmer Baldwin will try to lo
cate tbe north pole In 1915. It may
be a common Jaunt by then.
Graoefrult la beginning to crowd
out the cantaloupe, and the latter nc
doubt aeea what Its fate la to be.
The megaphone would be a raluablc
thing 00 tbe farm, where It could b
used to call the hired man at 4 a. m
The financial success of some of out
popular actors Is Indicated by the
amount of alimony they are able tc
Pay.
We base our prediction of a long
cold winter on tbe fact that this
year's chestnut worms are fatter than
usual.
Taxes have gone so high In Japan
that tbe little nation may not feel like
whipping anybody for several years
to come.
On the Isthmus of Panama there
are 4.786 bachelors and only 187
spinsters. Go south, young woman-- go
south!
College women do not Indulge In di-
vorce, says one of them. To the pros-
pective marrler this should be warn-
ing enough.
Reports from Los Angeles Indicate
that a drunken Japanese with a load-
ed gun fa as dangerous as a drunken
Caucasian.
A masseur has been fined for prac-
ticing medicine. It will soon be un-
safe to put a wet towel on a sick
friend's brow. . .
The difference between a banquet
and a dinner Is that tbe former con"
slst of a great deal of talk without
much to eat
They teach logic In colleges and
yet the football scores when compared
occasionally lead to some ' most Il-
logical results.
The preachers who decry baseball
should raise their own batting aver-
age If they want to Increase Interest
In their own work.
In Tucson eggs have been selling
for 20 cents apiece. Burbank should
hasten to develop a species of cactus
that will lay eggs.
The men wbo plastered their auto
number with mud and hurried away
after a casualty have done the same
to their consciences.
Cleveland has unveiled a statue of
Wagner. At this distance It cannot
be seen whether It Is a statue to
Uonua or to Wllbelm Richard.
Mrs. Majorle Gould brexel's little
daughter Is set down as a 830.000,000
baby, but there are others that can
not be bought at even that price
There Is a good deal of talk now
about "paper-ba- g cooking." but with-
out having tried it we shouldn't think
a paper bag would taste good, no mat-
ter how it may be cooked.
A Kansas judge scoffs at tbe idea
of love at first sight. Probably he Is
one of those phlegmatic fellows who
keep the girls guessing for seven
years and then marry In doubt.
It ought to be easy for a good many
wives to get new sealskin coats tbla
winter. An eastern court has granted
a divorce to a woman because her
husband concealed his real character
from her wben they were married.
A Frenchman who has become en-
thusiastic about baseball is going to
try to make It the French National
tamo. A boys' baseball game 'would
bo a Quaker meeting compared with
two nines of excitable Frenchmen
la tbe sport
Goats' milk cornea strongly recom-
mended as a new cure for Inebriety.
Try it on torn friend.
There will be no art in masculine
fashions," says an English artist "un-
til men discard trousers." Tush I Look
at the bats some of the men are
wearing this year
,
' The Wrights have a now safety de-
btee for aviators. If It don't work
ay batter than tbe safety devices on
aiwatoti tb rat of risk on aviators
wd wot bo reduced.
hardships will be only those that will
a benefit to the average person.
and would be some day. " J
.ubjeet of a auction to in.
lu the lirltlsb House of Commons
tbe
other duy.
tnder Foreign Secretary AcklanJ
BIH'Pfll "I
'...,.. fhrfnre the foreign or
flee would decline to Instruct Anibas
on the in-
cident.
sador llryre to report fully
Under Secretary Ackland s answer
was charitable, and also somewhat
natural, mcontemptuous, as was
other countries It Is assumed that
great officers of government, such
as
Mr. Clark Is, will think before they
speak and avoid, saying anything
det-
rimental to their own country s wel-
fare.
When a great officer of government
of another country does not avom
speaking detrimentally to his
own
country. It is the custom of govern-
ments whose members take their re-
sponsibilities seriously politely to
con-
ceal their contempt by assuming that
the offender spoke merely in jest
That Is what Under Secretary Ack-
land did. But whetner consciously or
not, he was In error. The Hon. Champ
Clark was as serious In his remarks
about Canadian annexation as Is pos-
sible for a person of his mental cal-
iber.
It is true that the Hon. Champ
Clark did not expre3 the opinions of
the American people. Not one Amer-
ican In a thousand has any opinions
on the annexation of Canada. It is
not worth while to form any. The
subject is too remote. We don't care
enough about it to think about it.
But the Hon. Champ Clark was not
joking. He was merely foolish. Chi-
cago Inter-Ocea-
Walt for American Trade.
Unusual activity prevails among the
woolen and worsted manufacturers in
England, according to the report of
George H. Hodgson, general manager
of the Cleveland Worsted Mills com-
pany, who has just returned from a
European trip. The activity extends
to combers, spinners and weavers,
while the makers of woolen textile
machinery are said to be sold ahead
from six to twelve months. It is the
prospect of heavy reductions In the
American tariff that has brought
about such Improved conditions In
England. The Textile Manufacturers'
Journal quotes Mr. Hodgson assaying
that he Interviewed one of the largest
English manufacturers on prevailing
conditions and found that he was quite
sanguine about three or four years
more of uninterrupted prosperity. He
told Mr. Hodgson that he had work
enough ahead to take care of the
present year, and he hoped that very
soon tariff matters in tbe United
States would be suciently settled to
open the American market to Eng-
lish manufacturers. "That opinion,"
said Mr. Hodgson, "Is fairly typical
of the views held by the majority of
English textile manufacturers. I saw
two very large textile plants being
erected, a thing that has not occurred
In many years In their particular
neighborhood, and while I have no
authoritative knowledge on the sub-
ject 1 believe they are being built with
the Idea of going after the American
trade, should present duties be mate-
rially lowered."
Democratic "Signs."
While we're waiting for Mr. Bryan
to expound it to us authoritatively In
the Commoner, lesser voices are audi-
ble. "The national significance of this
(Massachusetts) election Is Inesti
mable," says Eugene N. Foss. "Signs
of victory for the Democratic party are
evident everywhere," says Judson Har
monwho certainly Is old enough toknow better. "It shows we will elect
a president next year," says Champ
Clark. Does It, indeed? A Republic
an legislature lu New York; a Repub-
lican legislature In New Jersey; a Re-
publican governor in Maryland: two
new Republican senators coming on
irom iew Mexico, nothing in the least
resembling a Democratic "landslide"
anywhere but In Kentucky. So glad
you are pleased, gentlemen. Hartford
Courant (Rep.).
Fillip for Republican!.
On the whole, the r elections.
In the states are distinctly encourn.
lng to the president and his partyTbe tide that carried the Democrats
Into power last fall gives signs of
spent force. Certainly It is not flow-ln-
with the surprising strength of
1910, and by next summer it may befound receding. If Tuesday's returns
Inspire the Republicans with hopeand determination to go in and fight
they will be most timely. The partyhas been suffering from apathy and
'.eeds Just such a fillip for Its spiritsIt evidently has much better than .
mere fighting chance In 1912, whch
only a few days ago was all that the
most sanguine were Inclined to itrantit-D- etroit Free Pr
The President's CourageThe cheers whlrh ...e rci in PrO Hident's flat declaration before the Publie Lands convention at Denver thathe totally disagreed with the resolu-tlon- s
adopted by the convention ontbe public land question were
spontaneous tribute of men Wno td"
mired courage to a man of courage.
J0ZOt tbe Democratlo Presidential
are not heeding the fate ofthe distinguished man who talked
elf Into the minority column tail
We arranged it so that one side could be
rolled up in the morning and readily put down at night. The cost was
about $8, including enough extra cativas to make a covering for the bed
Keally, we find the cool nights
pleasant of all the year. In extreme
stone in the bed to warm it up before
husband and I "canvased in" our
porch at about this time last year
of early winter and spring the most
cold weather we place a heated soap'
we retire.
colds, and my husband's chronic
before. This in spite of the fact
the lake.
won't regret it.
We do not bring in the bed clothes during the day, although such a
plan is a good one if they seem inclined to become damp. iWe have been freer than usual from
catarrh is much better now than ever
that we live onlv a few blocks from
Try sleeping out this winter. You
One
the
One Word toward
That variedLooking
Should judgmentsoul to
Never be has done,
Used "Don't"and laziest
a child
.By FRANK CRANE
word I should like to rub out of
vocabulary used by human beings, one
another. It is the word "don't."
back over a somewhat full and
experience, I can say that in my
didactic prohibition issued from
soul, for every ounce of good it
has made a pound of harm.
is the stupidest, most brainless
of all parental terms. To tell
what to do requires thought, inves-
tigation, interest. To tell anyone what not
to do requires no cerebration.
"Don't" is the language of annoyance.
"Do" is the language of love.
"I like very well to be told what to do, by those who are fond of
me," said Alcibiades; "but never to be told what not to do; and the more
fond they are of me the less 1 like it. Because when they tell me what
not to do, it is a sign that I have displeased or am likely to displease them.
Besides I believe there are some other reasons, but they have quite
escaped me."
To be sure the ten commandments
which is different.
I
are "don'ts. Hut they are God's,
notice the department of agriculture
war) I l,Ju,6 ui-tis- menus lur riUUing meff liy I country of English sparrows. V'fis a problem that has now assumed
proportions and the solution has
'ong delayed.
English It. enormous
SOflrrOW I ',een t0
Should be bounties1
not theKilled Does
for them,By MIS. L. SWEENEY
Chicago should
t;nctc uiai buiiib Hiatus Have Ulierou
for the dead sparrows. Is this
case?
the state of Illinois offer bounties
and if so how much ? And where
they be taken?
Newspapers could do a great deal of
good by making known to the public the
reasons why the English pparrows are our enemies and other birds are our
best friends and should be protected)
believe by the war we trust Ood.
3) j
IEMwrnmm
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of the desperate attempts made by the"V..1 tfannnita admitted "We'll! she had done him that she saw him
from her partner's shoulder before be
picked her out from a score of other
Giving Up the Quest ,
Hindoos to find the diamonds. So Fitch
did not bother the sleuth as much as
did other friends of Elinor's, and It
was well; for Brits several times was
at his wits' ends to dissuade Mrs. Mis-
sioner and Bands from going to the
District Attorney and offering a heavy
security for Miss Holcomb'e appear-
ance in the trial court However,
Brits had held them off, and It fol-
lowed that Grlswold nursed the delu-
sion that Elinor and Fitch and Sands
were suspected so strongly by the
Central Office men that no search for
evidence against anybody else was In
progress. Donnelly and Carson also
had fostered that misconception on the
clubman's part by their unabated ac-
tivity In hunting proofs of the girl sec-
retary's guilt Those worthies spent
every day of their work on the case
in tracing Elinor's past, and in efforts
to couple Fitch with her suspicions
theft of the Jewels. Furthermore, be-
ing the sort of men who would rather
win credit for detective work than do
anything quietly in the way of real
detection of crime or criminals, they
could not refrain from expressing their
belief in Elinor's dishonesty at every
turn. They talked liberally to the sea-
soned reporters in the newspaper
rookeries opposite Police Headquar- -
ters, to the newspaper men In the po
lice stations, and the magistrates'
courts, and to the several star repor-
ters of the more enterprising papers
who had been assigned especially on
the case. Every word tney uwerea
hinged on their evidence In the return
of a verdict against Miss Holcomb,
and, with the exception of two or three
unusually sapient newspaper men who
discounted the opinions of Donnelly
and Carson because they knew Brits
was doing the real work, and because
Brltz had as yet made no revelations,
the reporters quoted inem ai grcak
length.
Therefore, practically all tne New
York papers published stories In which
Elinor Holcomb was tried, convicted,
and sentenced In advance of her ar-
raignment for the theft of the Mission- -
'
er necklace. g Sunday
papers went so far as to publish page
stories, purporting to be psychological
studies of tha mental bent uat made'
the trusted secretary of a multimil-
lionaire society woman, with a com-
fortable career In expectation, throw
all chances to the winds by yielding
to a momentary feminine impulse to
possess herself of glittering baubles.
ThoBe psychological studies were In-
teresting to the multitude, and migb,t
have been worth publishing had they
been based on either psychoolgy or
truth. They had their effect on Grls-
wold, though, and a consequence of
that fact was that the clubman's mind
was at ease so far as the possibility
that he would be connected with the
disappearance of the gems was con-
cerned.
So Grlswold did not go to the
Renaissance that night nor did he dis-
turb Mrs. Delaroche with a telephone
message, although an instrument stood
on a convenient desk in her boudoir,
und an extension wire connected it
with a duplicate device that rested
on a little Russian table beside her
bed. It would have been the work
of a moment for Grlswold to get Into
conversational touch with Mrs. Dela-
roche, and he would have had the ex-
cuse of replying to her urgent and
somewhat petulant note If he had
received it; unfortunately for him, he
never had seen that missive. Kanan-
da's guess in regard to the activity of
his followers, Chunda and Gazlm, was
accurate, for these adroit Orientals
had stolen the missing note from Grls-
wold's apartment before It came un-
der the observation of "Curtis dear,"
to whom it was addressed. Altogeth-
er, once more, as he would have ex-
pressed It. things were not '.'breaking"
for the suave secretary of the Iroquois
Trust Company.
fTO BE CONTINUED.)
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Cecil Rhodes
bag and baggage with him; but
thought that I'd go to the drawer
just make sure of my shirt It was
gone! Cecil came back that night.
"
'Well, Cecil.' I said, you won over
that shirt of mine; bat Just tell ate
how you did it, for it wasat on yon
when you left here and you bad so
parcel with you. What did yoa de
with Itr v"
i "He chuckled a little and said, dry--
ly. 'I put it on under the old
Now. that's Cecil." ,
"" '' Surfeited.
"Can't 1 persuade you to subscribe '
tor a copy of our latest nook M nor
polar exploration V f ." " ; :. f J,
MlkfA
.I.' vrui MnMnM - A ma
to take It as a gift' 1 spent four year
carrying malls In North Dakota, two
years driving a cab In Mlnneapa"
and I've Just escaped from Dv' v
Got a book on hunting In eeetr ! i
'
' ,
,i
SYNOPSIS.
The story opens with a scream from
Dorothy March In the opera box of Mra.
Missioner, a wealthy widow. It Is oc-
casioned when Mrs. Mlssloner's necklace
breaks, scattering the diamonds all over
the floor. Curtis Orlswold and Braxton
Bands, society men In love with Mrs. Mis-
sioned father up the gems. Orlswold
steps on what la supposed to be the cele-brated Maharanee and crushes It A Hin-
doo declares It was not the genuine. An
expert later pronounces all the stones
substitutes for the original. One of the
missing diamonds Is found In the room
of Elinor Holcomb, confidential compan-
ion of Mrs. Mlssloner. She Is arrested,
notwithstanding Mrs. Mlssloner's belief
M Iter Innocence. Meantime, In an up-
town mansion, two Hindoos, who are in
America to recover the Maharanee, dis-
cuss the arrest. Detective Brits takes
up the case. He asks the of2r. Fitch, Elinor's fiance, in running
down the real criminal. Brits learns that
duplicates of Mrs. Mlssloner's diamonds
were made In Paris on the order of
Elinor Holcomb. While walking Brits Is
seised, bound and gagged by Hindoos. He
Is Imprisoned, in a deserted house, but
makes his escape. Brits discovers an In-
sane diamond expert whom he believes
was employed by either Sands of Orls-
wold to make counterfeits of the Mlsslon-
er gems. Orlswold Intimates that Bands
Is on the verge of failure. Two Hindoos
burglarise the home of Sands and are
captured by Brits. On one of them hefinds a note signed by "Millicent" and ad-dressed to "Curtis." Brits locates a wo-
man named Millicent Delaroche.
CHAPTER XX.
Kananda's Mission.
'
Kananda and the Swaml, in the up-
town bachelor apartment whither they
aped from the Fifth avenue ballroom,
bent about a table on which were
spread various diagrams. All, Mrs.
Mlssloner's servant, stood at a
distance. He wore a con
cerned look that Intimated he had
been subjected to some pretty stiff
Questioning by his masters. The high- -
caste Orientals paid little attention to
him. They leaned over the table un
til their heads almost touched, study
in diligently the papers that lay upon
It, occasionally following the lines
with nnnrtls. and nausing to make
hurried calculations on the margins of
the sheets. At length the Swami
leaned back and gazed fixedly at the
prince.
"It Is evident we're on the right
track at last," he said. "Chunda and
Gazlm could not have done their
work thoroughly."
"They didn't do it at all, when it
comes to that," answered, the prince.
"Instead of finding only a loose end
of the thread, they ought to have un-
tangled the whole skein."
"However," said the Swami, "this
note shows my original suppositions
were accurate. The jewels were ta-
ken by the man who trod on the false
diamond in the opera box."
"It looks as If it were so," Kananda
i replied. "The question is, where are
they now?"
"The woman has them," returned
the scholar.
"Unless," sneered Nandy, "Bhe is
oeatlng our enterprising clubman at
bis own game. How do you know
she hasn't sold them?"
"ThlB note"
"Oh, I know all about that," laughed
te prince. "It is plain you have not
given sufficient thought to the ways
of these western women. If only you
would take your head out of those
esoteric clouds once in a while, and
come to earth for a look around, you
wouldn't be quite so ingenuous."
"But she eays in this note she will
have to sell some of the Jewels," the
Swaml persisted. "That certainly in-
dicates they are still In her posses-
sion."
"On the surface it does," said
Nandy.
"But the woman when she wrote
it could not have supposed it was to
be read by anyone save Orlswold."
"How do you know she didn't
to deceive him?" asked Kananda.
."It's a good thing you chose the schol
ar's life in early youtn, my irienu.
Aa a society man, you'd make an ex--
.
ceedlngly interesting, but distressing-
ly hopeless 'innocent abroad.'"
Nandv had learned his philosophy
of femininity in one of the swiftest
.At. of Cambridge town; In the most
exclusive London clubs; In the Olymp
ian fathering of Heidelberg stu
riant, and in the most
oiri of the gay capital. Whatever
h! theory, there was nothing hesi-
tant about it. He held in regard to
the sex only the most settled opln
inns
"it Mmi to me." said the Swaml,
"that your conclusions are pretty far
fetched. But I bow to you, prince, in
the matter of social law. Perhaps I
know a little more about the higher
mysteries, but when it comes to cotil
lons, you take the oaccaiaureaie ue
"fit
There may have been a shade of
irony in his words. If so, Kananda,
.11 his subtlety, failed to notice it
"i think vou are clouding the ques
tion needlessly when you take it for
granted the woman who wrote inis
note Is not true to uuniB unsworn-into- rt
" And the . Swaml tapped
the table meditatively with the scrap
of paper the man with the glistening
...a. Viori nlphPrt from me cnuieio
board in Burlen's workshop,
tvMiirtn't it be a good deal more dl-
rect," said the Swami, "to continue to
take it for granted she is sincere that
she received the Jewels from Grls-wol-
that she still has them, and that
rhe will not part with any 01
until the clubman has rerusea 10 cum'
ply with her request for money!
work along that line for the present
Now, then, Where's the woman?"
He turned to All with a piercing
look. The servant salaamed.
"Excellency." said he. "we have
verified the address heading the sec-
ond note. Sbe is there."
"It la well," said the prince curtly.
"Go!"
He turned to the Swaml and. stand
ing with one foot on his chair, raised
his elbow to his knee and lowered his
cbln to his hand.
"I believe we're close to the end of
our quest," he mused. "I have a feel-
ing we must get the Maharanee to
night," if we are to recover It at all.
We have played a waiting came for
many months, and it Is time now to
act Are you prepared?"
"I am prepared."
"You will not stay your hand when
it comes to the point?"
The Swaml did not answer. He aat
with folded arms staring at the docu
ments on the table. It was in an al
tered voice that at length he spoke:
"Prince," he said, "already the sa-
cred gem should be ruby red with the
blood that has been spilled for it
There is something In the air of this
strange land that makes It distaste-
ful to me the thought of further
bloodshed. Regain the Jewel we must;
but I would It could be done without
new sacrifice of life."
An expression of demoniacal scorn
overspread Kanada's features until he
confronted the sage with the face of
a gargoyle.
"And the brethren?" he asked angri
ly. "Can it be you have a thought
for these western dogs when your
own brothers of the faith are suffer
lng the shame and pain in which we
left them? Has your heart turned
to water?"
The Swaml did not answer. Still
with folded arms, he kept his gaze
on the papers, his features set in quiet
determination.
"Are you afraid?" pursued the
prince. "Does your soul shrink, your
hand draw back, now that the ap
pointed hour is nigh 7 Are you a true
believer and master of the faith, or "
and he almost screamed, "an apos
tate?"
The Swaml's copper face turned a
darker shade. A flash of fury seared
his eyes as he raised them to those
of the prince. He lowered them
again, however, and said, stolidly:
"I am unable to conquer the feeling
that it cannot be for the good of the
brothers to wade through blood as
did our fathers for possession of what,
after all, is simply a stone. I know
whai it means to the chosen ones to
have that stone taken back to the
Temple. I feel more keenly pan
you can feel the yearning they send
across the seas for the success of our
mission. But, prince, the Maharanee
AtnwifnA I. It, Imirnav aprnsR the
EWorld, has been purged perhaps of the
scarlet stains that were upon it can
we not take it back in all Its present
purity? Are we not skilled enough
in the ways of the East to recover our
own without bearing death to the
men of the West?"
. Kananda spurned the chair away
and, gripping the table with both
hands, leaned toward the scholar.
"Listen to me. master!" he said
savagely. "It was all these possibili-
ties my father anticipated when he
sent me as your companion in this en
terprise. He knew I was experienced
in the wiles of these Western dogs.
He was aware that in the English unl
verslty and the British capital, as well
as in the cities of the European contl
nent, 1 had mingled with them in
their pastimes and in their homes
that I had seen and heard their puer-
ile nhilosoDhy that I had studied
their womanish religions, and that I
had experienced all the soul poison
by which their civilization
turns men to children. Can you guess
the orders the Maharajah laid upon
me when he bade me come with you?"
The Swaml still maintained a dig
nified silence.
"I will tell you," continued the
prince. "My father said: 'The time
may come, my son, when your friend,
the great teacher, quails from that
which is before him. If it comes, then
when it comes, strike as swiftly and
surely as you would strike to save
your throne.' And 1 will strike, my
master!" Kananda added grimly res
olute. "If you flinch from any neces
sttv that arises in carrying out this
task of ours, I will warn you once
even as I am warning you now and
then, if you still stay your hand or seek
to save the least of those who may
stand between us and the sacred
lewel. bv God I'll kill you!"
The scholar's Imperturbability was
proof against Kananda's violence of
word and manner. The only sign he
gave was a slight tightening of his
fingers as thev clasped his arms, and
a lightning look straight into the eyes
of the young man across the table. It
was in a tone of perfect control that
he replied:
"Death, when It comes' to myself,
Is the least of my concerns. Tou may
strike when you will. Your Highness
I am a master of the faith, but none
the less, a servant of the throne. My
life belongs to your royal father to do
with it as he pleases. And since you
tell me that you are' the long arm of
comely young women on the floor.
Miss March instantly wearied of the
waltz, to the dismay of the youth
whose arm encircled her, and who
rather fancied himself as a dancer.
She lost no time in having herself es-
corted to a small conservatory, where
she dismissed her partner with scant
ceremony, and where, a few momenta
afterward, she was joined by Grls-
wold.
Even then the debutante's unwitting
tangling of the threads of Grlswold's
fate might not have had such influence
upon bis future If she bad approached
her subject with directness. Had she
told Grlswold at once what she had
said to the detective concerning his
skill aa a draughtsman, the clubman's
suspicions would have been aroused,
and he might have taken steps that
would have had a marked effect upon
the development of the great Mission-
er mystery. But Dorothy was too flut
tered, too prettily remorseful, to go
straight to the heart of the subject,
and In her innocent endeavor to post
Grlswold in respect of her chat with
Brltz without making him think she
was a gossiping little busybody, she
protracted her Interview with the club-
man through so many dances that ,
when It ended Grlswold persuaded him
self the morning would be ample time
to do that which he felt must be done
to avert the probable consequences of
Dorothy's girlish frankness. His van-
ity again played its part, too, for when
he had thanked little Miss March for
what he pleased to consider her Inter-
est In him, and when Dorothy, having
signally failed to Impress upon him the
Impersonal nature of her conscience
stroke, found herself in a further flut-
ter of bewilderment, Curtis Grlswold
proceeded to parade her up and down
the dancing floor as effectively as he
had shown off the rich and beautiful
widow in the larger ballroom a little
farther up the avenue. Grlswold
prided himself on his versatility. He
argued that it was as easy for him,
as he would have expressed it to his
club Intimates, "to put a filly through
her paces" as it had been to advertise
the fact before the whole ballroom
that Doris Missioner, the fastidious
beauty and worshiped possessor of
many millions, apparently was on the
point of accepting him as her second
matrimonial venture.
All of which resulted in Grlswold's
long stay at the dance, in his ride with
Dorothy to her home In an automobile
otherwise occupied only by a satlsfac
torily d chaperon; and in
his waste of further time at one of bis
clubs after parting with Miss March
and her duenna a waste of hours any
one of which might have been made as
useful to him as a year of ordinary
time. He was further disposed to pro-
crastinate In this crucial moment by
the success of the Headquarters man
In throwing all suspected persons off
their guard by keeping Elinor Hol
comb in the Tombs. Through all his
work on the Missioner case, Brltz had
been beset with requests from Mrs
Missioner, Sands and other friends of
the widow's secretary, to permit them
to give ball for her. Sands and Mrs.
Missioner were particularly Insistent
in their desire to see Elinor at liberty,
Fitch, though normally his wish to see
his fiancee free must have been
stronger than that of anyone else, was
partly reconciled to her protracted lm
prlsonment by the detective's frequent
assurance of her ultimate vindication.
Moreover, the doctor, in consequence
of his work on the case with Brltz, had
direct knowledge of the Importance
that the suspicions of others should
not be alarmed. He had been with the
detective when the card of Bruxton
Sands was discovered in the posses
slon of tho old curiosity shop man ; he
knew of the note addressed to "Curtis
dear" and signed "Millicent," and also
Strategy of
How He Got Ahead of His Brother In
Matter of Boiled
Shirt
The late Sir William Butler, In his
autobiography, which has just been
published posthumously, tells the fol-
lowing story of Cecil Rhodes, which
Cecil's brother, Frank Rhodes, told
him:
"My brother," said Frank Rhodes,
"is a strange man. We were young
chaps together, and there wasn't too
much money or too many things
among us.
"One day Cecil came and asked me
to let him have one of my shirts, as
he wanted to go to an evening party
in London. Well, I wanted the shirt
myself that evening and I told him
he couldn't have It He said nothing,
but I knew he didn't like losing a
chance, so I watched him. ' tu -
"I aaw him off to the train. He had
neither the. shirt on him nor had he
"I Had No Thought of
the Maharajah, It Is at your disposal,
too."
His calmness reminded the Prince
of his own Oriental origin. The ve
hemence he had acquired In western
lands slipped from him like a loosened
robe. In an instant under his out
ward seeming of an English or Amer
ican he repossessed
the composure of his race.
"Sorry," he said with a little forced
laugh. "Rather bad, you know, to
take things to heart that way, but
this really is a serious proposition,
and we mustn't fall down on It (As
we are so near success, 1 will tell
you it is a question not only of piety,
but of politics. There is a dash of
mild statecraft in it The Maharajah
has a pretty well-roote- d idea that the
permanence of his reign depends on
restoring the diamond to the Temple."
The sage looked at him interroga-
tively. .
"Funny, I know," continued Nandy,
"but, after all, it is the twentieth
century, and the P. and 0. boats take
some pretty restless people to India.
Those busy-bodie- s have stirred up a
good deal of discontent in our part of
the world, and my father is an ob-
servant man."
"I had no thought of giving up the
quest," the Swaml explained. "All
I wished to do was to move more de-
liberately. I believe we can recover
the stone without great violence, and
I incline to these Westerner's views
far enough to think it would be better
for our religion, for your father, and
for the brethren to say nothing of
ourselves If we could do so. The
easiest way sometimes really Is the
best."
"I know all that." Insisted the
Prince, "but we have not the time.
This hunt is drawing close to a hot
finish. You forget that we have the
cleverest detective In New York one
of the cleverest in the world
to beat If he got the diamond, he
would not recognize our claim to it
for an instant. He'd turn it over to
Mrs. Missioner, and we would not
stand the ghost of a chance In any
court of law. This Is a case where
we must helo ourselves to our own
Besides, there is Orlswold. How do
we know he Is not getting ready to
flee with the jewels tonight? They
mav be in his possession, or he may
have given them to the woman who
signs herself Millicent".
The Prince paused, framed his fin
gers tin to tip. and looked between
them at the note as If peering into a
crvstal gazer's globe.
"I am convinced the woman has the
necklace." he went on. "Our men
have had time to search Grlswold's
apartment from end to end, and the
other men's, too. If they found tne
Jewels in either place, we would know
it by now. The whole question pre
sents Itself clearly enough to my
mind. The old French proverb holds
good, cherchez la femnie."
The Swaml arose. As he did so, All
the room with more
salaams, and extended toward his
master a silver tray on which lay a
tiny s6roll, written in minute hiero
glyphs of the Orient. The scholar
broke the seal and scanned the paper
swiftly. A slight exclamation be-
trayed that the information contained
in the little scroll broke through even
his magnificent reserve. His hand
trembled a little as he handed the
paper to the Prince A hurried read-
ing sufficed to destroy all of that
young man's recently gained calm. He
fairly hurled himself into a sealskin
coat and thrust his head into an
opera hat.
"Quick!" he said, 'we have not a mo-
ment to lose!"
' It would have been well for Brits if
the young photographer had acquaint-
ed him promptly with the fact of the
disappearance of the Millicent note.
Tho detective's acute Intelligence
would have argued from that Incident
the need of even greater haste than he
was making in pushing his pursuit of
the Missioner diamond to a close. But
Burlen, conscience-stricke- n though he
was, was loath to send the information
to the Headquarters man until he could
have time to make further and more
exhaustive search of his shop, as well
as of the courtyard in the rear of the
building on which its windows gave. It
was dark in the court, and the imper
feet light of his candle made his
search so Blow that by the time he
was sure the note was gone beyond
possibility of its recovery, it was too
late for him to find Detective Brltz at
Police Headquarters. When his mes
senger returned with the report that
the Central Office man had left his
room, and that no one In the Mulberry
street building knew where to find him,
Burlen became so alarmed that he
hastened to Headquarters to try to
take up the hunt for Brltz from that
point He was as unsuccessful as his
emissary, and he spent many anxious
hours in the waiting room hoping for
the detective's return. The photo en
graver tried to console himself with
the thought that the negative had been
spared, and he therefore had been able
to send to Britz's office the hundred
facsimiles of the "Curtis dear" missive
his customer had ordered. But it was
poor consolation when he recalled the
earnestness with which the detective
had enjoined upon him not to let the
original leave his hands. Burlen was
an exceedingly uncomfortable young
man during all the time he awaited
the sleuth's return. His discomfort did
not decrease as the hours dragged by.
But it would have been well for
Brltz to have that knowledge in re'
gard to the strange vanishment of the
Grlswold note, It would have been bet
ter for Curtis Grlswold if Dorothy
March had not become conscience'
stricken in respect of him that same
evening. For little Miss March, being
of Puritan stock, as soon as she per
suaded herself that she might have
made trouble for Mrs. Mlssloner's ad
mlrer by talking too freely to the
bland man from Mulberry street lu
the cozy corner of the Forrest theater,
resolved to repair the mischief as rap
Idly as possible. She, therefore, sent
a little note to the clubman, asking
that he make it a point to see her in
the course of the evening; and In the
note she gave him a list of the several
functions Bhe Intended to take in,
The ball Mrs. Missioner attended, and
at which Grlswold scored what he re
garded as a distinct gain in parading
the wealthy widow before many of
their acquaintances as a receptive re-
cipient of his attentions, was only one
of the affairs on Dorothy's list Grls
wold received the note too late to
come up with Miss March before the
ball, so he decided to meet' her at a
later danco. That decision upset one
of his plans-rt-he most important he
had formed in many months, although
he did not know Its Importance at the
time. It had been bis intention to go
from the Fifth Avenue ballroom to the
Hotel Renaissance, and if he had not
received the note from Miss March, he
would have done so even though he
might have escorted Mrs. Missioner to
her home and passed a short time with
her in the Interval.
Dorothy's request flattered the club-
man's vanity so greatly, however, that
he did not hesitate to defer his visit
to the Renaissance in order to keep
the interesting appointment the debu-
tante,' with more conscience than dis-
cretion, made for him. The conse
quence was that by the time Oris
wold's Interview with little Dorothy
March was at an end, the hours had
passed beyond a point to which even
hiB ingenuity could strewn conven
tlonallty far enough to make It practi
cable for him to see Mrs. Delaroche
that night.
Dorothy was dancing abstractedly
when Grlswold found her.' Sbe was so
impatient to adjust the harm she felt
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on petroleum, contributed 73,oto,
560 barrels to the total, which was
greater than the production of
Russia, the second prcducting
country in the world.
WARRANTED FOR ALL TIMI.
THE CHURCHES.
M. E. CHURCH Meetings every
First and Third Sunday's of each
month. Services morning and
evening.
Rer. J. W. CAAirnru., Pastor,
If you purchaaa ibo XISVl' 110MB you will
have t lift asacl at tb prica you py, and wul
cot have aa and lets ebala or repair. t
if there is a cross marled on
fhis space you will know that ycur
subscription to this paper has ex
pired. Ve would be pleasrd to
receive your renewal at once.
(Otherwise the pap r wilt be
atKilled By Cars.Unknown man killed by cars, at
Dermming on D.c. 25th, appear- - FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH. nertly 35 years old, weight 190 1 .
s,San Jon, New Mexico.J. P. Masterson, Pastor.
jWJiD'M kit the
' WIJ Cheapest
L-jt-
vjl m the endT3ttoRUU OFFICERS. Preachihg every second Sunday
having on his person S 10.65 in
money, a registry receipt no 41208
a business card reading C. Moise.
Kansas City Journal, Kansas City
Mo. A typographical card no 174.
at 11 oclock a. m.
Prayer service, 8 oclock r. m. FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.
All Christians especially invited
If yon want w!ny mncblne, wrtto for
our 1 ten, rauloguo before yo.i purcliRHO.
ISb St Bcj8 Sfi3: 51at'r6 Co., Ora, fa
Friendly Confidences.
to this prayer service for th good
of the community.
Service at 2 oclock (slow time)Territoral Lease Lands. Always works for the Southwest.Music and Manners."Wtat did ray ma lay to you when Tsu Kung, a pupil of Confucius, said,on Saturday before the second j you came la T" Inquired Johnny of bis ! --m any cotry it 1, onir Alter you have subscribed forc. . . friend who had come to tea. "She ' :
Governor V, J. Mill?, Santa Fe,
N. M.
Secretary Nathan lafia, Santa
Fe, N. M.
Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy, Sauta Fe, N. M.
Treasurer M. A, Otero, Santa
Fe, N. M.
Superintendent Public Instruction
James E. Clark, Santa Fe.
.
N. M.
Coouniesioner of Fublif Land
Robert P. Krv rne, Santa Fe
:N. M.
said
ha ttl p.m r . --t - - - ,, ..1 1 hear iu music in order to know if its your home paper, then take thojuuu". cvervooay invitea.Quay County. manners and customs are good or- fico.m iu in me. inSunday bchool each Sabbath at glad," said Johnny in a relieved tone. tad
uob bob taiatnis morning she hoped
you woulda't come." Stray Stories.
The list enumerated belw
the vacant school aitfin-titu-tion-
land in the above County on
El Paso Herald. The Herald is
the best daily ifor you to read as
you get all the hte Associated
Press news and the special dis-
patches covering New Mexico,
10 oclock A. M.
J. P. Masterson, Supt.
VV. B. Griffiths, Stc.
SinffinR School meets every Sun-
day afternoon at Three oclock at
The Noisy Woman.
One unhappy, notoriety-seekin- g wo-
man, in search of a "real mate," will
make more nolsa than 10,000 mis-
tresses of happy homes who would not
severally exchange daces with tha
Spilt Milkand Ink.
Visitor (congolingiy to Tommy,
who has upset a bottle of ink on the
new carpet) Tut, my boy. there la
no us crying oer spilt milk.
Tommy Course not Any duffer
knows that All you've trot to do Is to
call In the rat. and she'll lick it up.
Dut this don't happen to be milk, and
jNoveber 1st ion. . The same are
subject to e for grazing or
agricultural purposes.
Applications may be made for
section two and tMrtv-tvi- o subject
the Church.vaiue and rjsb Warden JamesP. Goble, Santa Fe, N. M.
jKgiaer Charles D. Miller, San-
ta Fe, N. M.
West Texas and Arizona. The
Hfral!s wide circu'ation i civii jj
us the publicity we ned to attract
new people and nrw capital to our
section. You can help it in its
pood work for the southwest by
becoming a regular subscriber.
queen of the Indies.St. Louis
mamma will do the licking.TUB LODGES
The A. H. T. A. meets each 2nd and
to such laws as the State Legisla-
ture may enact.
Blank applications or funher
in regard torentail price
Plttrlct Court. Sixth District.
((Counties of Gutlabipe, Otero, Cause of the Slaughter.
Tourist (in Crimson Gulch) Is it !4th Wednesday evening.
B. H. Vrilkin, Pre.
B. B. Horn, Sac
Practice Will Make Perfect
Practice thyself even In the things
which thou despalrest of accomplish-
ing. For even the left hand, which
Is ineffectual for all other things for
want of practice, holds the bridle
more vigorously than the right hand;
for it has been practiced In this.
Marcus Aurelius.
may be had on application to Ter-
ritorial Land Office at Sauta Fe,
N. M. Robert P. Ervien, Com-mission-
School Landr
I
a ract tbat one of your leading citl-tens- .
Hafrtrigger Hank, shot three
men yesterday?
Lariat Louis That's Jest what he
done, pardner. We got a new horpftal
now. and Hank. he been hired t'getbusiness for If Everybody's Week- -is.
Albuquerque
Morning JournalTb W. 0. W. meets each 1st and
Lincoln and Quay.)
Judge Edward R. Wright, Ala- -
wagordo, N. M.
District Attorney Harry H. Mc
Elroy, Tucumcari. N. M.
Clerk Charles P. Downs, Alamo- -
gordo, N. M.
U 5. Local Land Officers.
Register R. A. Prentice.
Receiver N. V. Gallegos.
3rd Monday evenings. Visiting Sever
igns Welcome
H. B. Rom, C. 0.
C. L. Own, Clerk.
The M. W. A. meets each sec.
Aptly Described.
An Italian woman was asked tn
court if she had any musical Instru
Not Looking Too Far Ahead.
"What la your boy going to be
when he grows up?"
"I don't know. We've not eot that
Range
23E
2?
.
37
33
27
28
20
ments in her heme. "No, slgnor," sho FailAssociated Press Leased
Ifire Report Every Day inond and fourth Saturday evening replied, "nothing but rackets,""WhatT" Queried the lawyer. "Rac-
ketsthe things they put in sraDho- -
far yet. We're devoting all our time I
to ways and means of bringing him j
safely through his college football
period. After that .we'll probably
choose a career for hfm." .
tnc Year- -of each month.
phones."Visitors welcome.
C. L. Owen, V. C.
Geo. E. Sale. Clerk
"t
...t.29
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Albuquerque, N. A!.
C. F. MARDENPROFESSIONAL CARDSCHAS.- - C. REED,
Notary-Publi- c,
All Legal Blanks Properly Execu'td
Office in Sentinel Building
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
QUAY COUNTY OFFICERS.
jRhariffJ. F, Ward.
Probate Clerk R. P. Dcnohoo.
,.i?rasirer:C. H. Chenault,
Probate Judge . D. Cutlip.
Assessor I. J. Briscoe.
Superintendent of Schools C. S.
Cramer.
Surveyor-- W. L. Xraylor
Board of Commissioners
First Distriot W. A. Dodson.
Second District J. M. Hodges.
Third District R. C. Stubbins.
Precinct Officers.
Geo. E- - Sale, Justice of Peace.
Dudley Anderson, Constable.
Although we tavor the largest
measure of personal liberty, we
want it understood that we think
1 Jout as much of a woman who
smokes cigarettes as cf a man who
srears a corset.
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Department nf the Interior, U. S
Lan otllce at, Tucumcari, N. m.,
November 25. I9II.
Notice Is hereby jrlven that Pran
els B. Fry, for the heirs of a M.
Fry. deceased, of San Jon. N. M., who,
on January 2, 1900, made homestead
Office tel. 00 residence 130 O DRUGS c3
Call and see us. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Staple and Fancy Groceres.
Dr. B. F. HERRING.
HF.RRIX0 BUILDING entry No 7013, for WtfSW.V andSWixW' See. 21 and SEl-- 4 NKl-j- .TUCUilCAEI, - - NEW MEXICO
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Sentinel I$per Year.DR. R. S. COULTER,dentist, .Oltice in New Bank Building,
Phone 64.
Tucumcari, New Mex.
See. 20. Twp. 10 X, Range 34 K, N.
M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice
of Intention to malo Final Five
Year Proof, to establish claim tl t heland above described, before E. E.
Hedgecoke, U. S. Commissioner at
Endee, N. M., on the llth day of Jan-
uary,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mrs. Minnie E. Townsoml, .1. W, At-
kins, J A. Atkins and .T 11
AJL1L KOniNS F
Every wife should be a helpmate
to her husband. For instance, if
yon haye the pleasure of a large
washing before you and he has the
Iadorious task of going to the city,
or taking a trip through the coun
try, change work with bim: let him
help you wash in the forenoon and
you help him ride in the afternoon.
A good wife will deny herself to
all of Sau Jon, x. M.
22-?-6 K. A. Prenticb, Register
Dr. J. Edwim Manney,
Physician & Surgeon,
Office Sutton Building, Main St.
Phone 85, Res. Phone 171.
Tucumcari, New Mex.
JOB WORK
City Markets.Institutiona Lands
GaDONE AT THIS OFFICE. Butier
.20c
PKS ,
Dr. W. LEMING
Speciality, eve, ear, nose tiroat.
Glasses fitted.
Office, first stairway east of the
ChickcDS f 25c to 35c
Turkeys ir.oo toil.
entertain her husband, especially
pn wash day. But some men will
say, "When I com down to that
'I'll hire it done." We find no
fault with hiring it done, but as to
coming down to help a woman, my
dear sir who created you so far a
feore a woman that you have to
jtopdespend to come down?
A a general thug a reformer is
at oerson who thinks all the other
4 5 29
ii .
23 . ,,
3 30
j 3. 4. X3i 20.
21 and 29 fa 6 27
9, 14, 15 &28 6 28
12, I4I 23, 25
anP a6 in 7 27
a & 3 in 7 aS
Vorenberg Hotel.
TucuMCAkt, - New Mex.
Maize heads, per ton'.. ..
.'.$12,50
Kaffir Corn heads, per ton.... 12,50
Beaus, per pound 5C
Corrected weekly by Z. T. Mc
Daniels, grocery and feed store.
j
Land Without Trees.
Therahaven, the capital city of theFaroe islands, U said to bo absolute-l- y
treeless. The claim ts made thatfor some reason, nerhana nii ya.
reform should wait until bis be ' 4 S 6. 7. 8 9, EUGENE E. HEDGECOKE
'U. S. Commissioner,
6th dtstrict
Filings, Contests, Proofs, etc.
10, ia, 13, 17,
1 8, 24, 27, 31
and 34 in
,gins to pay dividends.
This much is certain if you
BUTCHER SHOP
FRESH MEATS AT ALL TIMES.
Steaks, Chops, Roasts, Sausage, Hamberger
RESTAURANT AND
POOL HALL
LESTER & YOUNG
'
SAN JON ' ' N.M,
29. 30, 3t. 32.
33, and 34 in ENDEE,
- . . NEW MEX,8
don't know exactly bow much
money Jtou have in the bank, it is
)ss than jou think it is.
tions, treos absolutely refuse to growthere.
a8
28
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Notice I have several
application for lease onA model wife is one who believes Fettering Talent
"TOU refuse to allow vnnr
For Sale.
Store buildinpr iSx3t and smnM
-
toStat her husbrad tells her; a sen- - lands and will attend to this under
aible wife is one who. makes bim I my Notory Public seal for a fee of
st'ji'y ?rcl!!n anj ?.r:r5!tsr"
teacher. "Ahtw.Uttf'.v " ,'.-..- .stock of Groceries. Postoffice in
f.ro'icbtr. 1 want LI' to it ...Relieve sbe believes what be tells one dollar and my work is guaran- - ;!Sconnection. Gcod location. This
property must be sold at once andfJ. ; I tied absolutely cornect. "" ''liroi'Jrt, onl i 1 pre--1Lw A't and aiaitK."will co cheap. Inquire at thisC C. Peed oiftce.
m m m 4
If on are th"a"not i!25tei-i"J,tto- Bf
A Way
People HavetM.l ... . .. PONIlDin lO ntlrn t nnt nn lnMi.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED
in a home in the Best Valley in
fleiv Mexico
Look over the following, if you see nothing' ttiat suits you, write, as we
have many more Rood bargains.
bicycle. OdVoTBuViS SfTr rwn Pfi until rouiv?uifiii1.rof ,rM ,rom at tMP
'"' ini ir cn mki om this JI Ji.i Vl. T: ",w,pi "
P HDf0CI.M. W.d. ,....
r
IfiliiesrainjTirejJ!'
, M Inline. nLW0nllrm0immthttlrftrt4.ii)(imthlttinlu SS
nnwVf ippwiotw mi r TUT TTI1 fjf ilA hundred thousand pairs told last year.
nrsanzPTizxi .? i m !. itZ " ' uvwy and eaiyrldlne". very durable and lined Inside with
s'ubi ji ruuiwr, waicn never bo
iUUIVa vaiU UU TVIJUTIJ ciuts up tulftll vbwh
rimctupci i without allowing the air to escape.We have hundred of letter from satUBed customer
or twice in a whole season. They welsh no more than
an ordinary tire, the punctnre resitting qualities beta
Riven by several layers of thin, specially preparedWK&SP ths
,00 T1"" Price of thoso tires
1
miWn aniwlal ffuifnp mHm j .7.i IT
No. 41 160 acres three and one
half miles southwest of San Jon,
all ferrced with two wires, twenty
acres in cultivation, rather tight
land just right to work nice. 8
per acre.
No. 4.2 Deeded 160 acres, a
miles from San Jon, 35 acres broke
fenced and cross fenced all with
two tviroc, smalj box houe. fine
locati'.u). Price on application.
No 43 Relinquishment 320
.tTt-s-, one and three fourth miles
ire,:: San on, House 12 x 20,
! am u x jn, all ftns' d,, 40 acres
in cultivation, mixed land, fine
soil, choice location, cash price
liooo or will trade. '
Nn. 45 Deeded 160 acrs. 2
milt s from San Jon, all fenced and
cross fenced with two wires, A no.
one box house with shingle roof,
No. 5t City property Well,
built business bouse 25 x 60 feet,
12 foot ceilinp, shop in rear 16 x
24, small stable and other small
buildings, three lots on the cornet
on main street, will trad or se
No. 52 Deeded. 160 acrev
four and one half miles north of
San Jon, 60 acres in good state of
cultivation, fenced and cross fenc-
ed with two wires, small house,
barn 16 x 36, garden fenced with
poultry netting, same nice trtes,
vines and bermuda grass, a fine
well of water whidi will furnish
water for land
lays fine for irrigating from the
well. Price on application.
No. 55 Vacant Lots. Two
fine corner lots on Main and
Fourth street at J200 each on
easy terms.
No. 56 Business Lot. Corce
lot on Filth St. and Maple Ave.
$150, $15 down, balance in small
monthly payments to suit tbe pur-
chaser. This lot faces the depot
and is a money maker at tbe pricel
ruo ftr. wr b.tt.r. iMt lonYiTr .irf loW. Jno.tb.tToawmb.io w.il pIoumI ttatwbw "oewnt
T"J.toijnd Morteratoiw henctbli nrurUbl tlreoffor" 7 1 7iroPOr. We wastIF YOU NEED TIRESZFJJi1"!
J. L. HEAD CYCLE COMPANY, CHICAGO, ILL.
No Relief
' in Sight
good barn, both well painted, a
few nice fruit trees, a well of fine
w iter, about 50 acres in cultiva-
tion, fine oil, mixed land, at $10
pet acre
No. 47 Vacant lot A fine cor-
ner lot on main street one square
trom the depot, in the business
put of town. A bargain at $250
' No. 58 Six lots in a bunch on
south side with barn 16 x 2a,
fenced with wire, price I400 on
good terms.
Like a man going to execution. Led-fso- n
stalked to. the first tee. With a
sigh he turned to give hit first In-
structions. Then he stopped.
Cousin Stella was making a neat
little mound of sand and placing ber
ball upon It Then In a calm, cool
businesslike way she stepped back,
screwed up ber eyes and swung ber
club twice. There was a crack which
sent the white sphere hurtling a mar-
velous 200 yards. She turned ber
blue eyes upon Ledeson and
there was a deep silence. Then In
a strangled way he seemed to be try-
ing to say something.
Cousin Stella crumpled over her
stick In a spasm of hysterical laugh-
ter. "I couldn't help It," she gasped.
"No human girl could if she'd seen
that look of rage and horror on your
face when Mrs. Wicketts thrust me
upon you! She didn't know that we've
a golf club down home and that I've
won six cups! Now I'll go and crochet
with Mrs. Wicketts and leave you In
pence!"
"Indeed you won'tP Ledeson explod-
ed. It had dawned upon Mm that
Cousin Stella was really a wonderful
exception to all other girls. "You're
going to play golf with me all after
noon for your sins!"
When l edeson's sister's two 1
gllng frlnrtB were finally stowed awf ,
oo the PuMr.an and Ledesoo had j
capt'il from their staccato thanks and
their parting reminders end messages
am! general feminine exclamations ha
heavrd his first relieved breath tor
two weeks, which was the length of.
thefr visit. ' i
On would not brutally say that
LeFon hated women meraVy that no
N , 48 Vacant lots. Two lots No. 64 A choice telinquish-o- n
south side a little way out, will ment five north of Sao Jon. Will
make a fine residence property, at sell or trade very cheap if takan
$40 for the two. soon.Danloular woman had Impressed hfm
wl-i- -
'he marvelous charms of the sex
as a hole. The effervescing kind were
a particular trial to blm. and these j
"Did you ever notice," said the ob-
serving girl, "that when people are
married their duty to their relatives
censes inatantty, while every one's
duty to them Is immediately Increased
ton told!"
"1 can't say that I ever did," d
the placid girl, who accepts
tbe world as she finds It "But what
made you tblnk of It Just now?"
"Ob, I met Bertha Stone today
You know she bad been planning on
this summer vacation for a whole year
to carry out a special project When
I asked her about It she told me tbut
Just as she was ready to go ber sis-
ter's children were both taken sick
and sbe devoted the entire two weeks
to helping care for them." '
"I suppose she thought it was ber
duty." Interposed the placid girl,
gently.
"But when Berths was nick Inst win
ter It was no one's duty to take car
of her and she bad to go to the hos-
pital," argued the ofcservirg girl "The
worst of the present case Is that ns
soon as the children were well hf-- r
sister left them In c.ire or nurt
while she went to the cofrtry for 9
rest and Bertha came buck :o thp'of
flee all tired out to work another
year." '
"That was hard," agreed the placid
girl, sympathetically.
"Then there was Doris Thompson,
who kept houe for her brother Jack.
It was dreadfully hard for Doris to
work downtown all day and take care
of the Oat. too But she Insisted that
both she and Jack neded a borne, al-
though we all knew she did It more-fo- r
Jack's eako than ber own. When
Jsck was married she fully expected
to make her home with them, but
they gave her to understand that mar.
rled people were much better off by
themselves. However, they suddenly
changed tbelr minds when the twins
arrived, and then It Immediately be-
came Doris' duty to live with them.
"I remember how sorry we all felt
for Mrs. Robinson when Alice mar-
ried. She was the only child and bad
been ber mother's constant com-
panion. They had always declared)'
they would never be separated, but
that when Alice married she would
live with them tn tbe big bouse. But
sbe wedded a poor man and decided
In favor of love in a cottage. Her
mother and father declared she was
quite right and fought down their
loneliness as best tbey could. But
when she bad three children to take
care of and could not afford a maid
Alice came to the conclusion that It
was a shame for mother to be alone In.
that big bouse, and accordingly moved
ber family over.
"There also was Aunt Janet Long,
who brought up a family of nieces and
nephews. Not because she was able
to do so financially, but because as
she had no husband or children all
the relatives considered it her duty to
do so and she, poor weak soul, gave
up her life to tbe task. Now they're
all marriod and, of course, could not
think of having their home Invaded
by an old maid aunt who has 'ways,
so she lives alone. But whenever there
are sick headaches, extra work or ba-
bies Aunt Janet is sent for post baste
and never falls to respond.
"You remember that spoiled girl.
Nellie Mayne, who in all ber life
never thought of doing an unselfish
act for anyone Because sbe was pret-
ty nd Insisted on- - being petted and
navlr--f ber own way sbe always bad
tbe bst of everything at home and
her b'otbers and sisters all had to
give up to ber. Tbey expected great
things of her and were heartbroken
when she ran away and married a
g young scamp who bad
nothing to recommend blm but a hand-
some taw. Now they have allowed
themselves tbe luxury of a large fam-
ily of babies that tbey t.annot support,
and it becoriea everyone's Imperative
duty to help tbem out
"Of course.' pursued tbe observing
girt"! am fully aware that married
people are much better off by them-selvv-
At the same time it seems a
bit one-side- d and rather unfair to their
relatives to let It be known that since
they have each other everyone else is
an outsider and must expect nothing
from thorn, but as soon as they need
asilstnce their people must fall over
one another to be tbe first on the
syot"
"What is to be done about It!" tbe
placid one Inquired.
"Nothing at all," and tbe observing
girl dismissed tbe subject with .a
shrug.
Primitive Medlclnie.
Some of the early medical practi-
tioners were verr limited In tbe choice
of remedies. Victor Hugo's family pby.
slclan used only ammonia and cam.
phor In different combinations.
I
THE VALLEY LAND OOPMANY
Of Sn Jon, NewMex.
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tvo had twn esreclally efferzescent.
The wo weeks had Indeed been a
Mphtmure. , ,
Jlit ob a reward of merit and a
bracer Ledeson decidrd to take the
Hay off and go out to bis golf club.
A " hole day tramping the sod. enttrsly
frp from the blight of a woman's
presence, appealed to him as the ulti-
mate Joy.
Then liiBt as he tried to walk
.AND- -
fhroiij-- h the first car to the smoker
itrs. Wicketts called him.
"Oh! Are you going out to the club,
ifor she chortled. "How perfectly
.fn-ely-
! So are we! Stella, dear; let j city pnFEnfnvsr.We have land in New Mexico to trade for land in other States
We sell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and Improved Property.
Correspondence Solicited, and Information Cheerfully Given.
Flower Topers.
When potted lilacs set Id tightly
closed cases are placed beside a reccp-tncl-e
full of ether, (ho ether vola-
tilizes, and within thirty-si- x hours the
lilacs are In a state of torpor closely
resembling Intoxication. If the plants
are then sprinkled wlth frosh water
and set In a warm hot-hous- e where
the humidity Is sufficient, at the end
of the fifteenth day they will show
abnormal development.
But not all plants thrive under
such conditions. The rose Is refrac-
tory to the treatment The carnation
pink and hyacinth, however, show a
deplorable taste for the alcohols or
ethers which produce Intoxication.- -
Harper's Weekly;
Never Drink Watar.
In Lower California a large number
of the smaller desert mammals never
drink water, according to American
scientists who have recently visited
the peninsula. They live and thrive
on dry seeds and scraps of vegetation
in places where the neat nd aridity
are excessive without ever touching
their Upa to water, and it has even
been found Impossible to teach some
cl thou to take water in captivity.
DO YOU WANT
tne present Mr. Ledeson. My cousin.
Miss Qrddlt, Mr. Ledeson. Stella has
never played golf and-- was bound she
nfcoukl have a chance to learn even If
the club Is desorted at this season.
That's why I'm so-o-- o glad we oat
you you know all about golf! I can
sit on the) veranda and crochet while
you and Stella roam the links!"
Mrs. Wicketts beamed upon her
victim. Cousin Stella, too. beamed
upon him. She was a young thing
and Ledeson saw In his first horrified
glance that she was even more effer-
vescent than the two who had just
been removed from the scene by a
Pullman car.
"How perfectly lovely!" echoed Cou-- ,
sin Stella. "I'm simply craxy to play
golf! Can I learn In one afternoon!
I learned a perfectly dreadful era--
to sell
Deeded Land, r.roi.iery stitch in only two nour u.' .v. - ri-- v nn-- l I'm a splendid croquet
or
Csto Ectween Two Rooms.
It proved a blesslnff in one honse.
It Is in the doorway, between
the nureery and "mother room."
There are times when the mothe
likes to watch tbe children without
being right among them. Often sew-
ing or writing may be done more
easllv with the gate between the moth-
er and the little ones.LadlcB Home
Journal Relinquishment
If you do write description and price tO
GEO. MINDEHAN
t
COLISEUH, CHICAGO, ILL.
:
.
.:..:.!. vm'tf.y t'?d bis conn-L'- -'
.:i;h. Into tU i:.oi',tts cmlle that had
ui so budiy overworked of lata.
jV.'hnt he really wanted to do was to
ci-- a Coiicin Stella by the yellow
cutis on the back of her head and
Rive her neck one swift, comprehen-
sive twlFt. Centuries of conventional
anctsiors, however, enabled' him to
ray hoarsely that he would be delight-"-I
to teach Miss Geddtt
j It was worse, much worse, than he
'could have dreamed. -- He bad never
known that a girl couid be quite so
Idiotically awful. The poMe n,to
v as so firmly glued to his face that
li would have staid even bad an old
college chum tried to borrow money
from blm. In a daie of misery Lede--
en walked from the station to the
club with Cousin Stella trotting along
beside him chattering every inch of
rthe way. arid Mrs. Wicketts beaming
placidly. Bitterness surged in his
teart as he secured olubs and Joined
his tormentors. Cousin Stella clapped
her hands babylshly.
"Oh. are these what you play withr
she burbled. "How much does it count
when you bit the ball! Why don't
they make them bigger! My goodness!
Isn't there nt to play aver or any
taiae-- V
Here's Champion Nature Faker.
Some one was telling Sam about the
longevity of the mud turtle. "Yes."
said Sam, "I know all about that, tor
once I found A venerable old fellow in
a meadow, who was so old that he
could scarcely wiggle his tall, and on
bis back was carved (tolerably plain,
considering all things), these words:
Paradise, Year 1. Adam.'
M
s
Natural Curiosity.
On the hills of Abbeville. 8. C was
picked up a piece of quarts about the
nix of a thimble. It contains a 'small
The Average Mart'e Life.
Uncle Penny wls says: "What a
drab life the average man leads. I
never went to a masked ball, or a
polo tournament, or a house party.
Never ato a trufflo or uttered an epi-
gram. I never even tasted Burgundy,
although half my fnvorlta charactert
in fiction have valloed la it "
bead that shifts about and appear! to NO COMMISSION CHARGED
baa orop-- water.
A inn tx
A LuSKV lMo.
TIMD, KCK AND DIIC0UHA01D,car FARrXa i:j the eastCHY lAt;0 EXTRIG3TS OZHIEIO 3 17 JL':::SS
I '
Jo- - I h sr ilril Tom Hmlff drn
got cut wlil a rmor.
Hum -- Yes, hn w. r.- - JtlMIn shaved
and he were Iryln' to net his bnn1
In (I,. Ii.nl.er s HM'ket and d ruvv
IIimI.
Poor DolHe.
"Oh. dear!" sighed Mtlo Malief.
'Tin having an avUtil lime with toy
dfilllf."
How's that?" queried her mother.
"Shp's no cross 1 can't do a thing
n ith her," answered Mabol. "I gueHH
i he must be hatching her teeth."
Some Vocabulary.
"Did you learn any French wiille
you were in Paris?" asked Bildud,
meeting Slithers shortly after his re-
turn from Kurope,
"Oh, a little," said Slithers; "not
so very much, though. I got so I
could say cigarette in French."
"Good!" said Blldad. "What Is ci
garette In French?"
"Clgnrette," said Slithers.
Works Both Ways.
"Mr. Wombat, I must leave you to
get married. I know a great many
girls leave the firm to get married.
Still, I hope you can fill my place."
"That will be all right. We have a
waiting list of ladles who left us to
get married, are now tired of their
husbands and would like to come
back."
Wants to Se It
"I done heard it read in de paper,
said Uncle Rasberry, "dat some o'
deshere flying machine gemmen says
a man kin do anything a bird kin. '
"That's what they say."
"Well, when any of 'em sees a hu-
man sit fas' asleep holdln' onto a tree
branch wlf his feet, I sho' wishes dey'd
call me to have a look."
Kind Parent
"Dad." said young Jack Shiftless to
Old Bill the other night, "I want to go
to the show tonight." "A show at night
is no place for a kid like you," said
Bill. You should be at home In bed."
"But I peddled bills and have two
tickets," said Jack, as he began to
sniffle. "All right, then," answered
Old Bill, "I will go with you to see
that you don't get into trouble."
Plenty of Such Men.
"What kind of life Insurance policy
is yours?"
"Twenty-yea- r plan."
"How long have you been paying
premiums on it?"
"Fifteen years."
"Then at the end of twenty years
do you get your money back or merely
a paid up policy?"
"Why-er-I'v- e never really read it
through yet. and I'm not sure about
that. You know bow a fellow puts orf
such things, and er "
Some peroratln'.
In making a peroration before en-
raptured hearers a speaker said:
"We must not be content but m ist
advance. We must go on and on. We
in: st 'reach higher heights, broader
breadths and. deeper depths."
A village evangel'st was improvis-
ing in prayer and presently stumbled
into a pltlall.
"Oh, Lord," he prayed, "Make the
Intemperate temperate; make the un-
holy holy; make the industrious dus-trious-."
Apply to the Cashier.
A timid knock, a gruff "Come in!
and the tear-staine- new office boy
stood before the manager.
sir," he blubbered.
The manager looked up sharply.
sir!" he blubbered again.
"Well, well," asked the manager,,
"what is it?"
sir, I upset a of
envelopes," said the office boy, tab-
bing his streaming eyes with his coat-sleev- e,
"and the
me!" '
"Good gracious, my lad!" snapped
the manager Irritably. "You don't
expect me to attend personally to ev
ery detail of business, do you?"
Any Port In a Storm.
In a New England seaport town,
there is a wealthy but Illiterate man,,
who owns many vessels, and follows
their course over the seas by the aid
of a large atlas and a er
magnifying glass.
"I've Just had a letter," he said to--
a neighbor, "from one of my captains.
and he tells me he's been in a fearful
storm. I'll read you from his letter
what puzzles me. He says:
'"The waves rose like mountains.
We were driven before the wind, to
the very great danger of our lives, and
put Into great jeopardy.'
"What I want to know," said the
ship owner, "is, where is Great Jeop
ardy. It's somewhere in the Mediter
ranean, but I can t find It on the
HOMESEEKERS EXCURSION
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DUR-
ING 1911.
On the first and third Tuesdays of
each .month during the entire vear
The Colorado and Southern Rail-
way will sell round trip homeseekers"
excursion tickets to a great many
points In New Mexico and Texas at
greatly reduced rates. Final limit
25 days allowing liberal stop-ove- r
privileges. For detailed Information,
rates, etc., can on your nearest Colo- -
rado and Southern agent or address T.
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.
HOWARD E. BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
I.KAIIVII.I.K
. miJIIllin I' " " v u uw an Wa "pacinian prlrxa: Oolrt, illvcr, lead, i;PHV4I-- . tnn: kimq. dvc: lino or topmr, mi.Mallln anvtlopos and full price Hat sent oa
application. Control and umpire work so-licited. Reference: Carbonate National Rank
I I trlr In all kind of MS-DU- NI, LUUK CHANMNE. Mammoth
os mauaa free. cor. nth Flake. Denver.
NEW AND VALUABU INTOftrWtlON
IwesrtftN TnneriMM TtAMtM twM kmJOm tuaemcr hit etf unci aerga.A.r..tTiPHfNi ace.
I 171 MW IT. 'NVtS.tStOSAiS.
Dean's Kidney Pills Brought Health
and Cheerfulness.
Mrs. J. I l'emberton, M4 Lafayelte
Bt'., Marshall, Mo., says: "For years
I suffered with Mrlghl's disease which
rfnrtnra anld was Incurable. I grew
so weak, I had to tune
to my bed. Kidney
secretions w-r- e sup-
pressed, I became ter-
ribly bloated, and final-
ly reached the point
where I took no inter-
est in life. It was thenT7vr I began using Doan's
Kidner Pills and soon
Improved. Before long I was without
a sign of the trouble that seemed to
be carrying me to my grave."
"When Your Back Is Lame, Remem-berth-e
Name DOAN'S." BOc.all stores.
Foster-Mllbur- n Co., Buffalo, N. Y,
HE WAS NEXT.
Katherlne There is never any ex
cuse for ignorance.
Kidder That's right There were
even knight schools In the dark
ages.
BABY'S ECZEMA AND BOILS
;
"Mr ann waa about three weeks old
when I noticed a breaklng-ou- t on his
cheeks, from which a watery sub
stance oozed. A short time after, his
arms, shoulders and breast broke out
also, and in a few days became a solid
scab. I became alarmed, and called
our family physician who at once pro-
nounced the disease eczema. The lit-
tle fellow was under treatment for
about three months. By the end of
that time, he seemed no better. I be-
came discouraged. I dropped the doc-
tor's treatment, and commenced the
use of Cutlcura Soap and Ointment,
and in a few days noticed a marked
change. The eruption on his cheeks
was almost healed, and his shoulders,
arms and breast were decidedly bet-
ter. When he was about seven months
old, all trace of the eczema was gone.
"During his teething period, his
head and face were broken out in
boils which I cured with Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment. Surely he must
have been a great sufferer. During
the time of teething and from the time
I dropped the doctor's treatment, I
used the Cutlcura Soap and Cutlcura
Ointment, nothing else, and when two
years old he was the picture of health.
His complexion was soft and beauti
ful, and his head a mass of silky curls.
I had been afraid that he would never
be well, and I feel that I owe a great
deal to the Cutlcura Remedies."
(Signed) Mrs. Mary W. Ramsey, 224
. Jackson St., Colorado Springs, Col.,
Sept. 24, 1910. Although Cutlcura
Soap and Ointment are sold by drug-
gists and dealers everywhere, a sam-
ple of each, with e book, will be
mailed free on application to "Cutl
cura," Dept. 5 L, Boston.
Was in Real Trouble.
A passenger who escaped uninjured
from a serious railway smash, seeing
a fellow-travele- r searching anxiously
among the wreckage with a lantern,
offered to assist in the search, and,
thinking the old man had lost his
wife, asked in sympathetic tones:
"What part of the train was she In?"
Raising his lantern and glaring at the
kindly disposed passenger, the" old
man shouted with Indignant distinct-
ness that triumphed over physical in-
firmity: "She, sir! she! I am look-
ing for my teeth!"
An Early Frohman.
' First Mediaeval Manager How's
your latest miracle play?
Second Ditto Fine. Thought It
would be a failure, though, till we hit
on something that's got the women
coming in droves. .
F. M. M. How so?
Second Ditto We lost the baby that
we used In the s'
baby scene, and have been
using a lap-do- g ever since." Puck.
Important MothersExamine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy forInfants and children, and see that it
SignatureotTIn Use For Over 30 Years.Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
His Bearing.
"Is he a man of military bearing?"
"Well, he likes to 'soldier.' "
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con-
stipation. Constipation is the cause of
many diseases. Cure the cause and you
cure the disease. Easy to take.
If It Is Bafe to trust God in any-
thing it Is safe to trust him In every-
thing.
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers.
If every man had all the money he
wanted, the devil would get us all.
Method) It Call far Where There Is
Lack of Sussell Moisture, CeupleS
Wflh Dry Weather.
The lack of subsoil moisture, coupled
with excessive heat and dry weather.
calls for dry farming methods. For
several seasons I have been practicing
a modified form of dry farming with
good results. My plan is to plow for
all crops as early as possible, while
the ground contains the moisture from
spring rains. Harrow each day's plow-
ing. Waiting until one has finished
before harrowing is allowing as much
moisture to escape from the furrows
each day as would fall in a good day's
rain. Harrow immediately after each
rain till the crop Is In. While the
crop la under ground choose your own
weapons either harrow, weeder or
cultivator; but don't fall to stir the top
soil if it rains, writes N. Olennon In
the Country Gentleman. When the
crop starts stir the topsoll to the depth
of an Inch after each rain, and. do It
quickly if you have to use every
horse and man. Start at 4 a. m., and
keep it up till the crop covers the
ground. Keep the ground level. A
ditch between the rows dug by deep
cultivation and handhoeing of the
loose earth round the crop, would per-
haps be all right if one had a river
to turn into the ditches; but without
the river or a dash of rain one must
hoid the moisture in the soli by keep-
ing the ground level and leaving one
Inch of unbaked, loose, dry earth on
top. Last season my potatoes yielded
at the rate of 400 bushels to the acre
dry soli, though other crops here
abouts on the same character of soil,
after being, ditched below the level of
the roots and laboriously "hilled up,"
yielded less than 100 bushels to the
acre. Of course, to raise potatoes by
this method they must be planted deep
and the furrows gradually filled, as one
cultivates after each rain. My soil Is
a gravelly loam; but after four weeks
of dry weather there is under the top
inch of dry soil sufficient moisture.
Some may object that level culture
for tobacco will not do, as the wind
will blow it over. Exactly the re
verse Is the case, as I have had ample
proof by trying level culture and hilled-u- p
rows side by side. The level rows
stood up; the hilled tobacco, with
brace roots either cut off by deep cul
tivation or kept back by not being able
to grow out of the hill Into the open
gutter, blew down badly.. As well at-
tempt to keep a tree standing by dig-
ging down until all Its roots were cut
off and expect the loose earth thrown
round the trunk to hold it up. In loose
soil and damp soil will be loose,
thougb no amount of deep cultivation
will loosen baked out soil I have
washed out tobacco roots three feet in
length, and In no place more than
four inches below the surface. Leave
them uncut and they will hold the to
bacco up. I have followed corn roots
for over four feet.
Garden Suggestions.
Cut away the stalkB of all the plants
that heve completed their flowering,
l'ke the Iris. This for two reasons
to prevent the formation of seed and
to remove unsightly features. Large
clumps of Iris toliage alone are very
pleasing, but the same clumps with
old flower stalks showing among them
are not at t! attractive.
To make chrysanthemums bushy
and compact pinch the branches back
from time to time. If this is not done
you v. lll be retty sure to have strag-
gling, awkward shaped plants for
wMch there is no salvation by late
pruning. The proper time to train a
plant Is while It is developing.
Raising Cattle.
When a farmer raises cattle and
feeds them alongside of a neighbor
under the same general conditions
and gets from one to two cents more
for his product it is pretty safe to
say that the other fellow does not
1 now how to feed right.
POULTRY NOTES.
Indian Runner ducks begin to lay
when they are' about six months old.
It Is the abuse, and not the use of
corn that condemns it as a poultry
food.
Don't waste much time on sick
fowls. Separate them from the others
Immediately.
Feeding the hen turkey makes a
wonderful difference In the number of
eggs she lays
Some poultry men have found that
magnesia relieves the sour condition
of the birds' stomachs.
New York state raised 10,678.836
fowls In 1910. This crop of poultry
was valued at $7,S79,000.
It Is advisable to select a large part
of the winter's flock from the pullets
hatched in April or earlier.
The clean, dry and well ventilated
houses which get plenty of sunlight
seldom are badly infested with mites.
Correct feeding is the first step
toward profitable poultry keeping.
There Is no set rule to follow except
to study your fowls.
Plan to raise a flock of general pur-
pose fowls next season. They will
yield much more satisfaction and
profit than a mixed flock.
Only a few more weeks and all the
feed the fowls get must be provided
for tbem. They will need grain food,
green food and animal food.
You canot afford to keep the old
bens and cockerels, but be careful
about selecting the ones you keep.
Your flock ought to continue to growl
better each year.
The south Is fast coming into the
ranks of poultry raising territory.
Last year there were 221,482 farms in
the stare of Alabama upon which
some kind of poultry waa raised.
Ss.T4 Unknown Quantity Gov
ernt the Returns.
Men Who Spend Much Time In City
Office Not Competent to Write on
Intricate Subject aa These
In Close Contact
To see thirty or forty bushels of
grain on dry land with but fifteen
Inches of rainfall, and then drive for
miles through fields that will not give
back the seed with the same tillage,
and possibly slightly more rainfall,
ought to convince our dry farming en
thusiasts that the natural moisture
of the boII or subsoil, or the moisture- -
holding capacity of the soil, or some
other quality seldom evident at first,
largely governs the" returns from dry
farming.
We have recently come across even
more extreme differences than the
onea noted. We have seen good to
abundant crops on seemingly as dry
land as could be found with but little
attention given to dry farming meth-
ods; while not far from it almost to-
tal failure where every mechanical de-
tail of dry farming had been carefully
carried out, says the Dakota Farmer.
These things convince us more than
ever that men who spend most of
their time in a city office or who
visit but one or two strips of country
are not so competent to write upon
this intricate subject aa are some of
those whose every working hour
brings them In close contact with the
soil and possibly with the mortgage.
All too many Jump at conclusions
which every-da- y facts will not Justify,
and make assertions altogether too
general, and that are not only mis
leading, but that we know are not
true. '
We are glad to note that there is a
more frank admitting, by very many
of these teachers ana experimenters,
that It takes a certain amount of
moisture in all soils to grow a crop,
and that moisture has to come from
the heavens, from the subsoil or be
conserved by accumulation, and that
moisture cannot be created where it
doea not exist
They must admit, too, that there are
soils and much, of them, that will
never make anything but very uncer-
tain returns where there are but fif-
teen Inches of rainfall. It is easy to
make glowing assertions, that are true
enough with many soils and subsoils,
but to get onto a dry, hard-bake- d
prairie, with an almost impervious
subsoil unless It does hold that pecu-
liar quality which responds so quickly
to culture and make It produce at all
worth while, is quite another thing.
There is much dry soli which will
never do It, unless with an expendi-
ture of time, tillage, horse flesh and
patience not one man in a hundred
possesses, and then in many, many in-
stances It will not.
We know it is much easier, and
very much more popular, to Join with
the extremists in this thing, point to
the almost everywhere-to-be-foun- d in-
dividual successes and shut our eyes
to the discouraged, misled and possi-
bly ruined, and assert that this, that
and the other system will wring enor-
mous and certain yields from any and
all dry or desert lands; but we know
there Is another and larger side to It
all, and our sympathies go out to the
man who must experiment long and
patiently at his own expense before
he knows whether his land will re-
spond to dry farming methods or not;
whether yields sufficient will come to
him on his own particular piece of
dry land to pay for every other year
tillage, and the extra labor and ex-
pense he must go to before he can
hope to equal ordinary farm land re-
turns.
In the great Oolden Valley, stretch-
ing north and south of Beach and Wi-
baux on the North Dakota and Mon-
tana line, we are told that the yields
compare favorably with those of the
Red River Valley. This we know to
be true, at least for some seasons, for
we have rode over both valleys from
end to end more than once; but dry
farming Is not practiced by one farm-
er in a hundred In Golden Valley.
"But Judith Basin," we are asked,
"doesn't that yield?" True, but one
can ride for miles there without find-
ing a man who even knows what dry
farming means, much less practices it
Those sections have a soil peculiar
to themselves, and when combined
with slightly greater, and usually
more seasonable rainfall than the
country on either side of them, have
brought forth excellent crops with the
most Inexcusably haphazard farming
we ever saw. It Is distinctly dishon-
est to point to these sections, or oth-
ers like, them, as proofs of what dry
farming will do.
We take second place with no man
for the high regard In which we bold
dry farming and most dry farming
teachers; but do say that the sweep-
ing assertions made by many, who
from actual and wide experience and
observation, are not competent to
write or speak on the subject at all,
Is dangerously and wrongfully mis-
leading, and Is doing as much to hin-
der the cause of dry farming as all
the blundering of the beginners.
Fresh Eggs.
An egg to belong to the strictly
fresh egg class should not be over
three days old, in summer weather,
and a week old during winter. But
in either case, they must be kept1 in
a cool temperature. Heat very quick-
ly stale eggs. Crates of eggs allowed
to remain in the hot sun for several
hours will quickly change the air
Hate ycm ever stopped to reason
why It It that so many products that
are extensively advertised, all at one
drop out of tight and are aoon forgot
ton? The reason la plain the article
did not fulfil the promises of the man-
ufacturer. Thla appllea more particu
larly to a medicine. A medicinal prep-
aration that has real curative value al-
most aella Itaelf, aa like an endleaa
chain ayitem the remedy la recom
mended by those who have been cured,
to those who are In need of It.
In an Interview on the subject a
prominent local druggist saya "Take
for example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a preparation I have aold for many
years and never hesitate to recom
mend, for in almoat every case It
hows Immediate results, as many of
my customers testify. No other kid
ney remedy that I know of has so
large a sale.
The success of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
Is due to the fact that It fulfils
every wish In overcoming; kidney, liver
and bladder diseases, corrects urinary
troubles and neutralizes the uric acid
which causes rheumatism.
A free trial bottle will be sent by
mall, absolutely free. Address Dr.
Kilmer k Co., Binghamton, N. Y., and
mention this paper. Regular alxe bot-
tles aold at all druggists 50c. and
$1.00.
Nothing to Write About.
A new reporter on a western paper
was assigned to go to a church meet-
ing and get a story of it. He went.
When be came back the city editor
aaked:
"How did It pan outr
"Oh," said the reporter, as he stuck
his foot on the desk and lighted a
cigarette, "there was nothing doing. 1
haven't got anything to write. The
'
meeting broke up In. a fist fight be-
tween the minister and the deacon,
and not a bit of church business was
done." Saturday Evening Post.
Love Note.
People may sheer all they please at
what Is called puppy love: but any
body who has ever had a puppy, and
noted the wag of Its tail and the look
In its eye as It wriggles forth Its pro-- 1
testations of undying affection, can
hardly deny Its actual slneerity.
Judge's Library.
The man in trouble has as much
right to believe that God will help
him as he has to believe the sun will
rise tomorrow.
Kra. Wlndow'a Booth in eyrup for Children
teething, sof tea the gums, reduce Inflammar
, allays pain, cures wind eolle, kc a bottle.
A sunny spirit will do more to Im-
prove the looks than a powder rag.
Catarrh
One of the most common of blood s,
it much aggravated by the sudden
changes of weather at this time of year.
Begin treatment at once with Hood's
which effects radical and per-
manent cures. This great medicine has
received
40,366 Testimonials
in two years, which prove its wonderful
efficacy in purifying and enriching the
blood. Best for all blood diseases.
In usual liquid form or chocolated tab-
lets known as Saraatabe. 100 doses $1.
Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That's Why You're Tired-- Out el Sorts
Have No Appetite.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
iCARTEftlwill put you right
in a few days.
They d
their duty.
.
I II pill.Cure Con
stioation.
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK
Genuine must bear Signature
METALLIC HEELS
AND COUNTERS
Listen, Yon Kinos. Quarrytnen, Farmers,
And Yoa Who Do Heavy Work
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Sister of Jans Addsmi Heada
Kansas Institution.
Located in Qlrard Twenty Years Ago
and on the Death of Her Hus-
band Bsesme the Bank's
President
Olrard, Kan. The morning sunlight
Altered through the little window In
the back office of the State Bank of
Olrard, and the ban across the window
cast a network of shadows on the
floor. The woman who sat In the
heavy office chair behind the desk
was fifty-eigh- t years old, but her face
showed scarcely a wrinkle, and the
white In her hair glinted now and
then by way of proof that .lt onoe
was gold. The woman was Mrs. S.
Alice Haldeman, and she is the bank'a
president. Mrs. Haldeman has anoth-
er claim to distinction, for she la the
sister of Miss Jane Addams of Hull
House, Chicago.
"Well, yes, I'm the president," she
admitted to a visitor, "only I don't run
the bank myself; we all run It to
gether the two men and I."
It was 20 years ago that Dr. and
Mrs. Haldeman came to Olrard. The
physician's health was poor, and the
move waa made on this account from
the home of their childhood in Illinois.
"My husband became interested In
the banking business shortly after we
came here," Mrs. Haldeman said, "and
he founded a bank of his own. We
are the oldest bank in the county and
have weathered three panics.
"Dr. Haldeman. died five years ago'
she added, "and and with the last
words he ever spoke he asked me not to
leave the bank. So I took charge, and
I'm very glad that I did, for I love
the work. But, pshaw, it'a not inter-
esting to tell you about myself you
Mrs. Haldeman and Her Bank.
Just ought to know my sister, Jane, or
my daughter, Marcet."
Although her name seldom Is writ-
ten in connection with that of her sis-
ter, Mrs. Haldeman has done a great
deal of work at Hull House.
"I usually spend about three months
of every year there," she said, "Just
to be with Jane and the girls she is
helping through life; I have learned
to love them all, and I look upon Hull
House aa my home. Home, that id,
since mr daughter has gone."
Mrs. Haldeman's daughter has been
on the stage for several years. She
won't play in any cast in which work
must be done on Sunday, and wherev-
er It is possible she goes to Sunday
school and teaches a class.
"Do I find life here in Glrard te-
dious? No things move fast enough
for me, with my club work and bank
and letters and reading."
The walls of Mrs. Haldeman's house
are lined with shelves and on these
are crowded hundreds of books. Above
the shelves are pictures, drawings
and paintings; of these last there is a
life-siz- e oil painting of her sister,
Jane., Marble busts are set on ped
estals and the grand piano is littered
with books of classical' music.
On the center table there was a
book of photographs and Mrs. Halde-
man leafed through it slowly while
she talked. They were old pictures of
the old days, most of them showing
scenes of the Addams home at Cedar-vlll- e,
111.
At one of the pictures Mrs. Halde-
man paused.
"That's the old mill at home," she
said, and added after a moment,
"Jane and I used to play
in that musty old place. Jane
was the greatest little bunch of en-
thusiasm you ever saw, and she al-
ways was asking people to forgive her
for the naughty things she fancied she
bad done."
And as she turned the pages of the
book and saw once more the faces and
scenes of the past her eyes became
moist.
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Aids Nature
v X -- T r i
RESIDENT Tart's word of hop that
the Panama canal mar be opened for
trafflo two years earlier than the time
tentatively eet by Chief Engineer
George W. Goethala seems to have re-
directed the attention of the people
to the marvelous (word used ad vis-edl-
progresa of the Isthmian ven-
ture alnce the time when It was fin-
ally definitely determined that a wa-
terway was to be opened through
The gnat roeeeM of Dr. Plena's Ooldcfl Mediae! Dis-
covery la euring weak stoaMohe, wasted bodies, weak
luags, and obstinate and lingering soughs, is beted oa
the reoognitioa of the fundamental truth that "Goldea
Medical Diseoverr" supplies Nature with body-boue-V
lug, tissue-repairin- g, miucle-makin- g materials, In eon
denied and eonoentrated form. With this help Nature
supplies the nseessary strength to the stomach to digest
food, build up the body and thereby throw off lingering
obstinate coughs. The "Discovery" the
digestive and nutritive organs in sound health, purines
and enriches the blood, and nourishes the ne tree in
Panama and not through Its sister
State, Nicaragua.
Former President Roosevelt recently has defended
rigorously his action In the case of the recognition r aba '
z-
-2 aoort eetabusbes sound vigorous health.
It yomr sTmof mtfim mommtklmm "hnt mm dV'U Im prmbmbtr bmttmr FOR MIM"'U pmym mmttmn,
Bmt fom mrm tmlmklmi of tmm mmrm mmt tmm Bfoftt, mm
ttciw mothlmi "mmt mm torn ' tor tmm, 9my mm.
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medioal Adviser, la PleJa English; or, Med-
icine Simplified, 1008 pejes, over 700 illustrations, newly revued ta'
Edition, paper-boun- d, sent for 21 one-ce- nt stamps, to cover cost of raailing
omfy. Cloth-boun- d, 31 stamps. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
Tr PERFECTION SiLhSAlways ready (of use. Safest and! most reliable.The Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater just
Eke a portable fireplace.
It gives quick, glowing beet whiewer, whenever, yea want k.
A aeceeaty in (all and tpring, when k is not cold enough for
the furnace, lavaliuble as aa auxiliary heater in nidwinter.
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Drum oi blue enamel or plaia steel, with nickel trimming.
Aik rear baler to W yoe a Perfadioa SaMkaka Oi
or wnl to aay aaeaqr of
Continental Oil Company
(ittOOHiufllM)
W. L. DOUGLAS
'2.50, '3.00, 3.50 & M.00 SHOES
WOMEN wear W. L Douglas styliah, perfect W--
' illfitting.eaay walking boots, because they give
long wear, same aaW.LDougbu Men's shoes.
THE STANDARD OF QUALITY
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
The worlunaruhip which has made W. L.
Douglas shoes famous the world over is
maintained in every pair.
"
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W. L. Douglas shoes are warranted to
hold their shape, fit and look better and
wear longer than other makes (or the price.
CAUTION Tha tannine have W. t Dong-la-s
name an( price tamped on bottom
Shoes Sent Everywhere All Charges Prepaid.
of the Independence
of Panama, an "over-nigh- t
proceeding"
which made It possi-
ble for the United
States to enter Into a
treaty with the twelve
hour old republic
which would allow op-
erations to begin at
once. Colombia has
not yet forgiven us
for giving the Pana-man- s
recognition. Mr.
Roosevelt said that If
Panama had contin-
ued under the rule
of Colombia the canal
still would be a
dream, for the Colom-
bians simply tempor-
ized with us and act-
ed as If they thought
now l oraer r Hall. if w. L. Done-l-ahoe re not toldln roar town.Mixldlnmt u
tHctory. Takn ateawivmniti of foot M shown
I in model ; Mate itjrlt detlrad ; Hit and widthIS8r iiim&iiT worn; plain ormpioe; ne&TT, moaiomw light toi. 1 dm th tenrMt Am wutU
onur mimn in th mtrtd. ONE PAIKot nr BOTS' aS.aUMor3.00 BHOR8 will poaltlvelyoatlllii.trnte.l !utlic Pre.w. l. noi ui.An.PlU Spark St., Brocktea, Baas. TWO PAIRS of ordinary boya'CXCflMCWtfit Coor ttU U--4
cmr mu or ttoto iocxs AStates It was one of the severest LanternsScientifically constructed to givemost light for the oil they burn.
PiEasy to light, clean and rewick.In numerous finishes and styles, each thebest of its kind.Aak your dealer to show yea hie IIa at Kayo Lampe aad
Lantern, or writs for llhtatrated bookJata direct
to aay astacy ol lbs
Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)
--4 mmii &mm4m
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mat in seeking the
atrip of land for
canal purposes, the United States had malevolent
territorial designs toward all Central and South
America.
No one had any conception that progress on
the canal would be as rapid as It has proved to
be. Much more time was spent In talking prior
to the beginning of operations than has been spent
since In digging. Now that It Is long In the past,
' the country Is perhaps forgetful, but it may be
of Interest to remember that for many weary
months the congress of the United States gave
itself over to debate, discussions and even bick-
erings upon the relative values of two routes lor
the waterway, the Nicaraugan route and the Pan-
ama route.
Senator Morgan of Alabama, who died a few
years ago, was an advocate of the Nicaraugan
route He was an old man at the time that he
undertook to voice sentiment and argument on
behalf of the more northern waterway. He
worked night and day, studying the questions
from every possible viewpoint and the long
speeches which he made on the mutter In hand
were written almost entirely by his own hand
He was Indefatigable In labor, and what he did
on behalf of the Nicaraugan route and on behalf
of the waterway scheme generally Is best told
In the words of Senator Jonathan P. Dolllver of
Iowa. Dolllver, like Morgan, is dead. The Iowan
was In favor of the Panama route, while the
Alabaman was In favor of the Nicaraugan route
The two men were opposed to each other polit-
ically, but they were personal friends. When bit-
ter disappointment came to Morgan In the final
defeat of the Nicaraugan project, Dolllver rose In
his seat and paid this tribute to his aged col-
league:
"He stands here In his old age, one of the his-
toric figures connected with this canal contro-
versy. He may not be the man who began the
discussion, but for nearly a generation he has
kept It up. No man has ever exhibited within our
knowledge any such marvelous Industry, energy
and sagacity as he has put into the argument for
the Nicaraugan canal. Day and night he has
not with the assistance of others, but per
onally. often with his own pen writing the
speeches which have become the chief part of
the agitation which has resulted In unifying public
entiment In the United States In favor of the
--canal.
1 regret more than I can say that he wbb dis-
appointed In his own personal ambition In respect
to the route that finally was chosen, but that
does not prevent me from adding that long after
the little controversies of this hour are forgotten,
his name will be connected In Immortal reputa-
tion with the Isthmian canal, wherever It Is built.
Few people probably have forgotten the first
attempts of President Roosevelt and Secretary of
War Taft to secure the service of a civilian engi-
neer who would stick at his post until the Panama
canal was dug. Three great engineers, one after
another, resigned their positions as engineers-ID-
-
'
chief.
It is prhaps useless to discuss the causes which
led to the resignations of the civilian engineers.
All aorta of stories were told, from the fear of
yellow fever to Inability to maintain discipline in
th working forces. It is probable that one engi-
neer's ears tingled for a long time with the e
which was given him by Secretary of War
Taft. who Is now the president of the United
Milady Who Is Particular Insists
scorings ever given a public official.
Probably the country does not
know the Inside history connected with the final
employment of army engineers to build the Pan-
ama canal. The engineer corps of the army at
the outset thought that it should be given charge
of the canal work, but Influential civilians brought
pressure to bear on the administration on behalf
of engineers In civil life. It was said by certain
civilians of prominence that the army was not
accustomed to handling great business proposi-
tions and that no army engineer ever had done
a work oranythtng like the magnitude of the one
proposed. There were all sorts of attempts to
belittle the engineering work of the army.
This sort of thing had Its effect, although It Is
probable that it was with considerable reluctance
that the administration disappointed the proper
ambition of army engineers to be assigned to
the work of canal building. When three civilian
engineers, one after another, had given over the
work, President Roosevelt and Secretary of War
Taft concluded that the time had come to give
the array a chance, in effect the president told
the secretary that no army officer would desert
his post, even by the resignation route, for dis-
cipline and inculcated will to do his duty would
keep him at the digging until It was finished, ov
until failure, had come. Moreover, It was known
that no army officer would dee In the face of
yellow fever or In fear of death from any cause
Colonel George W. Goethals of the West Point
class of 1880 was selected by the secretary of war
to take up the work that the civilian engineers
had dropped. Colonel Goethals is still at It and
success has marked every Btep of the way. The
colonel chose at the outset as two chief assistants,
Lieutenant Colonels David D. Gaillard and William
L. Slbert, who graduated from the military acad
emy In the class of 1884. Since that time other
army officers have been detailed In addition to the
three who were first assigned, three who are still
working and who hope to be present when the
first ship pokes Its prow Into the completed canal
Colonel George W. Goethala is a tall, slender
man with a firmly knit figure and snow white
hair. He has a face remarkably youthful and
neither the climate, the hard work nor the anxi-
eties of the Isthmian life have touched his vigor.
He is a sort of court of last resort In the Isthmus.
He travels from place to place on certain days
and establishes headquarters for the bearing of
complaints. He brings hard, common sense to
bear on all kinds of matters, from the settling of
a family row to controversies as to seniority in
rank of some of the civilian superintendents. La-
borers can go to him with complaints of bad
food and be sure of a hearing, and also be sure
that any kind of a wrong will be righted. He Is
a sort of a shepherd of the flock, a father of a
family of 43.000 children.
Colonel Gaillard, who Is the engineer In charge
of the central division of the work, and Colonel
William L. Slbert. englner In charge of the
division, as has been said, were classmates
at West Point. Galllard's first name Is David
When he and Slbert entered the military academy
as "plebes" they took a great liking to each other
They were chums and confidants all through their
cadet course. Slbert Is a big man, physically,
and the cadets nicknamed hlra Goliath. Gaillard
always was called David and so the military acad-
emy held a friendly David and Goliath, thereby
establishing a better record for amity and friend
liness than that contained in the Scriptures.
When the army engineers went to Panama to
take charge of the work they knew that In order
to make progress with the digging they must have
a contented family of laborers. They also knew
that they must maintain discipline. In the army
discipline Is maintained as a matter of course,
the men who enlist knowing that they must sub-
mit themselves without question to the proper
orMers of their superiors.
The men who work on the Isthmus of Pan-
ama are mostly civilians, and Colonel Goethals
and his assistants knew that they would resent
anything like army disciplinary methods, even
though they were Intended for their benefit and
would soon prove their worth. Goethals Is . a
most tactful man. With his assistants, he secured
army discipline on the Isthmus without allowing
the civilians even to appreciate that gradually
they were coming under the guidance of rules
laid down for men who wear the uniform of the
service. The army officers worked at first In a
suggestive way, Men were directed to "try" cer-
tain things and see how they came out.
Trial was made and then other suggestions
were made and finally the big working force
found that It was living a regular, healthful life
with time for regulated recreation, and that It
was possible to get pleasure out of existence by
other means than by drinking It In. Sugges-
tion rather than command made a disciplined
force out of the forty-od- d thousand laborers.
There probably is not a healthier place on the
face of the earth today than the canal strip of
the Isthmus of Panama.
Colonel William C. Gofgns of the medical de-
partment of the United States army Is the head
of the department of sanitation on the Isthmus
Under his direction disease virtually has been
killed and fear Itself has been set at defiance.
A large part of the food for the Isthmus Is
purchased In the United States and It Is shipped
under the most favorable conditions. A paper
called "The Canal Record" Is published at fre-
quent Intervals and Its last page Is devoted to
a list of the food which can be obtained at the
commissary department, with the prices affixed.
Living on the Isthmus Is Just as cheap if not
cheaper than it is in this country and the food
Is of the highest possible quality. Many of the
civilian employes constituting clerical and engi-
neering forces have taken their families to Pan-
ama. They have fine quarters and they buy thei:
food virtually at cost price.
. The army was on Its metal when it was put In
charge of the Panama canal building. Thus far,
admittedly, its work has been nothing short of
wonderful in all lines of isthmian endeavor. It
may be that President Taft's prophecy will not
come true and that the canal will not be opened
until 1915, but it should be remembered that the
latter date Is the one set for the opening by
Colenel George W. Goethals, the englner-ln-chie- t.
It is probable, however, that he hopes to see the
procession of ships, with the old Oregon leading,
pass into the great waterway on some day within
the next two years.
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Ctensos tho System
effectually; Diopolo
colds and Hc:dch:
duo to constipation.
Best for men, vcrccn
and children: young
and old
To cot its Beneficial
effects, always note tho
name of tho Cbrrny.
plainly printed on tho
front of evory Ractego
of the Genuine
jj with novels and newspapers, song and discussion.
iiiq imivij nuvi ruo
nf; I throned upon an elevated
1 uuua ui uic ngur iiium-in-,
ten to fifteen cents a week.
novels and newspapers, as well as a
president of the reading committee to
posed to lose, from his work while
the weekly collection.
The readers earn from $40 to
three or four hours a day. As a rule
TAIKISSE
factory of t lie best dims is HjitwiUv
and instruction. In such a factors'
maker have plenty of light and nir,
i it 'i t ibu oa biiu me privilege oi Keeping
m iiiu mil 14 n vi niuimi, I'll'
stand. He is paid from the private
mc i.ubi iu train mau ranging iroill
This covers the cost of the books,
salary of $39, which is paid to 1
make up for the time he is sup
engaged in counting votes or making
$G0 a week, reading for a period of
each factory has two readers, and
to be read is an interesting feature.
election, each man voting for the book
forthwith bought and placed in its
are yet kept informed in this way
to discuss intelligently problems of
seem to be well informed on scioiv
the newspapers have editorials or
arc heard commenting on the sub'
their knife, or chaveta, is struck vio
surface of their working table. This
newspapers are taken up in the morning and books or novels in the after
noon.
The selection of the book or novel
It takes the character of a political
he wants. Tho president of the reading committee counts the votes and
announces the winning book, which is
turn to be read.
Those who cannot read or write
upon public questions, and are able
national and municipal interest. They
tific and other matters.
tl is frequently the case that
articles which arouse the patriotic feelings of the men. Then the reading
applauding.
the national hymn and other popular
but singing is reserved for important
the victory of a Cuban in a foreign
athletic contest, in a hard game
of the, baseball teams which visit
The excitement lusts, however,
work is at once resumed, and th
in the big room is that of the reader.
is stopped, voices
ject treated, and
lently on the flat
is their mode of
Sometimes
airs are intoned,
occasions, such as
country in some
wrung from some
Havana each year.
only a few minutes,
only voice heard
Can
Public the
Opinion thisis noShould onything.
Compel To
Uniform
"interests,"
Laws is exerted
By CHARLES E. fAMBoataa attempt
A JON SHNTINHL
iy 0o. I. tale.
joN. NKW MEXICO
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Hedlclne Hat will soon be oa
caight again.
Comets ought to be required to Keep
civilized hours.
Now tta fur overcoat begins to stir
uneasily amid Its moth balls.
In one city In Connecticut boys are
taught cooking In the public schools.
Brooke' comet Is moving towards
the sun, Induced no doubt by a chilly
feeling.
China's Emperor Is In no frame of
mind to enjoy the sacrifice or any-
thing else.
Most Occidentals can tell a Mancha
from a Chinaman when they meet
one In the street
When the super-dreadnoug- shall
have been exceeded, how will the ves-
sel be referred to?
Arabs In Tripoli who killed Italian
wounded soldiers were not bidding
for gentle treatment
The englneless aeroplane le even
less Inviting to the cautious cltlseo
than one of the noisy kind.
Just because the small boy likes to
play with toy. rallrcad trains Is no
sign that he will be president
Most persons are willing to ac-
knowledge that there Is such a thing
as old age, but the bridegroom of 73,
never.
Six hundred asteroids travel along
with the arth. and one of them Is
missing. Has any one seen a lost
asteroid?
Professor Lowell reports sighting
a frost on Mars, but could not tell by
the telescope which party had been
defeated.
A ditch digger Is sole heir to a
175,000 estate. When the whistle
blows at noon he can eat bis lunch
light-heartedl- y
Goat's v milk la strongly recommend-
ed ss a cure for Inebriety. Still, the
victim may And difficulty In getting
somebody's goat
The Chinese emperor, aged 6, Is do-
ing all that can reasonably be ex-
pected of him to pacify his numerous
subjects, and they should not in all
fairness behead him
A Seattle clergyman preached In
.the streets from a coffin and was car-
ried home by "pallbearers. And one
or his objects waa to prove thai he
was not a dead one.
A prisoner begged a magistrate not
to fine him. saying It would be the
beginning of seven years of bad luck.
It had been his good luck that had
kept him out of trouble.
Fifty Pittsburg men are suing for
divorce on the ground of extrava-
gance. It surely Is a shame for their
wives to epend the money they need
for the Great White Way.
The beauty lecturer who has been
advising New York women to use
more soap and water on their faces,
but not to forget the rouge, reminds
uf that some beauty Isn't even skin
deep.
The cutting off of queues by the
Chinese rebels Is reported to hsve
msde puffs cheaper. If the revolution
wins out first thing we know puffs
will be so cheap they will be unfash-
ionable.
European nobleman tried to reduce
his weight in order to win a wife and
died of starvation. Moral: It la better
to have men say "Isn't he fat?" than
"Doesn't he look natural!"
Surely It ought not to be a repug-
nant task for every good citizen of
the country to comply with the apple
growers' modest demand and eat five
apples a day until further notice
Prof. Jenks of Minnesota would
cure the divorce evil by letting wives
control the family purse strings This,
added to the countless other sure
cures and panaceas, makes one won-
der why divorce should stick sround
at all.
A telephone conversation has been
carried on successfully between Lon-
don and Basel in Switzerland. 600
miles away, and It Is expected that be-
fore long most of the large cities In
Europe will be In telephone communi-
cation with the British capital What
good will It do, however, to connect
a man In London with a man In Ber-
lin If neither understands the other's
language?
Now that the lawn mowing season
la over, the muscular system may be
kept In trim by Judiciously heaving
coal Into the furnace.
The names of statesmen and cities
In China are Inexplicably mixed, and
they cannot well be unscrambled until
this cruel war. la over.
Tie wearers of high crowned der-by-a
declare that the hatters shall sot
for the sake of profit Introduce the
low crowned article. They say they
will die Orst
public opinion compel uniform di-
vorce laws? If it can, will it ever reach
point of exerting itself to bring about
result? As to the first question, there
doubt. Public opinion can do about
It is our final authority.
be sure, we hear a great deal ffioSfe-day- s
about the tremendous power of the
and how frequently that power
in directions counter to the nat-
ural trend of public opinion. But when wo
an analysis of tho matter, it be-
comes apparent that the power of the "in
Plate ef Wrltlns Psosr Tied Over
Mvjuth of tarthen Jar With lilt
In Center Is Iicelltnt.
If you have no rat snd find the
mice In your house becoming alto
aether too bold for comfort, tie
piece of writing paper over on earth
an inr. btndtnK it tlahtly with I
trltin nr rliiatlc band, as shown in
the Illustration, says the Homestead
In the center of the paper cut a cross
and set the Jar In the closet and sua
pend by a string a piece of toasted
cheese over the center of the Jar.
Home-Mad- e Mouse Trap.
there are any- - mice in the closet the
bait will attract them, and Just as
soon as the first mouse reaches the
center of the paper he will drop into
the Jar and the paper will fly back to
place again, ready for the next comer.
A trap arranged in the same manner
can be used for the capture of field
and harvest mice, which make odd
and amusing pets. A barrel covered
with stiff brown paper can be used
for rats, but they will gnaw out unless
the barrel is partly filled with water.
BEATS OLD SCOOP SHOVEL
Portable Grain Elevator Renders One
of Hardest Tasks on Farm a
Comparatively Easy One.
One of the hardest Jobs on the farm
is shoveling ear corn from a wagon
into a high crib or shed. So strenu
ous is this exertion that many farm
workmen decline to work on a farm
where large corn crops are handled.
The invention of the portable grain
elevator has rendered this task a light
and easy one. It takes a pretty good
ahoveler to empty a big load of corn
from a wagon Into a high crib in 30
minutes and when the Job is finished
Portable Grain Elevator.
me snoveier needs a so minutes' rest
before he can proceed with other
work.
The elevator will do the Job in five
minutes. The picture Illustrates how
the elevator ia used. The front wheels
of the wagon are elevated so that the
corn will run into the hopper of the
elevator, which is operated by horse
power. The work of changing the
team is a matter of a very few mo
ments.
The use of these elevators is becom
ing general throughout the corn belt
The farm workmen are, In many cases,
refusing to work on a farm which
does not have one of these elevators
Golden Bantam Sweet Corn.
About half the market gardeners in
the vicinity of Johnstown, Pa., grow
Golden Bantam sweet corn. The mar
ket first objected to this variety be
cause of the cream color of the corn,
out us nign quality nas gained a
host of friends, so that it Is now a
favorite on all markets. The ears
are small, but the stalks are very
productive. The variety is now uni
versally planted for the home table.
Illllll
Don't sow old seed.
Don't replow the land; disk It.
Don't sow on poorly drained soil.
Don't pasture the first or secorid
year.
Don't wait for the soil to stool; It
never does.
Quack grass will yield to short ro
tations.
Don't sow on any but a sweet, well- -
limed soil.
Don't drill the seed deeper that one- -
half to three-fourth- s inch.
Don't sow on any but a finely pre
pared, well-settle- d seed bed.
Wheat responds to the use of fer
tilizers more readily than most farm
crops.
There are many crops which may
be sown In the spring and make ex
cellent pastures.
Wood ashes may be applied at the
rate of 25 to 50 bushels, 1,000 to 2,000
pounds to the acre.
Fall-plowe- d ground can be planted
fully ten days earlier than ground
that Is plowed in the spring.
One ton of good wood ashes will
contain about 140 pounds of potash
and 40 pounds of phosphoric acid.
Wood ashes should not be placed
under hen roosts or In stables, becauso
potash liberates the manure and the
nnhpfl as fertilizers la deteriorated.
NEW STYLE OF CULTIVATOR
Purpose of Inventor to Perfect Ma
chine With Series of Hoes That
Can Be Adjusted.
In descrblng a cultivator recently la
vented by Clifford A. Cowln of River
head, L. I., the Scientific American
says:
The cultivator shown is rear per
spective view in elevation, is of the ad
Justable type. The purpose of the In
ventor is to provide one with a series
of boes connected together so aa to
be adjusted simultaneously with means
for locking them in an elevated posi
tion out of contact with the ground,
and with means for locking them in a
plurality of adjusted positions inter-
mediate their uppermost and lower
most positions. A plurality of hoes
connected together la provided with
means for taking up the shock incl
dent to the change of position of the
hoes. A cultivator with a plurality of
Cultivator.
wheels, forming a carriage to support
the same, the wheels being adjustable
relative to the frame so as to guide
the cultivator.
KEEP SEED POTATOES COOL
Farmer Should Endeavor to Have
Temperature for Tubers at
About 33 Degrees.
(By WM. H. UNDERWOOD. Illlnola.)
Potatoes intended for seed should
be kept hard and plump during the
winter, and this can be done only by
keeping them so cool that they will
not sprout.
When potatoes sprout they take
part of the starch that is stored up
In them and manufacture it Into living
cells. This energy is all wasted for
the sprouts have to be pulled off.
Some farmers make it point to
"sprout" their potatoes once or twice
during the winter, this being done to
prevent their growing. But the amount
of energy thus lost Is considerable
and the loss increases as the winter
draws to a close.
I raise potatoes in large quantities,
and each year place them in cold
storage. I prefer to pay the expense
of the storage and be sure that they
are kept in a perfectly plump state,
rather than to keep them in a room
with a high temperature, as is done
by some.
In the spring the potatoes come out
of the cold storage house in perfect
condition, and It takes but a few
weeks for them to develop strong
sprouts that rise out of the soil and
develop strong stalks and leaves.
Many farmers have not the opportu
nity to put their potatoes In cold
storage houses, but they should en
deavor to keep their potatoes at a
very low temperature. The nearer
33 degrees potatoes are kept, the
better.
GOOD POINTS ON CONCRETE
Most Failures Originate In Selection
of Sand and Gravel What
Makes the Ideal Mixture.
Concrete is manufactured stone
formed by mixing cement, sand and
stone or gravel (I. ., pebbles) to-
gether with water. The cement is
but a small part of the mixture and
Is the product of skilled workmen un
der the supervision of the manufac
turer who must compete with all
other makers of like material; but
the sand and gravel constituting one--
third or one-hal- f of the final product
must bo selected and prepared by the
farmer and this is where most fail-
ures originate. Various amounts of
each are used according to the use
to which the finished product is to be
put The mixture in which all the
spaces or voids between the stones or
gravel are filled with sand and all the
spaces between the grains of sand are
filled with cement is the ideal mix-
ture.
Preparing for Winter.
A few rainy days may now be spent
with profit on many farms, getting
things in shape for winter. Window
lights could be put In; broken hinges
fixed up; stanchions, stalls and floors
patched; and do not forget the house.
The women folks may need a handy
man for a day or so.
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There Is no leftover stock on tho
political pie counter.
Red Oom Bag Blue make the laundress
happy, make clotnea wirner wan mw.
All good grocer.
A little candle went out walking on
dark night, and bugs and flies, moths
and men gave it an ovation; the next
noonday It went out again, but no on
noticed It.
Constipation cauiei many serious die-m-it ii thoroughly cured by Doctor
Pierce'i Pleatant Pellets. One a laxative,
three for cathartic.
A Flat
rM hm slnrpr succeed in Eettlna
what suited her in an apartment?"
"Oh, yes. She told me she had
suite thing In A flat'"
Didn't Go to Finish.
"1 found 50 cents this morning."
confided Jimmy.
"Found a whole half-dollar- cried
his mother. "How fine! What did
you do wtlh it?"
"Pete Jones was along, so I gave
him half."
"You dear, generous boy! Did you
do that of your own accord?"
"Yessum well, we decided that
would be right."
"Jimmy! He didn't whip you and
make you give up half?"
"No, mamma. If he'd licked me.
he'd 'a' had It all. The scrap was
draw." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
HARD LUCK.
The Fortune Teller You are de
stined to marry great wealth.
I. M. P. Cunious Fine.
The Fortune Teller Unfortunately.
death will claim you two days after
the event.
WORKS WITHOUT FAITH
Faith Came After the Works Had Laid
the Foundation.
A Bay State belle talks thus about
coffee:
"While a coffee drinker I waa a suf
ferer from indigestion and intensely
painful nervous headaches, from child- -
nood.
"Seven years aeo mv health pva
out entirely. I grew so weak that
me exertion or walking, if only a few
feet, made It necessary for me to lie
down. Mv friends thnnrht I waa
marked for consumption weak, thin
and pale.
"I realized the dans?Ai I i in and
tried faithfully to get relief from med
icines, mi, at last, arter having em-
ployed all kinds of drugs, the doctor
acknowledged that he did not believe
it was in his power to cure me.
"While In this condition a frlnl in.
duced me to auit eoffe and trr Pnat.
um, and I did so without the least
nope mat It Would do m nnv T
did not like It at first, but when it was
nrooerlv madA T fnnnH it xtra a aa winora v na a uivBdelicious and refreshing beverage. I
u especially iona ot it served at din-
ner ice-col- with cream.
in a month s time i hwn tA im.
prove, and In a few waaV m inri!.tion ceased to trouble me, and myheadache stopped entirely. I am so
perfectly well now that I do not look
iiKe me same person, and I have so
gained in flesh that, t Am nnnnrls
heavier than ever before.
This is What Poatnm haa A, fame. 1 still use It and shall always do
so." Name aiven hv
tie Creek, Mich.
"There's a reason t. i. .
plained in the little book, "The Road
iu veiviiie," m pkgs.
ae appritr from time to time. Tfceyrfl Srtn I na. e ataa a
terests" is simply a power to mold public
opinion, and that this power is successful only in so far as public opiuion
is of itself sluggish or wanting in unanimit'.
Public opinion, once thoroughly aroused and concentrated upon a
definite object, will always sweep everything before it.
It is not, then, a question of ability, it is a question of willingness
on the part of public, opinion. Will public opinion ever reach the point
where it will compel uniform marriage and divorce laws? Most assur-
edly yes; just as soon as present conditions become bad enough and uni-
versal enough to justify the concentration of public attention and public
disapproval upon them.
Few people realize how important a part the process of decomposition
plays in all evolution. The oculist docs not remove a cataract until it
is ripe.
It may seem to sonic of us that in the matter of divorce and remar-
riage conditions are already suflicienily malodorous to justify their cor-
rection without delay.
It is evident that we are too much in a hurry. The world is patient,
but its judgments are sound and sure.
As soon as these conditions become "ripe" public opinion will turn
its attention to 'them and will perform a drustic and thorough surgical
operation. It is simply a question of time.
I am one of a family of eight. All ot
ns are good citizens and one is even emi-
nent. We were soundly whipped in our
ami each ot us honors and reveres
na rents' memory. No child was
Use of
g" a I youth
I our
Will Make whipped
didn'tChildren It
Better aremuch
The
By VICTOR O. ROSENBAUM
Atlaata, Oa.
after the fourteenth birthday. We
need it.
is fear that rules, not love. Children
having their character ruined by too
allowance being made for their youth.
ten commandments are as appli-
cable to human frailties today as they wore
when written. The crying question of the
day is how to rear children.
The abolishment of the rod is producing criminal tendencies among
the young.
My parents whipped their children when they lied and stole. As a
result, fear kept us from repeating the offense until we were sufficiently
developed to guide ourselves.
A prominent dentist recently told me he honored his parents for
having whipped him, as in his practice he handles the modem "love
guided"' child, than whom there is none more unfortunate.
The mother of today no longer reads aloud to her children. Living-
stone and Stanley will enthrall the young for many happy hours.
Let the mother wear pretty clothing, no matter how cheap. Dainty
dress attracts and invites respect. The mother deserves some reward.
Finally, let us beg for more competent surgeons, who will not leave
us neurasthenics, unable to rear children; it is this which prevents com-
petent women from permitting' maternity. lateral. ' M" or
UWI0
a
but holding the Illuminating device
"Madam, how do you come to be In
possession of these jewels?"
All the panting loveliness of Mrs.
Delaroche shivered as the sharp ques-
tion bored its way to her Inner con-
sciousness. It was now her turn to be
silent She looked at the Headquar-
ters man as If be held in his hand her
life, liberty, and whatever chance re-
mained to her of happiness. A gleam
of appeal glowed In her beautiful eyes
for a moment Plainly, if she did not
speak It was not for lack of will. Her
words were as frozen as the normal
condition of her thoughts, She put
her hands to her breast and gazed at
the Central Office man as plteously as
a woman of her Junoesque charms
could be expected to do. The ingenue
role was impossible to Mrs. Delaroche;
but had It not been so, undoubtedly
she would have asumed It In this emer
that you tell me the man's name.'
Brits said.
"His name?" she returned wonder-ingl- y.
"It is Curtis Grlswold, Isn't it?" said
the Headquarters man Incisively.
Mrs. Delaroche, with a little cry
which showed more emotion than any-
one would expect from so self-center-
a woman, sprang to ber feet and ad
vanced toward Brltg with hands out
stretched In protest
"You don't mean to say that you be-
lieve Mr. Grlswold to be a thief!" she
exclaimed.
"We shall see, madam," rejoined
Brltz, "bow successful he has been In
at least one robbery."
"Inside this little casket," he said,
"are Jewels worth more than half a
million dollars. Please let me have the
key to this Jewel box."
Reluctantly, she unfastened a slen-
der gold chain that hung about ber
neck, from which depended a tiny sil-
ver key. Britz fitted It into the lock
and turned the bolt Triumphantly he
seized the lid, and as everyone else In
the room focused eager eyes upon the
silver box, Britz opened It; then drop-
ped It on the table with a furious
claniatlon.
The box was empty!
CHAPTER XXII.
Hot on the Scent
Brits' bounded Into the Inner room
and made a quick examination of
every window. He found marks on
one of the casements that told his
practiced eye entry to the apartment
had been made through the window
by some one skilled In daring burr
lary. It gave on the fire escape. Brits
flung up the sash and looked out. As
be expected, there was a long string
of ladders and balconies that ended
one story above the Btreet. The fire
escape was at the least frequented
end of the big hotel, and an awning
threw a shadow from an arc lamp on
the globe big enough to afford oppor-
tunity for an agile man to mount on
the shoulders of comrades, grasp the
second-stor- y window and swing him-
self up unseen. He let his eyes fall
on the balcony one story below the)
window. On It lay something yellow,
ctumpled as If dropped Inadvertently.
Brltz ran down the ladder and re-
turned tn th room with the oblect
-
She Was Broad Awake In an Instant
erly. "Oh, dear, I am so glad he did
not escape with It What would"
She checked herself hastily.
"You must come to me In the morn-
ing, Mr. Mr. for a reward," she add-
ed In tones so sweetly suggestive of a
SYNOPSIS.
.The story opens with a scream from
'"rainy March In the opera bos of Mrs,Missioner, a wealthy widow. It Is oc-
casioned when Mr. Missioner's necklace
preaka, scattering the diamond! all overthe floor. Curtla Orlawold and Bruxton
nanaa, aociety nan In lova with Mra. Mia
loner, rather up tha feme. Orliwold
steps on what la supposed to be the cele--
praieq Maharanee and cruahei It. A Hlnnoo declare it waa not the genuine. An
expert later pronounces all the atonea
substitutes for tha original. One of tha
missing dlamonda la found In tha room
of Elinor Holcomb, confidential compan-ion of Mra. MIssioner. She la arrested,
notwithstanding Mrs. Mlssloner'a beliefin ner innocence. Meantime, In an up-to-
mansion, two Hindoos, who are InAmerica to recover tha Maharanee, dis-
cuss the arrest. Detective Brits takes
up the case. He aaka tha ofjjt. nicn, Kiinora nance, in runningdown the real criminal. Brits learns that
dupMcatcs of Mrs. Mlasloner's diamonds
were made in Paris on the order ofElinor Holcomb. While walking Brits la
seised, bound and gagged by Hindoos. He
a Imprisoned In a deserted house, but
makes his escape. Brits discovers an nadiamond expert whom he believes
waa employed by either Bands of Oris
wold to make counterfeits of the Mission.
er gems. Grlswold Inttmatea that Bandsla on tha verge of failure. Two Hindoos
burglarise the horn of Bands and are
captured by Brits. On one of them hefinds a note signed by "Mllllcent" and ad-dressed to "Curtis." Brits locates wo-
man named Mllllcent Delaroche, to whom
unswoia nas Men paying marked atten-tions. Tha Bwaml attends a ball at Mra,
Missionary home, but learns nothing further about tha diamonds.
CHAPTER XXI.
top, Thief!
Mllllcent Delaroche slept soundly
Hen was the type of beauty that re-
tains Its freshness through Indulgence
In creature comforts. Not all her
fondness for amusement could lead
her to rob herself for many nights of
the' repose she Instinctively knew was
essential to the preservation of her
charms. She was the sort of woman,
past thirty, who retains a false youth
sometimes more effective than the im
maturity which Is measured by the
calendar. Her complexion was as
delicate as a debutante's. Her eyes
were brighter than those of the aver
age atnietic young woman, and no
silver thread shot the dusk of her
luxuriant hair. All this was due large-
ly, she waa convinced, to her life
long habit of sleeping early and
often, and of resolutely, refusing to
let her slumber be disturbed by any
such useless things as dreams, which,
after all, are mere ghosts of thought
and too much thinking was not one
of her foibles.
Tnougn Mrs. Delaroche slept pro-
foundly, her external senses were not
wholly unvlgllant. Long study of her
self had made her sensitive to disa
greeable Impressions that were purely
corporeal; and so, though no intrusive
vision of mind could interrupt the
fluid calm of her beauty sleep, a slight
ly uncomfortable feeling at the pre
else spot whence her tresses swept
upward in an elaborate coiffure or
parted In the braids of negligee had
the effect of arousing her as no mere
dream possibly could have done. It
required not many seconds, allowing
for the habits of her mind, and the
fact that she suddenly was recalled
from deep repose, for Mrs. Delaroche
to realize there was a hand beneath
her pillow, and that hand was not one
of her own. Rigid with fright, she
waited an Instant to assure herself
he had not committed the innovation
of dreaming, then she made a swift
reach for the alien hand too late. It
had been withdrawn swiftly In the
few moments requisite to complete
comprehension of the situation, and If
Mrs. Delaroche had not been so cer-
tain that she never dreamed, she
might have thought she still was
sleeping. Hasty exploration of the
pace beneath her pillow, however,
told her the midnight hand had not
gone away empty,- - Realising that, she
was broad awake In an Instant. She
at erect so swiftly that she bruised
her forehead slightly against some-
thing cold and hard and round and
smooth that was Immediately pressed
menacingly to her head.
"Don't move, or you'll get this!"
said a rough voice.
Mrs. Delaroche gasped, and despite
the hand, sank back again to her pil-
low. She could still feel, however, or
fancied she could, the Icy rim of the
metal that had touched her brow.
This was a great feat of Imagination
for Mrs. Delaroche.
"That's right; lie still!" continued
the voice. "If you know what's good
for you."
Rough though the voice was, it was
carefully subdued. It could not have
been heard In the corridor. Mrs. Dela-
roche drew a deep, fluttering breath,
and was evidently on the point of
making another attempt to speak
when the metallic rljig touched her
forehead again, chilling her to silence,
and the voice went on:
"See here, lady, I've got no time to
waste with you. Just you stay where
you are, and don't make a sound,. un-
less you want to get this!" and the
metal was pressed a little harder to
her forehead. "I am going to get out
of this room quietly, and I'm going
right now. If you make any noise for
the next five minutes, I'll blow your
head off!"
The cold pressure was removed
from her forehead, and the burglar
moved about the room. The thick
carpet and doubtless the felt soles on
the man's feet as auxiliaries, made his
steps soundless. He went from her
dressing table to a writing desk, light-
ing each in turn with a vivid circle
of rays from an electric pocket torch,
always in such position that no faint
est gleam fell upon himself. Not for
a moment, however, did he slacken
his alertness sufficiently for Mrs. Del
arocbe to have a good chance to get
to the Inner room. He pretended to
search thoroughly several places
where money or Jewels might be
kept, but, even to a woman of her
slow wit, it was apparent he did so
In a half-hearte- d way. Mllllcent felt
assured the man knew Just what he
had taken from beneath her pillow,
and that he was satisfied with It. He
showed that to be true when he gave
up the pretended search without so
much aa trying the handle of a small
safe in a far corner of the room. Re
turning to the bedside, he renewed his
warning, throwing so much savage
meaning Into his words that Mrs. Del
arocbe was certain there was no pre
tense about that
Then he walked to the door giving
on the corridor, turned the handle
cautiously, thrust his head through a
second opening, and looked up and
down the hall. Evidently reassured,
he opened the door, stepped outside,
and closed It swiftly and silently.
There was not a sound to Indicate
whether he had gone along the corrl
dor, or still stood Just outside the
door. Mrs. Delaroche waited, listen
Ing Intently in the hope of hearing his
footsteps, but she listened vainly. She
waited perhaps a minute, for she had
no desire to hazard a shot from that
terrible thing the burglar had pressed
against her brow. Then her courage
oozed back, and she bounded to the
floor, screaming with all her might,
pausing only long enough to snatch
a peignoir and throw It about her
shoulders ere she pulled open the out
er door of her suite and sent her
shrieks shrilling down the long hall.
Her cries, for she was a magnificently
constructed animal of most expansive
lung power, not only echoed far along
the corridor, but penetrated even the
sound-proo- f doors of the other apart'
ments. The disturbance she made
was alarmingly novel to the exclusive
calm of the Hotel Renaissance. Doors
were flung open, heads popped out,
and a dozen inquiries were flung at
her from as many parts of the hall;
but Mrs. Delaroche had exhausted her
coherence in framing that one pur
pose of screaming with all .her might
until some man of action should speed.
to her assistance. She did not waste
any strength in articulation. She sim
ply screamed, and so eloquent were
her shrieks that although she uttered
no concrete word, only a few of them
were needed to tell the more intelli
gent of her auditors that she had been
robbed, and that what she had lost
was of priceless value to her.
Before the fusillade of her cries
died away in a scattering fire of
gasping sobs, half a dozen pajamaed
specters were racing down the corri-
dor In the direction they deemed the
burglar had taken. What account
they would have given of themselves
had they come up with the fugitive Is
conjectural. They were spared the
disagreeable necessity of submitting
their courage to that test, for as the
burglar turned a corner of the hall
many yards In advance of his pursu-
ers, he was tripped by a foot adroitly
Interpolated in his path, and when he
recovered bis breath after a jarring
fall, it was to And two men of sturdy
build sitting upon him as composedly
as if nature had planned him for a
conversation cbair. The pistol he had
carried In bis hands throughout the
pursuit was snatched from his grasp,
and although he struggled furiously,
his arms were dragged behind his
back and handcuffs were snapped
upon his wrists. Then he was dragged
to his feet by four insistent arms and
impelled with much vigor along the
hallway in the reverse direction to
that which he had followed.
Unmistakable was the rejoicing of
the pajama squad at the sight of his
captivity. Undeniably heroic was its
surge, toward him. Faces grim with
postscript bravery were thrust Into
the prisoner's, and voices raging from
mockery to Indignation bombarded
him with questions. AH of which the
prisoner met with sullen silence and
with looks that made the squad re-
treat a pace or two in spite of the
firmness with which his captors held
him. Mrs. Delaroche's fading screams
guided the little group to her apart-
ment, where the hands of ministering
angels had adjusted her peignoir to Its
normal position upon her Junoesque
form and fastened its fluttering rib-
bons in becoming bows. She there re-
ceived the heroes of the man bunt
with astonishing composure.
"Is this the man who robbed you,
madam?" asked one of the men who
had caught the burglar. He was the
house detective. "Stand behind him,
Jim," he said to his colleague, a por-
ter with the fullback's shoulders.
"It must be," said Mrs. Delaroche,
"but I cannot tell by his face, I did
not see it. It looks like the man,
though. Make him speak."
But that task was beyond the house
detective's powers. Irresponsible
though his mind might be as com
pared with the city's sleuth's and blue-coat- s,
he hardly felt justified in em-
ploying the most medieval forms of
torture to accomplish that purpose.
Seemingly, nothing short of the boot.
the thumbscrew and the Iron Maiden
gency.
"Answer me, madam; this calls for
an immediate explanation. You told
this man these Jewels belonged to yon,
How does It come you have the dla
monds everybody In New York knows
as the Maharanee necklace of Mrs
Doris MIssioner?"
Mrs. Delaroche still struggled faintly
for speech. Her lids quivered; her eyes
alternately closed and then were fixed
upon the detective, and a tremor, be
ginning at the crown of her adorable
head, moved In waves to ber perfect
feet. She sank into a chair and let her
head fall upon her arms as they
stretched Inertly acre as a little table
There was no smallest streak of pity
In the look Detective Brltz bent upon
her. He had dealt with women of her
type before many times, he told him
self, and now that he was so near the
heart of the great MIssioner mystery,
it was not his purpose to be influenced
in the slightest degree by the distress
of a Diana, to say nothing of an Aphro
dlte. Dry sobs choked the woman,
Her eyes strained at ther tendons so
painfully that tears would have been a
divine relief. Whether she was grieved
or frightened was not so apparent as
that she was sorely distressed. Min
utes passed before she lifted her face
and once more looked at the detective,
The house sleuth and his porter bad
retreated a yard or more, and the
erstwhile pajama squad, now an as
founded force of Cossacks and Bedouins
in a varied array of dressing gowns
and bathrobes, looked and listened in
hushed expectancy; -
"Come, Mrs. Delaroche," said Brltz,
sternly. "You really must not waste
any more of my time. I have spent an
hour in getting these Jewels away
from you, and I don't intend to put in
many more words in getting the facts
from you. You have got to answer
soon or late, and you may as well do
it at once."
If there was to be any third degree
in her case, the detective was deter
mined to apply it then and there.
'They were given to me," said the
woman faintly.
"By whom?"
"By by a friend of mine," she re
plied.
"And his name?" inquired the detec
tive curtly.
"I do not care to tell his name," said
Airs, ueiarocne, who had recovered a
little of her calmness,
"You must tell it!" Brltz Insisted.
"I cannot," she said.
"But I tell you you must!" returned
the detective. "Don't you see you have
got to tell It to square yourself?"
"What do you mean, sir?" she asked
with a pretty show of Indignation, v
"Now, don't try any of those games
on me," said Brltz. In his impatience,
he was descending close to the meth
ods of Donnelly and Carson. He re
membered that in a moment and re
sumed more persuasively:
"It will save you a great deal of
trouble for you, Mrs. Delaroche, if you
tell me the truth, and tell it at once,
without holding anything back. You
understand, I am a detective from Po-
lice Headquarters, and I was assigned
weeks ago to find Mrs. Missioner's dia
monds. I have found the diamonds.
and now I niust find the thief."
Mrs. Delaroche shivered, and started
slowly to her feet. She turned a dis
dainful glance on the group at the door,
then faced Brltz once more, and in a
voice title more than a whisper, she
said :
Whatever you may think, J did not
know the Jewels were stolen. I did not
know they ever belonged to Mrs. MIs
sioner. 1 never heard of Mrs. MIssion-
er before tonight, except through the
papers. I did not know that any of my
acquaintances knew her. I was not
aware She had lost her diamonds.
What you tell me about the theft of a
necklace from Mrs. MIssioner Is en-
tirely new to me. I seldom read the
papers, and when I do, I do not read
accounts of crime."
"AH' you say may be true," Brltz per
sisted, "but you may take my word for
the Jewels are Mrs. Missioner's;
they were stolen from her, and you
must tell me the name of the person
who gave them to you."
The beautiful woman's distress at
this time was so sincere that the
Headquarters man Involuntarily dealt
more gently with her. He urged her
to be seated again, and then for the'
first time apparently remembered his
hands still were gripped by the bands
of steel the house detective had snap
ped upon tbem.
"Madam, I must Insist one more
would drag a word from the captive.
He maintained his sullen silence, al-
though It might be said he broke It In
a way, for the furious looks he cast
at the pajama squad were almost audi-
ble. Those looks caused several of
the squad's doughty heroes suddenly
to realize the unconventtonality of
their attire, and to send them precip-
itously in search of dressing gowns.
One or two of them remained, how-
ever, and the house detective, who, In
hotels as frostily patrician as the
Renaissance, did not often have an
opportunity to hold the center of the
stage, was fairly well content with
his audience.
"Now, then, you!" he said, brusque-
ly addressing the prisoner, "speak up.
What were you doing here?"
"He got my Jewels!" cried Mrs. Del-
aroche.
The prisoner turned one of his sul-
len looks upon her, but, conscious that
she was robed as daintily as the most
fastidious society actress In the Du
Barryest of bedroom scenes could be,
her equanimity was not so vulnerable
as that of the deserters from the pa
jama squad.
"He took the whole case of jewels
from under my pillow," she continued,
addressing the house detective. "They
must be in his possession still, unless
he dropped them while he was running
away."
"We will soon find out," said the
leading man. "Jim, go through him!"
Jim only shrugged those fullback
shoulders when the burglar attempted
to petrify him with a look, and his
search through the prisoner's pockets
was thorough. Mrs. Delaroche gasped
her delight when from the captive's
coat the porter drew forth a heavy sil
ver casket, and held it toward her.
"Is that your property, madam?"
asked the house detective.
"Yes, yes," said Mrs. Delaroche, eag
"the Jewels Are
golden guerdon that the detective
eyes glistened.
"Thank you, madam, that is not nec
essary," he replied perfunctorily,
"Let's see what else this fellow has
got."
He and the porter explored the cap
tlve's pockets further, but found noth
ing more in the way of loot. Mrs,
Delaroche looked hastily through her
desk and dressing table and told the
man apparently nothing else was miss
ing.
"Then," said the house detective,
guess there Is nothing else for us to
do but to turn this burglar over to the
pellet. May we use your . telephone,
madam?"
Mrs. Delaroche gladly nodded assent,
and the sleuth continued:
"Jim, call up Headquarters, and
have a couple of men sent here to take
this fellow away."
The effect of that command upon
the prisoner startled everyone. Not
only did It cause him to break his sul
len silence, but It drew from him
words that made the house detective
involuntarily loose his hold on the man
and step back, staring. Jim's Jaw fell,
and Mrs. Delaroche gazed at the fel
low, wide-eyed- .
"I can save you that trouble," said
the burglar. "You need not telephone
for the Central Office men. I am Lieu
tenant Detective Brltz of Headquar
ters! And these," and he nodded to
ward the silver casket, "are the miss
ing MIssioner diamonds that were
stolen from the richest woman in
America."
Turning to Mrs. Delaroche abruptly
he said:
Mrs. Missioner's."
It was an Oriental handkerchief such
as he had seen In the Swaml's pos-
session.
It was perfectly plain to Brltz that
the Hindoos had been beforehand
with him in recovering the MIssioner
jewels. By this time he knew enough
to be certain that their object In get-
ting possession of the gems was even
stronger than the professional pride
that had actuated him to recover them
for their owner. He was aware they
had a reason yet to be explained why
they were In such a desperate hurry
to take the atones of the necklace, or
at least one of them the Maharanee
to India. Even now they might be
aboard a vessel that would put to sea
in a few hours, leaving no trace of
their departure. Or, It might be they
were beyond the city limits on their
way to another port of exit. He
must stop them at all hazards. He
leaped to the telephone, called Police
Headquarters, got Manning on the
wire, and asked the Chief to give per
sonal attention to the request he waa
about to make.
"Notify all precincts," said Brits,
to stop every man of Oriental ap
pearance attempting to leave the city
by boat or train. Have all the ferries
watched, and send a double detail to
the Grand Central Station. Telephone
the Associated Press for a list of the
vessels about to sail today; have the
water front watched for tramp steam-
ers, and don't forget the small craft
both sail and steam."
"Have you found the Jewels?" asked
Manning, at the other end of the
wire.
"No!" roared Britz, "but I will have
them In a few hours, If you'll make
the buncb hustle to help me. Will
you attend to all this yourself, Chief?"
Brltz found Doctor Fitch watting
for him on the sidewalk, as he had ar
ranged before entering the apartment
of Mrs. Delaroche in the guise of a
burglar, and In a single word told the
physician how he had been balked In
the chief object of his nocturnal visit
"Quick's the word now, doc!" said
Brltz.
'Where are you going?" asked
Fitch.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Stirring the Melting Pet ''
What Is believed to be the first at
tempt by an agricultural college to
teach immigrants coming to this coun-
try, is said to give every promise ot
success. Ninety-fiv- e Polish fanner '
from the Connecticut Valley, southern
New Hampshire and northern Con-
necticut, gathered at the Massachu-
setts Agricultural college to be In-
structed In agriculture and good citi-
zenship. The lectures were Inter-
preted by K. J. Wolskl of Holyoke. --
Oeorge Chapman of the department
of botany told these men of the neces-
sity of getting good onion seed, this
being one of the most important crops
of the valley. He also showed the
water and "wind blast method of .
lectlng the poor from th Rood feeds.;
Christian Science Monitor. , .
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FLOUR, MEAL
and Farm Seeds.
the Choicest, Best and Cheapest
at
uniN
Tucumcori, N.M., Dec. 38- ,- H.
B.Jonea of the First Nat icnal hntik
ot thi.4 city han arqu'red possesion
(if the Tucumcar? Ntws, one of the
oiliest puhlication-- i in this part of
. ... . . .....1 t ut 1 :
I S ' over toe nwtiagetnt t nncl
editorship of tlu paper. It in s'tid
that W.C.Hawkins, at present ?d-it- er
of the Mrmtova Rtjpub'ican.
set ns edit ir in the futnre. Mr.
Wharton has decided to open
a job printing plant in the Carter
building on West Main street and
is at present negotiating with an
eastern firm for the necessary
This will give Tucum
cari tbree newspapers, alt of wbicl-har- e
jobbine departments, besides
the one job printing establishment.
Territorai Lease Lands,
Quay County.
The list enumerated below con
tains the vacant school aud institu
tionat land in the above County or
Noveher rst ton. The same ar
subject to lease for crazing o
agricultural purposes.
Applications may be made foi
section two and tvnrtytwo subject
to such laws as the State Legisla-
ture may enact.
Blank application? or further in
formation in regard torentail prict
maybe had on application to Ter
titorial Land Office at Sauta Fe,
N. M. Robert. P. Ervieo, Coif
missionfr.
School Land?
year bifore a valuable ucWi back 1
broken.
you madly, devotedly. Intensely, dl
traetedly twBty-0v- i hours In the day!
Honest!" '
"Well, why didn't you nsy ao at
ooeol" demanoed ibw brlUe la relieved
tones.
A Difference.
Auffcor H-r- e's p article on "How
to live on 12Mi cent 9 a day."
'Editor Just what want. I'll
Sive you $6 for It.
Author What? Why $5 won't buy
my dinner.
What Old She Men?
"1 m that the widow of a suburb
aslto who was killed la a railroad
wreck got 1100,000 damages."
"And yet city folkn say people ar
toolUb to llvo la tas suburbs."
Up4oDate 8treet Beggars.
"E.'en your street beggars are up to
date here la Now York," said an ob-
serving n man as he teased
a nickel lato the bet of a professional
beggar wearing a badgo "Vict; in ot
the Recent Fire." "I've never known it
to fail," be continued, "that after a
fire, an explosion or any other big
accident there was a noticeable change
la the appeals made by your street
beggars. Another thing, note his
shrewdness, as he doesn't specify any
particular fire, but simply the recent
Art, The desire to keep abreast of
the times seems to be deep seated
la all New Yorkors, and iuet alter eome
great accident the street beggars are
sure to make the most ct the sltuettloa
and make their appeal to the publio
along too latest lines."
What He Wanted.
It was after the explosion, and Hen-
derson sat on a rail fence gaziag rue-
fully over the scene of ruin. One of
bis Wheels was still rolling onward
over the pike. Another hung from the
limb of a tree. Other sections of the
car were strewn about the highway,
far and near.
"Ah me!" 6ished Henderson. "To
think that only last night I was In-
veighing against an assembled carl
By Jove I I'd give f 100 to anybody
who'd come along at this very minute
and assemble mine.'1 Harper's Week
ly.
Apropos.
"Jack's little windfall frot his
uncle came in nicely, dida't 11?"
"What did he do with itr
, 'The obvious thing. Just as ht got
the 'windfall, ha found his machine
needed a windbreak."
All
FEED AND WAGON
. Mean Man.
Professor John Dewey of Columbl
was talking about a legislator who had
turned traitor to the suffrage cause.
"A man who could be so moan to wom-
an," he said, "must be the original
of the Clayton Jail story.
"A convict In tho Clayton Jail, you
know, managed to do a little fjlrtlng
over the wall. Ho flirted for some
weeks with a buxom plrl who milked
the cows In a field adjoining the jail,
end one evening he called to her nnd
they struck up a conversation. Every
Jay after that for a year or more,
the girl came to the wall. Then the
oonvict, getting tJred of her, told ber
It was no uae waiting for him, aa bo
was In for life."
A Sleeping Quarter.
I would euggf st that certr.in streets
not main thoroughfares thould . bo
classed as residential, both In the poor
as well as in the rich parts of Ixiv
don, for the clerk and shop-gir- l need
sleep as much as any of us, and that
In these streets between, say midnight
and 8 a. m. or 0 a. m., or 7 a. m., ac-
cording to tho locality, the motor hoi a
should not bo blown except for urgent
cases that is in case of Imminent
danger to life Lord Montagu In the
Car.
Safe.
Daniel emerged from tho lions' den,
"They were - library lions and
wouldn't hurt a fly," he explained.
OF
Adverting rnun furultboft ou Ap
Wtioi.
.
Cleo. I?.
r:irrr.r-ssr-s- s
If there ts a crus.3 marked ou
fthi: ! pjc(? you will know that your
subtctipiian to this paper las ex-
pired. We would l e plast d to
receue your renewal at odcc.
.Otherwise the p-- per will be d.
TERRITORIAL OFFICERS.
.Governor W. J Mills, Santa Fe,
Secretary Nathan Jaffa, Santa
Fe, N. M.
Attorney General Frank W.
Clancy, Santa Fe, N. M.
Treasurer M. A . O tero, Sar. U
1
Fe, N. M.
.Superintended Public Instruction
lamps E. Clark. Sanu Fe.
'N. M.
Commissioner of Fubli: Land?
Robett P. Eryioe, Santa Fe,
JJ. M.
uame and Fish Warden James
P. Goble, Santa Fe, N. M.
.Engineer Charles D. Miller, San-- '
ta Fe, N. M.
Olvirict Court. Sixth District.
(Counties of Gudalupe, Otero,
Lincoln and Quay.)
Judg- - Edward R. Wrifiht, Ala- -
r;apotdo, N. Mi
WitVict Attorney Hnrr H.. Mc
lilroy, lucuMicari. N. M.
s J. Downs. Alamo- -
sotdo, N. M.
V. 5. Local Land Officer.
Register K. A. Prentice.
Kecoiver N. V. Gallegos.
QUAY COUNTY CfFlCliRS.
.Shariff J., Ward.Probate Clerk R. P. Donchoo.
Treasurer C. H. Chenaull.
probate Judge I. D. Cutlip.
Assessor I. J. Briscoe.
Superintended of Schools C. S.
Cramer.
Surveyor-- W. L. Traylor.
Board of CotnmUaloner
First District W. A. Pndson.
.Second District J. M. Hodgos.
Third District R. C. Stuhbins.
Procintt Ctficsrs.
Geo. E- - Sale, Justice of Peace.
Dudley Andersou, Constable.
Although we favor the largest
jneasure of persouul liberty, we
want it understood that we think
about as much 'of a woman who
smokes cigarettes as cf a roan who
wears a corset.
. .
The woman who
rocked a cradle and ruled the world
tow has 3 daughter who drives an
(lectric Lrouham and owns the
road.
Personally we have never been
.very strouj? for the sort of man
who is so proud of bis hair he hates
to get a haircut.
Somehow, wo have never been
able to watch a baby muss its bib
up without feeling sorry for all
ultimate consumers.
As a general thing, it is better
to be a credit to your ancestors
than to have hd ancestors who are
, redjt to you.
Moreover, the kind of man who
owns an automobile can always a
nd something to talk to you about, 4i
even if you don't understand the
difference between a shaft drive 1
anil a gid-da- p.
It is selfishness which leads
bepple to take too many chances.
'rt. nr . 1 .,,,-,- i. v..,. ..
V. 92, Local Frt. Ej 10:30 p.m.
O.K. DENTON, Agent.
j THE CHURCHES.
M. E. CHURCH M 'tings everyIrt and Third Sunday's of each
month. Services moruing and
ewning.
RiiR. J. W. Campbell, Pastor.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
San Jon, . . New Mexico.
J. P. Mastkrsgn, Pastor.
Preachihtf every second Sunday
it xx nclock A. M.
Prayer service, H oclock p. u.
All Christians especially iavited
o this prayer service for the good
f the community.
Service at 2 oclock (slow time)
n Saturday before the second
Sunday. Everybody invited.
Sunday School each Sabbath at
to oclock A. M.
1 J. P. Masterson, Supt.
W. B. Griffiths, Sec.
Singing School mc.ts tvery Sun
day afteinoon at Three oclock at
.he Church.'
TILE LODGES
Tli A. II. T. A. raecta oacb 2nd and
x:a Weiuesday cveaira
B II. WJlkin, pre.
B. 6. Horn, Ssc
The W. 0. W. meets each 1st and
3rd Monday evenings. Vliiting Sever-ign- s
"Welcome
II. B. Horn, 0. 0.
C. L. Owoa, Clerk.
The M. W. A. meets each sec
ond and fourth Saturday evening
of ach month.
Visitors welcome.
- C. L. Owen, V. C.
Geo. L. Sale. Clerk
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
CHAS. C. REED,
Notary.Public,
All Legal Blanks Properly Execu'td
Office in Seutinel Building
Office tel. 100 residence ISO
Dr. B. F. HERRING.
HERRING BUILDIN'0
rUCUMCAKI, - NEW MEXICO
DR. R. S. COULTER,
OFNTIST
Office in New Bank Building,
Phone 64.
Tucumcari, . New Mex.
Dr. J. Edwin Mannev,
Physician & Surgeon,
Office Sutton Building, M?iu St.
Phone 85, Res. Phone 171,
Tucumcari, New Mex.
if v rts ti1T1 u.
Speciality, eye, lar, nose throat.
, Glasses fitted.
Office, first stairway east of the
Vorenberg Hotel.
TucuMCAkt, . . . New Mex.
EUGENE E. HEDGECOKE
U. S. Commissioner,
6th nrsTRiar
Filings, Contests, Proofs, etc.
ENDEE, . . NEW MEX.
For Sale.
S'o-- e btiiHrrr: TSr.3 v j.r.-.al- l
:ck of . Pohfjfncft in
coi:r..?c!io3. Gcod looir. T'i.
pu pcrty must be sold at once and
will ro cheap. Inquire at this
oTjct.
C. R'MARDEN 14 5
Dealer In
IUlIU
1
s.
YARD IN CONNECTION.
Always works for the Sonthwes t.
After you have subscribed for
your home paper, ' then take tbv
El Paso Herald. The Herald b
the best daily for you to read a .
you get all the late Associate
Press news and the special div
patches covering New Mexico,
West Texas and Arizona. Th
Heralds wide circulation is ifivi.-.,- ;
us the publicity we need to attrac.
new people and new capital to our
section. You can help it in i.i
good work for the by
becoming a regular subscriber.
Albuquerque I
Morning Journal
Full Associated Press Leased
Wire. Report Every Day in
tne cur mi
Albuquerque, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
043W1.
Department of the Interior, V. S
Lund ofllce at Tucumcari, N. M
Novemlwr 23, lgll.
Not ii--e Is hereby given that Fran
cis R. Fry, fortlie heirs of Jeva M.
Fry, deceased, of Saa Jon, N.'M., who,
on January 29, luOR. tnadi! homestead
entry No. 1013, lor WtfSWtf an-- J
SWixW.V Son. 2 and SEl-- 4 NE1-4- ,
Seo. 20. Twp. 10 N, Itange 34 E, N.
M. P. Meridian, lias filed notion
of intenUim to make Final Five
Year l'roof. to establish claim to the
land above deKcribed, before E. E.
Iledgeeoko, U. S. Comtnissloner at
Endee, N. M., on the 11th day of Jan-
uary, 9u.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mrs. Minnie E. Townsond, J. W, At-
kins, J. A. Atkins and J, G. Ellis
all of San Jon, x. M.
221'C K. A. Pruntic?.. Register
""
City Markets.
Ru,ler
. 2QC
EtTKs-.-.'- i oc
Chicket,s.. 25c to 33cTurke'3 Jl.00 tOjl.25
aiae heads, per ton gia.vKaffir Corn heads, per ton. 12. so
Beans, per pound sc
Corrected weekly bv Z. T. Me
Daniels, grocery and feed store.
Sumrrer Galnt Are Ripid.The gains made by chickens duringthe summer are rapid, and poultry,men are fait beginning to realize thatIf they have largo healthy birds theymi'st have sbundant ranEe during theperiod when they are growing and de.
Ita Extent.
-- V ,,n3 tfc mcBt ttrlnj-m- t laMvv'Ut
General Merchandise
'AND- -
Section Townshiq Ranir?
36 5N. r.tE
if 6 27
i1) 37
30 .6- 32
36 7' 27
6 7 - :S
16 7 29
7 5J
3 7 30
3 7 33
30' 27
36 H 28
3f 3 31
t6 8 54
P H 14
3& 0 tS
10 9 33,
3" 9. 34
j 0 35
16 o a3
3fi ' 23
3 31
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BUTCHER SHOP
FRESH MEATS AT ALL TIMES.
Steaks, Chops, Roasts, Sausage,'
'
Hambergcr
RESTAURANT AND
POOL HALL
I
SAN JON N.M,
Notice I have several blank
application for lease on above
lands and will attend to t')b un J;r
my N"tory Tubhc seal fot a :- -. of
one dollar and cny work is guaran
teed absolutely correct.
.
C.C . Reed
False prophets are rarely scou-
rged when they predict for us all
jthe'good things
'
we desire.
Another good thine about board-
ing house turker bash is that a an
can eat it without violat-
ing bis principles.
1ll .i'JJ.!.". "
llorio Sencc
i
Tulk lo your bone and teach
J.im to obey your voice m well as
Her Choice
of Methods
tie rtins, is tbo sensible advice
cfiertd to drivers by (Spirit of the
r rOU ARE WERESTBD
in a home Li the Best Valley in
Ueiv Mexico
Look over the following, if you see nothing that suits you, writr, as we
have many more good bargains.
wtkt.) This may prove valuable
A Good Dsmanstrauf,
Tti car bad wuMsvd slowly a:rn
until fJnally Jobletfh grew Impatient.
"Look here, wr food man," he said
to tbe demonstrator, "I don't waot aa
old snail of a car Ilka this. I want
aotna speed."
"Hut Just think of the economy of a
car like this." said lh-- i demonstrator
"Economy?" retorted Joblelgh.
"Where does the economy coma In?
It costs Just as much aa run aa any
other car, doenn't It?"
"Yes." replied the itamrnictrator,
"but think of what you'll aava oa
Ones." Harper's Weekly.
Carrltd Too Par.
Jeroma 8. McWade, tha millionaire
collector ot Duluth, discussed, on the
Namganiett beach, tbo trend of mod-
ern fiction.
"Modern fiction Is charitable to
women," he said slowly. "Perhaps it
if, sometimes happens, the lines
luak or come unbuckled, besides
the horse likes the sociability ot it.
He easily learns a dozen or more
words, but be careful to use them
only for exactly what you mean.
For instance, "whoa" mean9 to
step at once and stand perfectly
Btillf "get up" to go straight ahead
aud at once; "back" to step back-war- d;
"easy," or "steady," to go.
Mis. Prlggs bad paised the after-
noon at her club, whore abe bad lis-
tened to a dear young girl, direct from
tbe Chautauqua platform, deliver an
Inspiring, uplifting discourse on tbe
beneftta of moral auaalon.
Therefore, when she arrived home
and was met at tbe door with a tale
of woe relating to tbe behavior of her
only offspring of his refusal to go to
school, bis stealing all the doughnut
the cook had hidden for supper. 1ls
unforgivable rudeneaa to hla maiden
aunt and hla taking bis father's tub-
ing tackle from Its sscred bos and
mixing the contents together on the
parlor floorof all these and sundry
other misdemeanors, each sufficient to
merit a physical reproof, she bit her
Up nervously and asked whore she
might find her son.
Having found blm la tbe laundry,
where be was prepared to spend the
night In case of necessity, she led blm
gently up to her room, asking not to
be disturbed by any one whatsoever.
"Son." she said, sorrowfully. "I've
been told that you were very naughty
today."
"Do 1 get licked?" asked son. Irrel-evsntl- y.
"You realize, don't you, that you
were naughty?" she repeated, Ignoring
his question.
"Then 1 don't get lleked?" Son was
anxious to know.
"LUten to mother, dear.'" Son
winced at the ndear.TJfDt. "You are
my only boy, and 1 feel so proud to
own you But" Sbe drew him clos-
er to her and endeavored to lift blm to
ber Ian.
la too charitable to woman. Wells
and Galsworthy and Bernard Shaw
are not content with letting the wom-
en go as far as the men thar lat
them go farther than the man.
"They are as unduly charitable aa
Duluth chap, who got himself engaged
to a notorious flirt
" TVhy, Horace,' said a friend, 'yon
alnt engaged to Minnie Manners, are
your
"
'Tea, X am said Horace stoutly. .
""Why, Horace, that girl's been
engaged, off and on, to nearly every
man in Duluth.'
"'Well,' said Horace, charitably,
Duluth ain't such a big place.' "
slow. These words the horse rea-
dily learns and takes kindly to.
"walk" means to change at once
to a walk; and "all riht," spoken
in a culm, n uuiinc tour, tmuns
"don't be afraid, that wou't hurt
you." aud it is wonderful to see
what tffect it has. Speak firmly,
but not sharply to the horses, for
"$thev are net vou. creatures. Talk-iu- K
to your horse will make him
iiioic intelligent and more U iendly.
Accuse any person of cruelty and
be is prttty certain to resent the
complimet. And yet how many
No. 41 160 acres three and one
half miles southwest of San Jon,
all fenced with two wires, twenty
acres in cultivation, rather tight
land just right to work nice. 8
per acre.
N0.42 Deeded 160 acres, 2
miles from San Jon, 35 acres broke
fenced and cross fenced all with
two wires, small box house, fine
location. Price on application.
No. 43 Relinquishment 320
acres, one and three fourth miles
from San Jon, House 12 x 20,
barn 12 x 30, all fenced, 40 acres
in cultivation, mixed land, fine
soil, choice location, cash ' price
J:o30 or will trade.
No. 45 Detded 160 acres, 2
miles from San Jon, all fenced and
cross fenced with two wires, A no.
one Cox house with shingle roof,
good barn, both well painted, a
few nice fruit trees, a well of fine
watur, about 50 acres in cultiva-
tion, rine soil, mixed land, at Sio
pet acre.
No. 47 Vacant lot A fine cor-
ner lot on main street one square
trom the depot, in the business
part of towD. A bargain at $250
No. 51 City property Well
built business house 35 x 60 feet,
12 foot ceiling, shop in rear 16 x
24, small stable and other small
buildings, three lots on the corne,
on main street, will trade or se
No. 5a Deeded. x6o acres,
four and one half miles north of
San Jon, 60 acres in good state of
cultivation, fenced and cross fenc-
ed with two wins, small house,
barn 16 x 36, garden fenced with
poultry netting, some nice trees,
vines and bermuda grass, a fine
well of water which will furnish
water for land
lays fine for irrigating from the
well. Price on application.
No. 55 Vacant Lots. , Two
fine corner lots on Main and
Fourth street at $200 each on
easy terms.
No. 56 business Lot." Ccrce
lot on Filth St, and Maple Ave.
5150, $15 down, balance tn small
mouth) payments to suit tbe pur-
chaser. This lot faces the depot
and is a money maker at the pricel
No. 58 Six lots in a bunch on
south side with barn 16 x 20,
fenced with wire, price $400 on
good terms.
Ancient Painter.
Among the (Jroela the most famous
painters were Clmon of Cleona, Poly
grotus, Zeuxls, Apcllas. Appollodorus
and Parrhaslua. Of these tho greatest
were Zeuxla, who In said to hare
laughed himself to death ovor tho pic
ture of an old woman that be bad
painted, and Apelles, who, according
people in our city daily counten-
ance acts ot cruelty and neglect to
pur four-foot- ed friends without
making the least effort to lessen
the burden of those who cannot
speak for them-relvc- s. Are not
such peoplp accessories after the
fact, morally at least if not legally?
Winter is at our door and with
to some accounts, painted cherries so
perfectly that the birds pecked at
thcun, thinking them real. Apelles
web a ecu temporary ot Alexander the
Great, and was commanded by the
conqueror ot the world to paint bis
picture. Ills greatest work was
"Venus Rising From tbo Sea," painted
for tbo Temple of Esculaplus, at Cob,
and costing. It Is said, over 1100,000.
It is claimed that no artist was able
to complete bis unfinished pictures,
many of which he left at the time ot
his death.
the inclemency of the weather add-
ed precautions arc necessary tor
the welfare of the patient horse,
who, in addition to bung overload-
ed, overdriven, crue ly jerked, and
imprepcrly shod, is oiten exposed
fpr long periods of time without
udepuale coveting. Newspaper,
butcer, and grocery drivers are
conspicuous offenders along this
liue.
Societies' for the prevention of
cruelty arc cccssarily limited in
deaUngwith this city-wid- e evil, but
No 48 Vacant lots. Two lots
.
No. 6A choice relinquish-o- n
south side a little way out, will ment five north of San Jon. Will
make a fine residence property, at seJl or trade very cheap if takan
J40 for tbe two. soon,
Remedy for Swollen Legs.
Many of the swellings on the limbs
of horses can bn prevented by the
proper amount of exorcise. Do Tot
keep the horse standing In the barn
"Geo. I ain't a boby," he objected,
strenuously, as he wriggled away.
,
Mrs. Brlggr breathed s deep sign.
Tbori she began ogatn: "Mother Is
proud of her boy. but she wants hint
to de.tervo her pride. You want moth-
er to always he proud of you, don't
you?"
"Ssy. you've got powder all over
one side of your nose," exclaimed the
object of her pride.
Sbe wiped ber face quietly, then she
watted a moment to collect bor wits.
Her' son didn't seem to respond to
mother love, so she thought that per
baps she would better try something
else.
"When you refused to go to school
today, dear, you knew, didn't you. that
even tf ! didn't find It out, even if
your teacher didn't send a note borne
to me. your conscience disapproved of
your actions? Your conscience was
sorry that you weren't trustworthy "
"Teacher wouldn't have sent a note
borne, became they havent got us
fixed in our own rvoms yet. and tbey
don't know where we belong." son ob-
jected.
"But never mind what your teacher
does, son. Thick of your own better
nature, to which you have done an
Son made no comment Encour-
aged, his mother proceeded.
"You know It wss wrong, too. to
without exercise and expect it to re
main frtMi from swollen limbs.
it the central pudlic would cooper-
ate niuru freely in repotting such
Cuw, either to the societies or,
THE VALLEY LAND COPMANY
OfSnJon, NewMex.
r Dealt rs Is- - -
Irrigated Lends, Reinqu.'sf.r.cfiis, Deeded Lends
We have land in New Mexico to trade for land in other StaUs
We sell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and Improved Property.
Correspondence Solicited, and Information Cheerfully Given.
Mlasourl Mule,
Tbe 1,400 pound Missouri mule la
becoming a popular draft animal on
the thoroughfares of New York city.
He Is tough, eats less than tbe horse
of the same weight, and if sound wll)
sell for $300 or bettor.
Mrs. Newrlch.
"An' one other thing I want you to
remember when you build the bouae
Is to put one of the finest Alaetlc steps
pqto It that mouey can build. "
"An elastic step, madam?"
"Yes. I was rwadln' how Miss IJIu-bin- d
bad a fine elastic step, an' I want
ooe just Kite it or hotter." ilouatoa
Post.
Pond H carta Finally United.
After waiting SO years for her to be-
come a widow, Oeorgo Sleegann of
Wllkesbarre, Ph., has married Mrs.
Mwlctta Tehoru of Haxoltou. Whon
they were young In Germany, thoy fell
la love, and would have married bad
it not been for the opposition of their
parents. They tried to elope, but
were discovered and caught before It
was po8s!tle for them to wed. tileo-garn- i,
despondent and angry, emi-
grated, and his sweetheeft, who was
married a year after he left, followed
better still, directly to the employ-
ers, it would have a most whole-
some effect, as most of these driv-
ers are qrovided with blanket!
which they are too lazy to use and
few team owners care to have thier
stock abused.
Again the method of blauketing,
specially in the case of coal team,
is often h mere makeshitt' the
blanket being doubled up and
thrown on the rump of the animal
when commonsensc demands that
it cover the breast and shoulders
to be of benefit. Driving with the
blanket on is obviously thu larv
man's job and is worse than usles.
Who will help lu safeguaring
the wonderful, delicately adjusted
tod sentient machine of man's
best friend? Chicago Tribune.
I
take Mary's doughnuts, didn't you?
And you arc sorry, aren't you. that
you offended your Aunt Alice?"
Still no comment.
"3on. are you listening? Son!"
He turned toward ber. Huh?" be
asked. Tban his eyes were again dl
rooted out of the window. She fol-
lowed fclH gazo. and saw behind the
lilac bushes, where tbey felt that tbey
were free from public eyes. Mary and
bur buBband-t- o be bidding each other
a tender farewell. Son raw his moth-
er's eyes taking In the scene.
"Say!" he remarked. "What do you
know about that!" He nodded his
bead sagely. "I've seen them doing
that 'most every day. but I never to!d.
for I wanted something to bold over
her, when she started to tell on toe.
yJldJEO--A RIDER AGENT
to rldo snd exhibit a 8smtl Libist Model
"nangar" uicyoio lurnisuea Of us. Our stfouUuvery wnero are niukizur
money fast. ( for full tanumUrttni nttultftr tIMii.
IJO MONEY REQUIRED uuiil you receive and approve of rour
bicycle. e ship to 8 nyone anywhere In tho IT, S. without , miulu advance, tup; i(r, tud sllow TIN DAYS' PRCS TRIAL durlnirwhich time you may ride tho bicycle s nd put. it to sny test you wish .If you are thou not perfectly atis6ed or do not wish to keep the
ycycBlilnHback to ua atourcvpt-nsean- nulmt .FACTORY PRICES We '''.rDlsu the highest trade bicycles It Ispoie w nuke at one small profit aboveactual factory cost. Vou 6ive S10 to fii middlemen's profits by buy-ing direct or US Snd nnve th BianilflUt.lin.V nunnlu huhl..4 .......bicycle. DO NOT BUY m. hlr ml a r,i & mix nfl. f .Vw until you receive our catalogues and learn our uuhoard of
Idee scants.ft V and nwartdtrYOU WILL BE ASTONISHEDTUB vara jou ROMnoorDMiniinii fmTainioo
a few years later with ner nusoana,
who died a short time ago. Sleegarm
lately discovered the his old sweet
heart lived In Hazleton. The old court
ship was begun again and culmlMbad
la their wedding the other day.
uIlM low nrLvm m mn Mialm mi .Ma wuv lk-- .... n .. . ... ... , ...JpopuarJ viri iMfLW""" ""w 'ctorT. Wrt'0l with tl.M pront bor teotorr ro.um u si m m ai.uh.jMagazinethnt mains
Fact H28X!f!2 f '5v?,Fl Y J??1 eats" hmt bier bat otu.tiy Dim
CO AS TER - BRAKES SSSSSSilsSsuiissisiilsjfartnating i1 n 00 Utdjclfccrn Pc:re-Prc:- f l0Fiction IN 1111 1 1 1 1 1 SslU:ili:iTiretS & bI f"wwrmm ao veo cam(INMMTAMD IT " 1 1 V"V Tin rtnlarttuU'tfiamftlitM Uru l.UI.HM Mir. mm m iamrfara aat.BVIWIIIMI tatrftrtl.WUmim aMmrdtrU.St.
Going to fire her?"
Mrs. Brlggs exclaimed gently that
it was perfectly proper for Mary to
kiss her future husband. Then she
drew the abade, that no further Inter-
ference from outalde should prolong
their conference.
"Now, son," she began again, as she
drew blm firmly toward ber. "mother
wanta you to aay that you are v?ry
sorry snd to promise her"
"Aw, son ain't my name." broke in
the boy. crossly. "An' you ain't
'mother you're ma. An' you're talk-In- '
like tbe teacher does, 'cuu-- e she
dasn't lick us. What's the matter?"
"Oeorge." ca'Ied Mrs Brlggs to her
husband, whoee steps she heard de-
scending the stairs. "Come here and
deal with this Impudent young one
He needs s good whipping. If ever any
boy did!" As her husband entered tbe
room sbe added, to Insure good meas-
ure. "He's ruined your flslibg tackle
you'd better use ycur slipper on
htm."
A GREAT CoatiaMt! Story af lb World's
Protro which you may begin reading at
sny time, and which will bold your interest
fortvar. Is running in KQKSXETRSSSUFRSrJFCXCTnESNAILS, TM,reiaaavrlM not lat UnalrMt,
Popular Mechanics A uuDareatnenuaua pairs sold last year,nrMwamii. Mada In a.11 aizea. Itf'v
a luecill ouslltv of rnbhor. which nAvar ho
comes porous and which closes no small
A Wlde-Awak-e Constable.
T say ye sln't been speedln', ebf
said Silas as be stopped tbe car.
"Nary a speed," said tbe chauffeur,
trying to be amiable.
"When did ye leave QulncevllleT"
demanded Silas, suspiciously.
"Five o'clock this morning." said
the chauffeur, with a wink at his com-
panion.
"Five this mornin', eh?" said tbe
constable, catching the wink. "Taken
ye six hours to come four mile.
Wa-a- l, I guess I'll run ye In, anyhow,
only I'll change the complaint from
overspeedln' to obBtructln' the high-
way." Harper's Weekly.
xA Jelly Face.
"When mamma asked it I'd been
stealing Jelly, I said yes." "Why
didn't you deny 7" "I didn't have the
face to say no." Boston Transcript
Dunctnrca without allnwlnir tha rn.tr ta aieina. ffftlM ttw tMek rwMre-M- jAj'aiif pui-Mtu-r aariM
and "D"alaa rim atria "M
we have hundreds of letters from satUBed customers
statlna that their tires have only been pumped up one
or twice In a whole season. They weigh no more than
aa oi ilnary tire, the puncture resisting qualities belnf
fiven by several layers ot thin, specially preparedthe tread. Tha regular price of these tires
tire will outlast anf.Mv
MagazineArt rssdint H? Two, millions of your
neighbors are, and It Is the favorite maguine
in thousands of the beat American homes. It
apDeals to all classes eld and young men
aud women-Mh- o who know and those who
want to know.
ssa PAOta back month see ncrimes
IOO MTICLM Or MNSRAai INTUtCaT
The "Shon Notee" Daaartraant (20 paste)
give easy ways to do things bow to make
useful articles for home and shop, repairs, etc.
"AmataurMechaale" (10 pages) tells how to
make Mission furniture, wireless outfits, boats,
endnea, magic and all the things a boy loves.
itj rat ysan. imou cones ta enrraArt roar HewetMlar I (bow rov eat Of
wwrrt for mn samfli copy roear
MY RIDING.is SIO. 00 per pair, bnt for advertising purposes we are
making a special factory prlce to the rider of only S4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same
mtykim O,,,ow:?: nt "W T maaios n Wloa 9.W BOT pair) If ye me WILL OUNaud dTrtlimit o ma no rink la aoodlni oa aa order a the tlrwireturmvl at OUR eipeo if tor any rwuon thrj ara a"' aatlnfkctocy en amialaatloa. Wa arvswfartlT MuiiSand njooPT fat to ua laaa wfe la a bank. If you r lr a uir of th.-- tiraa. to mm d ui .L.. .7i .31
POPULAR MECHANICS CO.
320 W. WMhlnrlon St., CHICAGO
uaier. rua raster, wear bettrr. lant lonreraod took Hart tbas atiTtlra yon harooTaraied er aam at BHeaTfcokaowtbatyouwillheaowell plaaaed that when yoa nt a blcrela raawtS tlva MTowaraah KVmSywtomea ua trial orrtorat onw, bene tbl ramarkakle tin offrr.IF YOU NEED TIRES fe?Lb.I SSL '.".ii w I"ia for a palret HeSsetuorn
.7' rnooaoprr land trial at tbaaueplalniiceo noted above: or write for our bit Tire and Suadry Catalogiw whkh deecntmaauoMa all mTimiklDdx o( tl rm at aomtt half tbe binul pr Iom.DO NOT WAITX' te MWWIr. OO NeTTMINK OW aUYtSWa bkryotaorailalr af 'from aorooe until yoa kuo taa new auawouaaiTOionar waaala.ltonlyeoataaiNMteltoleanieTerythlQt. WnteltNOW.
alp C. UEAD CYCLE COUPAHY, GIIIGAQO,
Corn Fodder.
The chemist tells us that 70 per
cent of the feeding value of corn
fodder Is below tbe ear. If tbts be
true, how much do you lose by feed-
ing the fodder whole when put In tbe
silo tbe sta'k la worth about as much
as the enr, snd rbe ear l.ajj lost none
"f Its value?
Beware of Fits of Passion.
He submits himself to be seen
through a microscope who suffers him-
self to be caught In a fit of paasloa--- J.
C. Lsvater,
Narragsngttt Wore Popular.
The Narragausott turkey should be
morv popular than it is. It Is slightly
emailer than tfc1 Pronze, and Is very
docile and fnds the eeoflnAmAnt
jitter than most oifcer varieties.
I II II 3 II 1 W fill mwmssm wmm I II II I II . V. W I I I I
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W. L DOUGLAS TRUST PLAN
Mantrractursr Thinks Oevirnmsnt
Should Obtain Publicity by
Llcsnts System.
Largs business organizations Imv
torn to May, V cannot go buck to
old conditions. We must meet world
competition. Large concerns can pro-
duce goods at lower cost than small
ones. Germany favora large corpora-
tions. Th method of the present na-
tional administration Is to dtBSolv
th great organizations and mak
them smaller, which is a backward
step. There should be no limit to a
corporation doing a large and legiti-
mate business, aucb aa would be pos-
sible under the licensing plan which
I favor, wrltet W. L. Douglas, former
governor of Massachusetts, In the
Boston Herald.
Prejudices against corporations
N the rtcordi of the
war department appears
the nam of Henry B
Clltt, who wu a major
H. Id the regular service,
nd who roae to the rank
or a brigadier general or
volunteers while In the
Union army during the
Civil war. Old army of-
ficers remember Clltt
well, but poaalbly mil
merely because they are big, perhaps,
must be done away with. They glv V-
- v . Millabor better returns. They cheapen
product and thus benefit the consum
er. They give opportunities to smau
Investors who get returns otherwise
unattainable. They employ able
young men who have no capital at
lions of civilians have
well nigh forgotten him. After the short
official story of his service written on
the now time-staine- d paper hidden
way In a vault of the war depart-
ment, these words appear: "Mysteri-
ously disappeared In the year 188S."
The disappearance of Henry B, Cllts
la on of the mysteries of army life.
On other records In the war de-
partment are brief official lines, also
on d paper, telling of th
career of Jasper A. Maltby, colonel
of th forty-fift- h Illinois Infantry,
all, but who receive handsome sal-
aries for their ability and service.
In place of the Sherman law It la Yours tor
my opinion there should be a depart
Years for great
ment at Washington to grant licenses
to all manufacturers and corporations
In this country who do an Interstate est leavening
commerce business.
The law should be mad so clear, Ywm for never
failing results.
Years for purity.
plain and definite that It could not be
misunderstood. It should require all
Yews for economy.capital to be paid In full. Semi-yearl- y
statements should be given to the Yours for everypublic and certified by a public ae-- tning tnat goes to
mak up a strictlycountalnt. There should be a board
of examiners In each state to look aft-
er these corporations Just as our na
nign grsae, averdependable baking
powder.tional banks are watched by the na
tional government They should have That is Calumet. Try
it once and note the Imthe right to enter the offices and ex-
amine the records of all the direc-
torates of these companies.
provsment in your bak-
ing. See how much more
economical over, the high-pric-ed
trust brands, howJonsh Snickered.
"A fine fleet," he cried, "but the
president would have something to
talk about if he reviewed me."
much better than the cheap
and big-ca- n kinds.
Calumet is highest in quality
moderate in cost
Received Highest Award
World's Pur Food
Exposition,
Herewith he entered the first sub
marine.
nor familiarlyknown In th darker
ays of the country's
history as th "Wash-
burn's Lead Mln
Regiment" Maltby's
name' was brought
back not long ago
sharply to memory
by th death of his
widow la St Luke's
hospital, Chicago. 8b
was a little snow-hai- r
d woman who had
born lift's burdens
for Just th time al-
lotted by th Psalm-
ist During the days
that this woman lay
111 at th hospital of
th Beloved Physl-cla- n,
If her eyes wan-
dered about the walls
of her room, it Is
probable that for th
first time In many
years when within
any room chosen by
her as an abiding
place, they failed to
rest upon th folds of
an American flag.
Th stories of Gen-
erals Cllts and. Malt-b-y
were stories of
sterling patriotism, of
action and of wounds
received In the dis-
charge of duty. Mys-
tery has added Its In-
terest to th life's
story of Major Cllts.
perhaps one should
y to his death's
story, though there
Is always a possibil-
ity that at a great
IT WEARS YOU OUT.
Kidney Troubles Lower the Vitality of
th Whole Body.
Don't wait for serious illness; begin
using Doan'a Kidney Pills when you
first feel backache or notice urinary TRAPPER'S GUIDE FREEdisorders. John L. Perry, Columbus,
Texas, says: "I was IM Ww. md Mm. 4 T ,il i
WMWITMM VM IWJ IMC VI
N JJS Mmn Jear ago. My limbs
mm mu Winn, ii mm.
rat ukbt uenvot or row nat wmi I nwti turn tilt twm-tM- i wmm '"l. mr-- rwn WW. CITT.
200. They say
M a J o r .Cllts
fought that
day as he did
at Cerro Gor-
do, only a lit-
tle more so
The regulars
resisted stren-
uously for an
hour or two
Finally some
of the men
saw Major
Clitz go down
A big wall of
gray was fall-
ing on them
just then, and
and feet began to
swell and my doctor
said I had Bright's
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most desperate enterprises of the entire war.
There are today surviving members of th
Forty-fift- h Illinois in whose veins the words "Fort
Hill Mine" will make the blood tingle. It was
only a week before the Fourth on which Pember-to-
surrendered the Confederate city. In Logan's
front, lay Fort Hill. It was decided at a council
of the generals that its sapping and mining and
the subsequent seizing and holding of the em-
brasure made by the explosion would be of tre-
mendous moral and strategical value to the Union
cause. The place was commanded by Confeder-
ate artillery and by sharpshooters In a hundred
rifle pits.. It was known that If the explosion of
Foit Hill was a success that few of the men who
rushed Into the crevasses could hope to come out
alive. It would be what the Saxons called a deed
of derilng-do- . Owing to the limited space to be
occupied only a single regiment was to be named
to jump Into the great yawning hole after the ex-
plosion and to hold It against the hell fire of the
enemy until adequate protective works could be
thrown up
There was as many volunteers for the enter-
prise hs there were colonels of regiments In
Grant's army. The choice fell on Jasper A. Malt-
by and his following of Illinois boys.
The time came for the explosion. The Forty-fift- h
lay grimly awaiting the charge Into death's
pit The signal was given; there came a heavy
roar find a mighty upheaval. Silence had barely
fallen before there rose one great reverberating
yell, and the lad Mine Regiment, led by Its col-
onel. Jarper A. Maltby, with his lieutenant col-
onel. Malancthon Smith, at his elbow, hurled
Itself Into the smoking crater. The lieutenant col
onel whs . shot through the head and mortally
wounded before his feet had fairly touched the
pit's bottom. The colonel was shot twice, but
paid lit:le hepd to his wounds A battery of
Confederate artillery belched shrapnel Into the
ranks and sharpshooters seemed fairly to be Bring
by volleys The question became one of getting
some sort of protection thrown up before the en-
tire regiment should be annihilated. Certain men
in the pit were tolled off to answer the sharp-
shooter's fire and to make It hot for the cannon-adei- s
in the Confederate battery. They did what
(l ey could, but it availed little to save their com-
rades, who were tolling to throw up the redoubt.
Men tell on every side.
Htams were passed into the pit. and these were
put into position as a protection by the surviving
soldiers The Joists were placed lengthwise and
dirt was quickly plledtabout them Colonel Malt-
by helped the men to lodge the beams. He went
to one side of the crater where there was no ele-
vation There he stood fully exposed, a shining
mark He tint his shoulder under a great piece
of timber, and. weak with wounds though he was,
he pushed it up and forward Into place. The bul-
lets chipped the woodwork and spat In the sand
all about him One Confederate gunner of artll
lery trained his great piece directly at the devoted
leader A solid shot struck the beam, from which
Colonel Maltby had Just removed his shoulder,
and split It Into kindling. Great sharp pieces of
the wood were driven into the colonel's side, and
he was hurled to the bottom of the black pit.
The action was over shortly, for the gallant
Forty-fift- h succeeded In making that death's hole
tenable Then they picked up their colonel He
was alive, though the surgeon shortly after-
ward said that it would be hard work to count
his wounds. They took him to the Meld hospital,
and before he had been there an hour there was
clicking over the wires to Washington a message
carrying the recommendation that Colonel Jasper
A. Maltby of the Lead Mine Regiment be made a
brigadier general of volunteers for conspicuous
personal gallantry In the face of the enemy.
A week later Grant's victorious forces marched
Into Vlcksburg
Colonel Jasper A. Maltby or General Jasper A.
Maltby as it soon became, lived until the end .of
the war, but no system could long withstand the
shock and pain of those gaping wounds. He died
in the very city which he had helped to conquer.
Afterward a flag and a precious memory were
rarely absent from the life which flnslly flickered
out when the white-hatre- d little widow died at
St. Luke's hospital. Chioaco
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many omers
went down
too. When the tight was over, and afterward, when
some order came out of the chaotic hell, this re-
port was turned in by General Sykes: "The
Twelfth and Fourteenth were attacked by over-
whelming numbers. The ranks were decimated,
and Major Clitz was severely If not fatally in-
jured. Around hla fate, still shrouded in mys
tery, hangs the painful apprehension that a ca-
reer so noble, no soldierly, bo brave, has termln
ated on that Held whose honor he so gallantly
upheld." t
Major Clitz went on the list of the dead and
what wai left of his regiment mourned him as
few soldier? are mourned
Suitable orders were issued lamenting the death
of this hero of Cerro Gordo and Calnes Mills, but
before the period of the real mourning was over,
though the official kind had been over for months,
the dead came to life again Major Clitz had
been shot through both legs and in one or two
other places, but on his showing a few signs of
life the Confederates made a prisoner of him and
sent him to I.lbby.
Major Clitz was paroled When he went bark
Into the service again and when the war was
over he put In twenty years campaigning on the
plains. In 1885 he retired after nearly half a
century of service, and went to live in Detroit,
Mich. Two years later his old command, with
which he had stood In the bullet storm at Gaines
'Mills, passed through Detroit on its way to take
station at the posts of the great lakes. There
were not muny then in the Twelfth who were In
it in the old days, but It was the same outfit with
the same old tattered regimental banners
Major (then General) Clitz met the command
and old memories stirred him to tears The
Twelfth cheered Its old officer and then Detroit
was left behind.
Was it the stirring of old memories or what
was it? His old comrades In arms had been gone
but a little while when Major Clitz went to the
railroad station from which the train bearing the
soldiers pulled out, and there purchased a rail-
road ticket for a lake city which held a garrison
of United States troops. From the hour of the
purchase of that ticket no one has been found,
soldier or civilian, to say that he has ever seen
Msjor Henry B. Clitz. The army records give In
detail the story of his gallantry in battle, and at
the end of the shining record are these words.
"Mysteriously disappeared In the year 1888."
There was no mystery of disappearance in the
case of Brigadier General Jasper A. Maltby. He
died as the result of wounds received In action.
His widow who survived him many years and who
died at St. Luke's hospital In Chicago held the
American flag and her husband's memory as the
most cherished things in life. Neither was ever
long absent from her mind.
How many men are there today, bar a few old
soldiers, to whom the name Jasper A. Maltby
would mean anything unless It were coupled, as
Is th above, with some specific .Information?
Yet this man Jasper A. Maltby was chosen by
General Grant, on the advice of McPherson and
Logan, to lead, with his single regiment the most
desperate enterprise at the siege of Vlcksburg,
and, as some historians have it, one of the three
spark of the spirit of life which moved him to
soldier deeds.
Recently a brigadier general of the regular
service, many years retired, came to Washington.In the lobby of a hotel he met a veteran as grls-sle- d
and wrinkled as he, but still of an upright
physical bearing. The general looked at the
man a moment actually aghast and then with
words that came out In the disorder of a "route
step" gasped:
"John I heard you were dead I would as soon
have thought of meeting Clitii."
The two had been subalterns in t'litz's regi-
ment during the Civil war and after, and bad
loved him. It was perhaps the flashing thought
of an anniversary of a disappearance at band
that sent the returned Boldler's thought to Major
Cllts when in the lobby of a Washington hotel
he met the former comrade, who he had heard
was dead. The army archives bear no stranger
records than that of this case of General Henry
B. Cllts he was only a major, however, when' he
won distinction by his gallantry. It is twenty-thre- e
years ago now that Major Clitz was lost
Twenty-thre- e years, but a man may be found
after twenty-thre- e years.
Major Henry B. Cllts. Twelfth Infantry, U. S
A., was once dead and burled and was alive again,
was lost, and the other word that should natur-
ally fit here is either yet to be supplied, or for-
ever is to remain unwritten There are scores
of soldiers today, old soldiers but once a soldier
always a soldier who, In the memory of what
happened after Gaines Mills, think that one day
they may again clasp this side of the grave the
hand of Comrade Clitz
Henry B. Clitz of Michigan entered West Point
In the year 1841, graduating four years after
He was a schoolmate of Grant, McClellan. Sheri-
dan and Burnstde. Cllts went Into the Mexican
war and won praise on the Held and a brevet
rank afterward for conspicuous gallantry at Cer-r-
Gordo Cllts was a fighter. He proved this
fact every time be had a chance, and during bis
forty-fiv- e years of service he had chances In
plenty.
When the Civil war had been on tor a time
CUtt found himself major of the Twelfth regu-
lars. He was transferred to that outfit from the
Third, another fighting regiment. It came along
toward th time of Mechanlcsvllle and Gaines
Mills. The Twelfth and the Fourteenth were ly-
ing pretty close together. When the Gaines Mills
battle was on and war's hurricane was at Its
height th Twelfth and the Fourteenth were given
a position to hold. The two regiments were at-
tacked by overwhelming numbers, but the num-
bers weren't overwhelming for a long time.
There wasn't any retreat in th make-u- p of those
two regiments of regular Infantry. The wave of
b&ttl simply bad to com down on them and
engulf them. .Afterward when General Sykes
wrote a report about th Twelfth and Fourteenth
and th fight that they put up, he said th ranks
of th Twelfth wer "decimated." General Sykes
had probably nver studied "English Lessons for
English Peopl." Unless things have changed,
declmatd mans th cutting out of on la ten.
This Is th way th Twelfth was "decimated." It
want tnto th fliht with 470 men; cam out with
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Is it necessary on his part again to
explain his attitude towards the steel
trust when be permitted the absorp
Is the best of all medicines for the eure of diseases,disorders and weaknesses peeulisr to women. It is the
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly gradu-
ated physician aa experienced and skilled specialist ia
the diseases of women.
It is a safe anedreine In any condition of tho system.( THE ONE REMEDY which contains ao aloobol
ad ao injurious habit-formin- g; drugs aad whioh
reatee ao craring: for suoh stimulants.
THE ONE REMEDY so good that Its maters
euro aot afraid to print its every Ingredient oa
oh outside bottle wrapper aad attest to the
trathfulaeoa of the same under oath.
To create a schism In the RepublicI Dealer
tn all kind or MEM-DU- NI. LUUA CIIAMtlSE. Mum moth cata-
log mailed frea. Cor. lfth A Rlaka. Dnver an ranks is the nope or the Demo THE BEST STOCKcrats: to cause a break between ColoRELIABLE : PROMPT CAMM CCoaearUnel Roosevelt and President Taft, If IASSAYS tion of the
Tennessee Coal & Iron
Company. That was justified when It
occurred, as It did. In a time of finan-
cial panicPhiladelphia Inquirer.
at teaGold. Ttc; Gold and Sil-ver. 11.(10: Onld. Hllvar that were possible, is their dream. Be able prleee, write tor tree
Illustrated eataloaue.tween now and the national Republicand copper, si. so. uoia ana Hiiver rerincdand bought. Writ for fr mailing sacke.OUDEN AhSAY CO.. 1734 Glenarm St.. Denver. 10 A. K HESS -- CO.an conventoln and between that date
JSSTravUSU Bisilia.TSSIt is Sold br medicine dealers aver rwhem. and aav dealer who hain't It Aaaand the election there will be manyWorklngmen and Protection.
High protection for American manu fet it. Don't take a substitute of unknown comDOsitioa for this medioine ostories coming from Democratic headMM INOWN COMPOSITION. No counterfeit Is as tfnoci aa the tfenuina and tha dniMlaquarters, directly or Indirectly, which HAIR BALaAM
will be Inserted as wedges to split the who says something else is "just es food as Dr. Pierce's" is either mistakesor is trying to deceive you for his own selfish benefit. Such a man ia aot to be CTwiiiii sa kmuflat ha feastPrium a lenaiMl fimnMmr Mis M isstweOvsr
tttW AND VALUABLE INFORMATICS
ro
MtSTtSN TRAPPCRS Republican formation, so that a Dem 1 air to Its Toetfcltrusted. He is trifling with your most priceless possession your health"y be your life itaelf. Sr thmt wn tH wkt mm at fir.ocrat may slip through the forced apMDill toOM ro M NHWEU CwDt MD Oam nats dlMM a stir hierture into the White House. Norman Ma,anasi-wa- xjihok ,cc hit aw Hioci e fvRA.t.tTirHfMS 1 CO.
factures, scientific revision in the In-
terest of the whole people, and not re-
vision as part of the political game to
boost men Into office. This Is the view
of the best interest of the working-me- n
In the United States brought
back from Europe by Thomas H. Can-
ning of Boston, general master work
man of the Knights of Labor, Incor
1741 Surf IT. DfXVU.CtlOHUtt, , Mack Is the first man to try to In
sert the wedge, but his has struck the
knot of incredulity and will not driveCHRISTMAS AND NEW YKAR IIOLI.
home. Beware of lhe Democrats when Eyo uotor
na ssr .swwesafc
they bear tales.porated
Aa MMHlari mt Santas
haslet Sai Ss Met. tn lasaas kdsisrl assail. I
DAY EXCURSION PARKS
VIA
THE DOVER A RIO GRAND.
RAILROAD.
The Scenic Line of the World"
One fare for the round trip between all
stations In Colorado and New Mex-
ico oi the Denver & Klo Grande
system, also correspondingly low
rate to points on other lines.Tickets on sale December 23, 24, 25, SO,
11 and January 1, between all sta-
tions In Colorado and New Mexico,
also December 22 betwen all points
and etaer ismrnum aa
''ffl88f!b Lamiis
. Lanterns
The strong, ateady light
Rayo lamps and lanterns give most light for the oil they burn.
Do not flicker. Will not blow or Jar out.
Simple, reliable and durable and aold at a price that will surprise you.
Ask your dealer to show yoa his llneof Hire Ismpa aad Isatsras, or writs to any sasacy of
Continental Oil Company
FROSFECTUS
will
in for poa.(tlieatioa aad receipt of o
Republican Victory Presages.
It is the Democratic party, not the
Republican party, which is tradition-
ally credited with the fatal facility for
blundering. The deliberate deduction
from th j recent elections Is that If
the Republican party avoids serious
mistakes it will be the winner In the
national election of next year.
Denver, Colorado springs. Manltou,
Pueblo, Trtnldad, Canon City, Sallda
and intermediate points and La Veta,
Wilson's Setback.
New Jersey, It may be inferred, has
looked with alarm upon the political
nostrums marketed by her ambitious
governor. Her votes were cast for
the Wilson of a sound economic phil-
osophy as expounded in the profes-
sor's writings. When in a search for
favoring political gales the governor
repudiated his own logic and con-
clusions and became the champion of
whatever "Ism" came to hand the
state no longer followed him. Phil-
adelphia Public Ledger.
Alamosa, Creede. Antonito, Duran in- - IEDolores, Tellurlde, Rldgway and Juan::termeoiate points,
riaal Return Mailt January S, 1812.For Kates and full particulars, call orRio Grande Agent,FRANK A. WADI.KIOH,Qeaeral Pasaeaarer Aa-en- t,
Dearer, Cole,
The poor consumer Is expected to
look at the Democrats making polltl
and capital aud innocently suppose
that all the time they are working un-
selfishly in his Interests.
PUTNAM FADELESS ID) YESS
Color more roods brighter and fast er colors than any other dye. Oris lOcpactow colors all rtbsrs. TharoVelneold erb't p'Srt l Team 'dye any garment without ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dya, Bleach aad Mut Cobra. MOHXK sWtijl -art f j Jaat Z
Y4
I
ml IMWl&llIllE lV '1 I M H 1.1 fl tt
I Pre-- I n vcntorr SALE Gommepeimr JAN. 1! Ciiiinif 15 Days.l-nALC-
Woolen Shirts $ 2.35 value, now $ 1 85
:.'f)5
" " 1.20
Indies Clonks
Long blk. mititery clcak $5 00 val. $3.95
" - "' "
' M
"4-0- " "3.35
Missess Coits Red " 2,5 ' "i-9- 5
Ladiss white Sweater coat " 2.25 " 'l 85
2.0a 1 5
1 Red 2.00 1.75
11 Gray ll
11 150" "1.15:
A discount of 20 per cent off all Missess
and Boys Sweater Coats.
' lEead Wear
2.00
l.5"
1 23
1. 00
Ntg!ige 1.50
,05
Sweater coats 2 -- '
1.2":
Hals, Wotth.? ? 3. co val. now $ 2.45 h
2 50 1 95
2.0) " '.'
1.25 ," " 95
" "75 50,
'' "t.2i V5
.7:. &
.50 .5
" "35 "".
Leather Caps
Cloth
m&mm
Ladies fur caps 3 00 valne 2.25
.. ..
2 2 co
" " " "2 50
Blue, Brown & Red Hats 65 val. ,45
Avi if ion caps $i.oo''a'ue.
,50 .40
Cottolene small size, per can .30 cts
Lard Compound large size, .95
8 Bars Laundry Soap 25
3 Cake9 Toilet t
' to
3 Cans Sugar Corn". .'. 25 ..
6 ' ' Sardines .25 . ,
5 7 June Peas ............ .55
2 " Sweet Potatoes 25 ..
6 " Hominy.....' .55
1 ' ' Krout 10 . .
1 ' Pumpkin 10 ...
2 " Salmon .... . .25
t " M 'plT. Shade Tomtoe ..
.I..
3 . . Small 25
1 " G tllen Apples 35
I " " Pie P ; dies 35
I " " Pt.Ud Pipcht's .... .45
I "
" " Bark Berries 5"
l " " Be r Bin rid Sorghum .55 ..
I "
" Pai Cake Syrup .. 4i ..
1 " A"tle Fi od '"' 50 ..
1 " K-- S 'KirC" ,. . 7' m
3
' '
.. ti.95
" " "'5 S3 15
24 11. Rioc for ...... $1.03 .. '
14 '
' Sugar " $1 00 . .
3 '
' Pks. Corn F akes 25 . .
Sun dr:ed app!s pr lb mi ct.
'Dricl Pticher " " .. .. .IS' "
Bry KOodft!t
Calico-vf- ry best .c'i vaiue .05
Outeng flint I .icvi : i
Dress gingham ,12,'i .10
.10 .o8tf
Apron 00
Bleach domestic .1:
.to
.CO .07
"Brown .to
.OQ
.06 .05
Tal le domash .73 50
Woolen dress goods .65 .45
Black mohair x.'55 95
' " ; 45
Domish cloth 3J .2 2,' 2
Cotlo 1 Suiting .20 16 2 ?
.12
EJ5BBBWABK..
Men's Heavy Fleeced .50 value, now .38
Ribbed
.50 38
. . Union Suits 1.25 95
. Ribbed Wool 1.25 95
LADIES UNION SUITS
Ladies Set-srtu- g 1.00 .85
Ribbed .65 .. .. 45
. . Shirts & Pants
.51 45
.. 35 25
Childrens Underwear all sizes a'
equally lew rr'c s.
$4-2- WIM
' 2.05 A- - Rntni ' I
I
11 . . . 1.' Ttj'.M't lit .:l
fJ I'.iWi-r-.
5th 'off
i
Only a few word"! are necesary in
announcing our Special Cash
Sale. We hr.ve' sf vf ri! thousand dollars
worth of surplus s,tap!e merchandise or
ban J that we are forced to convert into
Cash at once, regardless of Profit".
The low prices we have placed, on fO
many staple articles, regardless of cost, is
done that we may reduce, our stock and
rcuke room for the Spring Line, which
will be coming in soon.
LOOK at The:i Sample PRICES.
HUNDREDS of other- - at bargain prices
e r - ... ' i
.. J.. Vj
Mi !. FT .r-
- t ;
I 1
i
We have a splendid line of the amour
Curlee Suits and Pants, and we now offft
these at prices you will be pleased to pay.
Men's VVsol Suits 517.50 value row $15 or
(I " "S1500 S12.5'
t " "$13.50. Sxi co
(I II "$12.50 J
II 1 1 " "$10.00 $775
MENS CURLEE PANTS
" S 5.00 val.
" " M1.50
i 11 1
2,00
A discount of 20 per cent, or 1'
,all boys suits and pants.
fa"
95 i
.85
,95
50
HiTi'n I. it, ii,l3t'4i?'S3
1
the Eiiivifo in Ulmple
Horlh9 nml our lnielHvmn
Plete sar wu:e h limited
& weciiaa imt I rmt out irAV
g'mas in this Bisie5 Saai we sa-Nii8- 'yon
of a ilmvAnwii of la- -
tO !!23t.
B k. Prunes
Sih'rr " . .14
K.nsi;) 3 crown
.10
Cu-ia- i ts ,' pks .10
Mine-- ' Meal C'9
St.edtd Raisns ...8
Old Homstead flour cwt. .... $ 2.8$
Jewel $2-- . 35
Corn Meal ....... $2.25
An Elegant Mirror wonh $2 50 given
absolutily free when purchase amount
to $20 00. Groceries count one half. Come
to this Grand Carnnal of LOW PRICES
and bring your neighbors. We guarantee
you will l.e pleased. Your For Success,
SAN JON. MERC. CQ.
-
Remember we have an elegant mirror to give all our Customers.
SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
INCORPORATED
C. L. OWEN, mgr.
Wholesale and Retail
DEALERS TN GENERAL MERCHANDISE
THE
SAN NFW MFX.JON, -, .
""-I-J srxn
4.
